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PREFACE
Berkeley Planning Associates (BPA) and Social Policy Research Associates (SPR) arc
conducting an ongoing Evaluation of the Defense Conversion Adjustment (DCA) Demonstration.
This Interim Report includes information from initial site visits conducted during late 1993 and
early 1994 to the twelve Round 1 demonstration grantees, whose initial 18-month grants ran
from January 1993 through June 1994. The Interim Report highlights the key design features
of the Round 1 demonstration projects and summarizes implementation experiences during their
first 12 to 14 months.
The Interim Report includes four chapters.

The first chapter introduces the study,

presenting both the historical and conceptual background for the demonstration and the
evaluation. The second chapter describes and assesses the experiences of the five projects in
the demonstration that focussed on averting layoffs by intervening at the firm level: the
dislocation aversion approach. The third chapter examines the experiences of the five projects
that emphasized providing employment and training services to dislocated defense industry
workers: the worker mobility approach. The fourth chapter describes the two projects that
focussed on assessing and planning for the employment and training needs of workers affected
by base closures: the community planning approach. Bach of the three chapters begins with
cross-project analysis of the goals, targeting, recruitment and delivery of services, followed by
descriptive profiles of the projects.
In January 1994 a new cohort of seven grantees joined the original twelve reported here,
with grants running through June 1995. Although this report was written before these new
projects were underway, the evaluation now includes these Round 2 grantees, and subsequent
reports will address the achievements of all nineteen grantees. The next report will be submitted
to the Department of Labor in early 1995.
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CHAPTER I
ENCOURAGING INNOVATION:
A FEDERAL RESPONSE TO THE
DEFENSE DRAWDOWN

Introduction
0

Experience in a defenseindustry corporate culture that emphasizesbureaucratic top-down
decision making rather than participatory work teams and technical quality over cost
control and efficiency.
In their searchfor new jobs, dislocated defenseworkers may face labor markets saturated

with workers possessingsimilar skills. In such cases,workers may need to consider relocation
to obtain new jobs that build on their existing skills.
At the firm level, cutbacks in defense spending have the greatest impact on ‘firms that
have specializedin the production of componentsor products to meet strict defenseprocurement
specifications. Faced with sharp cutbacks or loss of demand for their products by DOD, these
firms needto becomecompetitive with new products and/or in new markets. Defense-dependent
firms are characterized by:
.

Previous experience producing small quantities of customized products for a single
customer.

0

Little experience developing flexible or diverse product lines.

0

Little experience with inventory control procedures or marketing methods. :

l

Little experience with cost containment or continuous improvement strategies or
procedures.
Overall, many of these firms still control sizeable resources in terms of facilities and

equipment and a highly trained workforce. However, they face an immediate crisis of how to
transfer these resourcesto production for non-defense markets.
At the community level, cutbacks in defense spending have had particularly devastating
impacts on local areasin which a high percentageof local economic activity is related to defense
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contracting or the operation of affected military installations. Features of these high-impact
areas include:
High numbers of workers dislocated from DOD prime contractors, civilian employment
at DOD installations, or military service at affected bases.
Major secondary effects on local employment at defense subcontractors and local
suppliers.
Tertiary effects on local retail and service jobs, resulting in overall high unemployment
and economic decline.
Little information about how to go about planning for economic development and
alternative uses of facilities, equipment, and human resources.
A variety of organizations, agencies, and interest groups with concerns about the
situation and the ability to offer resourcesto develop a coordinated community response.
The federal government provides assistanceto communities and workers affected by
defense cutbacks through three ongoing programs. Two of these programs are ‘targeted to
affected communities. The third is targeted to affected workers.
ASSISTANCETO I~IPACTED COMMUNITIES

The Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) within the Department of Defense encourages
sound long-range planning to communities affected by defense reductions by providing small
planning grants and direct staff assistanceto local government agenciesand community groups.
OEA-funded planning efforts generally focus on the re-use of military installations and defense
plants. This program received expandedfunding under the community initiatives provisions of
the Defense Authorization and Appropriations Acts of 1993.
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to separatedmilitary personnel and civilian DOD employees. Servicesavailable under DDP are
also expandedto include, in certain circumstances,skills upgrading to individuals in, or laid off
from, non-managerial positions.
ASSISTANCETO AFFECTED FIRMS

The 1993 Department of Defense budget also provided funds to initiate a series of
defense firm initiatives, including activities to support dual use technology, advanced
manufacturing technology, commercial-military integration, and regional technology.
SUMMARY

While significant federal resourceshave been allocated to addressthe needs of defense
conversion at the individual worker, firm, and community levels, the federal government has
tended to develop a separateprogram and a separatefunding stream to address each level of
impact. The Defense Conversion Adjustment Demonstration offers the opportunity to link
defense conversion activities addressed to the needs of workers, firms, and communities
impacted by the defense drawdown, as well as to test innovative approacheswithin each level
of impact.

THE DEFENSECONVERSIONADJUSTMENTDEMONSTRATION
Section 325(d) of Title III of the Job Training Partnership Act provides funding for
demonstration projects as part of the Defense Conversion Adjustment Program to encourageand
promote innovative responsesto defense-relateddislocations. In an initial announcementin the
Fedeml Register on May 12, 1992, DOL announcedthe availability of approximately $5 million

for projects in the areasof dislocation aversion, increasedworker mobility, community planning,
economic development, and local initiatives. Twelve Round 1 DCA demonstration grants were
awarded in November 1992. A second round of DCA demonstration funding was announced
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in the Federal Register on June 3, 1993, and seven additional grants totalling approximately $3.4
million were announced on November 22, 1993.
The demonstration announcements emphasized that the purpose of the DCA
demonstrations is to undertake innovative approaches not otherwise found in standard Title III
or Defense Conversion Adjustment programs. Areas of potential innovation include:
.

Use of grantee organizations and administrative entities not generally responsible for
dislocated worker services.

l

Targeting of demonstration activities and services to individuals and groups not generally
included in EDWAA services, including defense-dependent firms and. impacted
communities as well as individual workers dislocated or at risk of dislocation as a result
of the reductions in defense spending.

-

Provision of a wide range of services and activities related to defense conversion
objectives, including, for example, formation of community task forces, business
development assistance, entrepreneurial training, workforce training in high performance
workplace skills and total quality management concepts, as well as training in technical
fields for individual workers.

l

Coordination of DCA demonstration activities with defense conversion activities
supported by other funding sources (including, for example, economic development or
community adjustment funding).
Although the Defense Conversion Adjustment Demonstrations were awarded under five

different categories -- dislocation aversion, increased worker mobility, community planning,
economic development, and locally initiated -- the different DCA demonstration approaches can
be described using three conceptual models. Some demonstrations use a single approach, while
others have developed designs that combine several approaches.
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THE D ISLOCATION AVERSION A PPROACH

In the dislocation aversion approach, defense-dependent firms are assisted to restructure
their operations to compete successfully in commercial markets. In contrast to traditional
EDWAA services, which assist individual workers, the intent is to reduce dislocations through
early intervention for the firm as a whole to preserve the jobs of employees at risk of
dislocation.
Figure I-l depicts the general approach for projects testing dislocation aversion strategies.
The precipitating event is usually one or more defense-dependent firms experiencing a sharp
decline in sales as a direct or indirect result of declining defense procurements. After identifying
and selecting defense-dependent firms that are interested (1) in restructuring for competition in
non-defense markets and (2) in using worker retraining as one tool to further diversification or
conversion efforts and prevent layoffs, projects using the dislocation aversion approach intervene
to assist the firm(s) in one or more of the following processes:
Assess the firm’s strengths and weaknesses and opportunities for conversion or
diversification.
Develop detailed strategic plans for conversion or diversification, including: developing
financing for implementing the strategic plan.
Reorganize the workplace to implement improved technologies, more flexible production
procedures, or transformed worker roles and responsibilities.
Provide technical assistance and training to managers on marketing, reorganization of
production, financial restructuring, record-keeping, and total quality management, as
needed.
Retrain workers in needed technical skills or high performance workplace skills necessary
to help the firm compete in broader markets.
l-7
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Dislocation Aversion Approach
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The dislocation aversion strategy represents a substantial departure from traditional
EDWAA approaches. Although it was hoped that WARN provisions for advance notification
of layoffs would permit layoff aversion to occur under Title III, there is not usually enough lead
time under WARN to permit successfulrestructuring at the company level. In addition, regular
Title III funds may not be used to retrain a firm’s employees in order to continue their
employment at the samefirm. To be able to turn around the financial statusof a troubled firm,
the dislocation aversion approach needs to (1) intervene early enough to be able to positively
influence the firm’s financial outlook and (2) provide or arrange for sophisticated management
assistanceto guide successfulrestructuring.
One of the most innovative design features of the dislocation aversion approach is the
requirement for close linkages between workforce training and restructuring efforts ,targeted to
thencompany per se. Becausedemonstration funds are limited to activities allowable under Title
III; activities planned by the demonstration projects using this approach focus for the most part
on retraining for workers, management,and small businessowners (described in stepsfour and
five, above). Specialized consulting, strategic planning, capital sourcing, retooling and similar
expenses oriented to the firm as a whole (steps one through three) may be covered by the
companies themselves, through non-JTPA public sources, or as part of the administrative
expenditures of the DCA demonstrations. While recognizing this necessary separation of
funding, it is crucial to assessthe demonstrations’ services to individual workers in: the context
of distinctly company-level planning and action.
A secondimportant departure from mainstreamEDWAA is the focus on at-risk workers,
as opposed to those who have already separatedor received layoff notices. At-risk workers are
not currently eligible for services funded under other provisions of Title III.

Although it is

obviously an essential part of any dislocation aversion strategy, the freedom to target at-risk
workers raises a series of operational issuesconcerning who is to be selectedfor participation,
and what alternative serviceswill be offered to other affected workers. These issueswere raised
explicitly in the demonstration grant announcement,along with the requirement to consult with
representativesof affected employees during both design and implementation of the projects.
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Lastly, dislocation aversion strategies imply radically new types of training and target
populations. Targeted workers include highly skilled engineers, managersand businessowners
as well as production workers.

As described in this report, the dislocation aversion

demonstrations funded in Round 1 have proposed a broad array of training approaches and
curricula.

In addition to employer-customized occupational skills training (some of it in

advanced technical fields), training may be provided in statistical process control, advanced
marketing techniques,just-in-time inventory and procurement, participatory management,total
quality management, teamwork and communications skills.

Training of this scope is not

unknown in EDWAA, but current experienceremains quite limited. If successful,theseprojects
will provide rich models for teaching methodsand curriculum content for training highly-skilled
at-risk workers, methods for encouraging employer and worker participation in curriculum
design, involvement of managementconsultants and similar service providers, and.on-the-job
training practices.
THE WORKER MOBILITY APPROACH

Although a number of layoff aversion efforts may be successful, large numbers of
defense industry workers, military personnel, and civilian DOD employees will nonetheless
suffer dislocations as a result of reduced defenseexpenditures. Worker mobility projects serve
the needsof defense workers after dislocation has occurred or when dislocation is unavoidable.
While the worker mobility demonstrations share their general approach with the EDWAA
program as well as with the Defense Conversion Adjustment and Defense Diversification
programs as a whole, the DCA demonstrationsare intended to test new and innovative ways of
increasing mobility for workers affected by the defense drawdown.
Figure I-2 depicts the general worker mobility approach. The precipitating event is
usually the reduction or elimination of one or more defense contracts which cause a
defense-dependentfirm to announcelayoffs. In communities and regions hard hit by reductions
in defense contracting, the precipitating event is not usually a single layoff but a number of
layoffs across a wide range of firms over an extended period. Worker mobility projects may
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also be organized in response to announcements of the closure or downsizing of military
facilities that result in job loss for civilian DOD employees and/or military personnel.
After identifying a group of workers laid off from defense-related employment, the
worker mobility approach seeks to intervene as soon as possible to assist affected workers to
obtain re-employment in high quality jobs offering high wages, benefits, and job security. To
further this objective, projects using the worker mobility approach may:
Provide services responding to the crisis adjustment needs of dislocated workers,
including personal and family counseling, financial counseling, and stress management
services.
Assess individual skills and interests, identify employment barriers and transferable
skills, and assist workers to explore occupational choices and develop individual
employment goals and strategies.
Identify occupations in the economy that can absorb the skills of dislocated workers.
Assist workers in transferring their skills to these jobs through skills certification,
short-term skills enhancement, or longer-term retraining.
Assist interested individuals to start small businesses or joint ventures transferring
technology developed in the defense sector to commercial applications.
Train workers in the cultural and organizational differences between defense-oriented and
commercially-oriented workplaces (e.g., training in high performance workplace skills).
Assist workers to market their defense/military work experience to commercial
employers.
Assist workers to identify job opportunities in other regions and plan for relocation.
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demonstration funding for worker retraining to support the creation of new jobs through the
reuse of vacated military facilities. While this specific configuration has not emerged to date
under the DCA demonstrationprojects, severaldemonstrationshave tried to link the achievement
f worker mobility and economic development objectives by encouraging the transfer of
technology and worker skills from defense applications to commercial applications.

If

successful, these projects can provide models for further efforts to coordinate worker
retraining/re-employment and economic development activities.
THE Co-

PLANNING APPROACH

The community-level impacts of defense downsizing become particularly severe when
there are masslayoffs in a geographical area or when a large military facility closes,down. In
such cases, the initial dislocation can have devastating effects on other business, limiting the
immediate employment prospects for workers affected by the original layoff and causing
substantial downstream layoffs by smaller local businesses. Further complications arise when,
as is often the case, large numbers of workers with similar skills suddenly begin seeking jobs
in an already fragile labor market.
Paradoxically, the potential for disaster posed by such events can provide exceptional
opportunities for effective response. Past experience with conversion initiatives suggeststhat
two key elements are needed for effective local action: n core of community lendership, and
a consensus-building long mnge p[an that brings a broad spectrum of community ,interests to
bear on goal setting and design of a concerted response.
Figure I-3 depicts the general model for the community planning approach. The
precipitating event is an impending baseclosure or widespread dislocation in an area unusually
dependenton the defenseindustry. The community planning approach emphasizesthe activities
needed to develop a coherent and unified community response to the local situation and to
coordinate available resourcesto further the selectedresponse. Community planning projects,
whether funded by OEA or DCA funds or state or local funds, rarely operate in a vacuum.
Generally, they attempt to support, coordinate, and expand the formal and grassrootsactivities
l-14
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services and worker retraining are usually only one set of issues on the local community
planning agenda. Other issues often addressed using the community planning approach include
facility reuse and economic development/job creation strategies.
Community planning activities are shaped by the perception of local needs as well as by
the activities already underway using other funds. Thus, in one particular local setting, a
community planning project may emphasize collecting detailed and accurate information about
the extent of dislocation that will occur or has occurred.

In another setting, a community

planning project may emphasize recruiting a representative group of individuals and
organizations to come together to formulate a community response and oversee implementation
of plans. The different activities included in the community planning approach draw on the
folIowing options:

(1)

Develop an effective coalition involving state and local officials, public and
private agencies, and interest groups and agree on a process for reaching
consensus on key goals.

(2)

Collect and analyze information about the direct and indirect impacts of defense
cutbacks on the local community.

(3)

Identify decisions to be made and alternative options (e.g., options for facility
reuse, alternative strategies to prevent further dislocations through services to
at-risk firms and workers, possible service designs and delivery approaches to
help dislocated workers adjust, potential for regional economic development).

(4)

Identify available community assets and resources.

(5)

Using the agreed upon participatory decision process, develop a coherent and
comprehensive plan for the community response that coordinates the activities of
all agencies and individuals.
1-16
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(6)

Mobilize federal, state, and community resourcesneeded to realize the plan and
oversee its implementation.

Like dislocation aversion, community planning represents a substantial departure from
traditional EDWAA activities as well as from the activities funded under regular nondemonstration DCA or DDP grants. By funding community planning projects under the Defense
Conversion Adjustment Demonstration, DOL hopes to identify innovative models for linking
workforce development issuesand plans for worker retraining to plans for longer-term regional
economic development and/or reuse of military facilities. Ideally, this linked planning process
would also addressimmediate strategiesfor serving the workers dislocated from defense-related
or base employment and identify re-employment options for these workers.

EVALUATION OBJECTIWS AND METHODS
EVALUATION OB.TECTMS

The evaluation of the Defense Conversion Adjustment Demonstration has three major
objectives:
To describe and document the implementation and short-term outcomes of the
demonstration projects as they relate to the specific problems faced in, defense-related
dislocations.
To identify exemplary approaches to the specific problems faced in defense-related
dislocations.
To identify the factors that contribute to or impede the successof various responsesto
defense conversion.
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To accomplish theseobjectives, the evaluation design calls for the collection of qualitative
and quantitative information to describe or evaluate the design of the demonstration projects,
how the demonstrations have evolved over time to meet the distinct challenges posed by their
environments and individual objectives, and what they have accomplished. While data collection
procedures have been designed to provide comparable data acrossthe demonstrations, they also
are designed to capture the unique and innovative features of each project.
DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Qualitative data on project designs, implementation experiences,and outcomes are being
collected through intensive site visits to each demonstration project, supplementedby ongoing
reviews of relevant written materials, such as project proposals and quarterly progress reports
submitted to DOL. During the baseperiod of the evaluation contract, we planned two site visits
to each project. This Interim Report includes findings from the first site visits, which were
conducted between October 1993 and February 1994.
Qualitative data collection has been guided by a series of written topic guides* for
discussionswith:
l

Project administrators and other demonstration partners,

.

Participating firms.

0

Worker representatives.

l

Agencies or individuals involved in the design or delivery of businessservices to firms.

*We have developed different versions of the data collection tools for use at projects testing different
defense conversion approaches. For some discussion guides, we developed hue versions--one for projects
serving at-risk workers and one for projects serving dislocated workers. For other guides, we designed
separate sections or modules within a single guide for use at projects testing particular approaches.
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0

Agencies or individuals involved in the design or delivery of services to dislocated or
at-risk defense industry workers.

0

Selected workers receiving demonstration services.

0

Representatives of other community agencies.

While on site, field researchers have also reviewed written case file records for individual
participants and written curriculum materials for worker services.
Analysis of qualitative data has consisted of two stages: project-level analysis and
cross-project analysis. In this Interim Report, the project profiles summarize the key features
of each demonstration project’s design and implementation experience. While it is too early in
the demonstration to describe outcomes for most projects to date, we have included early
observations about the “lessons learned” or questions raised about effective implementation
practices within the project profiles.
The cross-project analysis, presented in the first part of each of the chapters describes
and compares the implementation experiences using each of the demonstration approaches -dislocation aversion, worker mobility, and community planning. Within each approach, the
discussion is organized around a description of the key implementation challenges faced by the
demonstration projects in four areas: (1) demonstration objectives, (2) target population (e.g.,
of firms, of workers), (3) service designs, and (4) organizational issues.
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CHAPTER II
STRATEGIES TO PREVENT
LAYOFFS FROM DEFENSE FIRMS

PART A
THEIMPLEMENTATIONEXPERIENCEFOR
DISLOCATIONAVERSIONPROJECTS
INTRODUCTION
Among the first round of DCA grantees, six projects include strategiesto avert worker
dislocation. Although most projects have beenoperational for less than one year (one just began
operations in April 1994) and the implementation experiences of each grantee are to a large
extent unique, patterns have emerged over the course of the year. In this chapter, we identify
someof the common challengestheseprojects have faced as they launched their programs during
the,first year of the demonstration, and describe the strategiesprojects have used to meet these
challenges.
Perhapsmore than any other approach currently being tested in the DCA demonstration,
the dislocation aversion approach is the most ambitious and carries the greatest potential for
innovation. Never before have Department of Labor-funded projects been targeted to work with
at-risk firms and incumbent workers. Never before have servicesbeen delivered to ,the firm or
by the firm, rather than to the individual workers after layoff, and never before have resources
been offered directly to firms to use as part of a strategic plan to help the firm survive. But
precisely becausetheseprojects are experimenting in areasthat are unfamiliar for most grantees,
the challenges the projects face are also extraordinary.
The six Round I projects that include dislocation aversion strategies discussed in this
chapter are:
0

The Management Assistance and Technology Transfer Program (MATT), a project
administered by the St. Louis County Economic Council in St. Louis, Missouri.
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The Long Island Defense Diversification Project (LIDDP), a project administered by the
New York State Department of Economic Development in Long Island, New York.
The Strategic Skills Program (SSP), a project administered by the Industrial Services
Program in Massachusetts.
The Business Roundtables, a program administered by a Private Industry Council-led
Consortium in San Diego County, California.
The Sargent Controls Project, administered by the Regional Re-employment Center in
Pima County, Arizona.
The Machinists Project (IAM), a project administered by the International Association
of Machinists in Burbank, California.
This chapter is organized into four sections, each reflecting one of four key
implementation topics: project goals; recruitment and selection of firms; services; and project
organization.

Within each of these sections, we first formulate the key challenges that projects

faced during the early months of the demonstration in implementing their plans. Through
comparing and contrasting the experiences of the projects, we then suggest a typology, or a way
to categorize projects based on how they reacted to or planned for these challenges. For
example, while each project used a unique method for selecting and recruiting firms for
participation, we found that projects tended to fall into one of two categories -- those that
targeted firms that were in very early stages of conversion and those that targeted firms that had
already made some significant progress towards conversion. To illustrate a particular category
of strategies or approaches we have included short descriptions of the relevant aspect of one of
the projects that falls into each category of discussion. These descriptions are in boxes inserted
in the text. The reader is referred to Part B of this chapter for more detailed profiles of each
of the five dislocation aversion projects.
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PROJECT

Exoerience ~for Dislocation Aversion Projects

GOALS

All of the projects using dislocation aversion strategiessharean underlying goal of saving
jobs by assisting at-risk, defense-dependentfirms to convert to the commercial sector. The
projects differ, however, in whether they expect to achieve reductions in defense dependency
using demonstrution funding

and within the time period of the demonstration.

That is, while

the ultimate goal of all the dislocation projects is conversion, someprojects viewed their primary
mission during the demonstration to prepare and position firms for a successful conversion
through improving their overall competitivenessand efficiency. Other projects specified goals
involving conversion, such as reducing the proportion of defense-related sales and increasing
sales of a commercial product.
A key evaluation question is whether the recruitment and targeting practices and the
service strategies used by a project correspond closely with the project’s goal. If a project is
.

trying to not only improve the overall competitivenessof the firms it is working with, but is
expecting ,to reduce the firm’s dependencyon the defense market as measured, for example, by
a reduction in the percentageof total salesto a defensecustomer, then the project should select
firms that are already reasonablyclose to achieving this goal. A 100% defense-dependentfirm
with a managementthat has not yet given a great deal of thought to the necessityof conversion
or is unwilling to change may not be the most appropriate firm for such a project. On the other
hand, if the project seeksto work with firms to begin the process of change that may lead to
diversification or conversion, for example, by assisting managementto begin an analysis of the
firm’s potential for change, the firm described above may be most appropriate.
All of the projects included formal goals in their grant agreementswith the Department
of Labor. Some projects wrote goal descriptions that included providing services to firms that
would result in a measurable reduction of defense dependency. Other projects avoided
commitments to reducing defense dependency, and emphasizedgoals of enhancing the survival
chances of a firm in any market. An analysis of the variation in formal goals of projects is
important for two reasons. First, while formal goals change, or are abandoned, or schedules
2-3
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for meeting them adjusted, they still drive the plans and designs of the dislocation aversion
projects and provide an important standard by which to measure a project’s success. The
experiencesof the projects in planning and implementing their strategiescan be partly explained
by understanding what they set out to accomplish. Second, one way to measure a project’s
successin making a difference for the firms and workers it servesis to compare what the project
actually achieved with what the project planned to achieve. Therefore:

the first

major

challenge for the DCA gmntees was to formulate formal goals that were realistic, measurable,
and closely tied to their targeting and service strategies. Projects tended to emphasizegoals that

either involved increasing the overall competitiveness of firms, or goals that involved actual
reductions in defense dependency. Figure II-1 shows which projects are categorized for this
analysis as emphasizing increasing competitivenessin their goals and which are categorized as
emphasizing conversion to the commercial sector.
Figure II-1
Key Features of Dislocation Projects: Formal Goals Emphasis on Increasing Firm
Competitiveness or Conversion t,o the Commercial Sector

IIMAlT,

Emphasizes Increased
Competitiveness

Project

II
II

x

St. Louis, MO
Long Island Project,
Long Island, NY

Emphasizes Conversion
to Commercial Sector

X

II

I

X

II

II

Machinists’,
Burbank, CA

San Diego Business Roundtables,
San Diego, CA

X

‘The Machinists Project serves two firms, and has apparently divergent goals for each. The project was
originally designed to promote commercialization of defense firms.
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PROJECTSEMFWASIZJNGIIVWROVEDCOMPETITIVENESS AS A PRIMARY GOAL

A few projects do not emphasize conversion to the commercial sectorper se as a specific
goal that can be accomplished within this particular demonstration. Rather, these aversion
projects seek to increase firm productivity and performance as a goal in itself, a change which
is seenas a necessaryprerequisite for the development and sale of a commercial application of
a previous defense product and a successfultransformation into a commercial firm.
To be successful, projects with these goals must provide services to firms and training
to their workforces that lead to outcomes,such as increased efficiency, better communication
between managers and workers, increased technical skills levels, increased job satisfaction,
better communication between managementand workers, team work, total quality management,
high-performance workplace principles, and reduced workplace injuries. These changes pave
the way for the gradual transformation into a commercial firm, but the transformation itself is
not seen as a primary objective for these projects or the firms they work with.
Three projects avoid emphasis on conversion as a goal to be achieved within the
demonstration. One project stressesassessmentand businessplan development for a set of firms
as their primary objective for the demonstration, but view these accomplishments as a step
towards conversion (MA’IT in St. Louis). A second project (described in more detail below)
helps several firms in their efforts to modernize production processes,and transform them into
High Performance Workplace Organizations (HPWOs), but if this process allows the firms to
make better missiles or attract more defensework, this would not be inconsistent with the stated
objectives of this project (the Long Island project). Another project works closely with a
defensesupplier firm to assessthe firm’s position and deficiencies in order to develop a strategic
businessplan for conversion (IAM in Southern California).
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The primary challenge projects faced in planning and carrying out a recruitment plan
was to select firms
intervention

that were in need of and could benejTt from the partkular

and set of services the project was planning.

form

of

Central to this challenge is the

problem of gauging and procuring evidence of the level of commitment to change among top
managersand executives. For example, some of the difficulties projects have experienced in
eliciting the enthusiastic cooperation of participating firms can be traced to the practice of
enrolling firms that were at very high risk, but not psychologically ready to change their modus
operandi.

Figure II-2 shows how each project is categorized for this analysis with respect to

whether the project targeted firms in early or late stages of diversification, and whether
recruitment practices were open or selective.
Figure II-2
Key Features of Dislocation Projects: Targeting and Recruitment

MATT,
St. Louis, MO

Strategies

X

Long Island Project,
Long Island, NY

X

SSP, Boston, MA

x

Sargent Controls,
Tucson, AZ

X

Machinists*,
Burbank, CA

X

San Diego Business Roundtables,
San Diego, CA

X

X

?he Machinists Project serves two firms, one of which was recruited at an early stage and the other at
a later stage of conversion.
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PROJECTSRECRUITING FIRMS IN EARLY STAGES OF CONWWON

Projects recruiting firms in the early stages of conversion faced some special, and
sometimesunanticipated, challenges. One such challenge was once having identified a candidate
firm, the project was not always able to immediately gain the trust or cooperation of the firm’s
management. Managers or owners of firms who may have just begun to realize that the time
had come to take some action, but had little notion of how to proceed, were uninformed at best,
and highly suspicious of government intervention at worst. These firms typically lacked a
strategic plan, or even an awarenessof the need for one. Most had little or no understanding
of the marketing or sales changesthat would be needed, and some lacked basic knowledge of
their own accounting system. Clearly, the servicesthat are required to assistthese firms differed
dramatically from the services neededby firms that were further along or even completing the
conversion process.
Three dislocation aversion projects targeted defense-dependent, at-risk firms which
needed assistancein assessmentor developing and implementing conversion plans (MAIT,
Sargent Controls, and the San Diego BusinessRoundtables). A fourth began with the goal of
working with a consortium of converting firms (CALSTART) but had to withdraw from this plan
and attempt to recruit other firms that were more or less appropriate for the planned services
(IAM).

This project ended up enrolling two very different firms: one that was in the initial

stagesof conversion and needed assistancein both assessmentand planning, and another that
was significantly further along in the process and needed support for retraining. One project
recruited a firm that project staff believed was further along in the conversion project than it
actually was, and the planned services had to be adjusted somewhat to address the need for
assessmentand planning (Sargent Controls). Another project in this category sought to attract
executives from firms that were considering conversion and needed some basic, preliminary
information on how to do so (the San Diego BusinessRoundtables).
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PROJECTSRECRUITING FIRMS IN LATER STAGES OF CONVERSION

Three projects in the demonstration recruited firms that had already demonstrated some
active commitment to conversion and had begun to invest in changesthat could lead to improved
productivity or competitivenessat the time they began their participation (SSP in Massachusetts,
the Long Island Project, and IAM).

One project’s selection process was driven by how far

applicant firms had come in the conversion process, seeking firms that had a fully developed or
even partly implemented strategic plan in place and had a managementthat was unreserved in
their commitment to change (SSPin Massachusetts).Some firms were already well 0” their way
towards significantly reducing their defense dependency.’
The other project selectedfirms with whom they were already quite familiar
had been the recipients

they were recruited.

of assistance
Many

in their diversification

had already

completed

or improvement

assessments

of their

because they

plans ‘at the time
workforces

or had

completed a program to develop business plans, culminating in a “defense diversification
methodology” as described in more detail in the following box.
A third project is included in this category as well as the category of projects targeting
firms that are in the early stage of conversion. One of the two firms actively participating in
the project is H.R. Textron, a defense firm that has been preparing for commerci+zation for
some time along with its own supplier firms.
A Project Recruiting

Firms in Later Stages of Conversion

Long Island, New York, The Long Island DefenseDiversificationProject. All of tht: nine
firms that are participating in the Long Island project had been working with state agencies for scvcral
years, and had received funding from a variety of economic development programs. Many had alrady

completedan assessment
process,somea strategicplan for conversionin place,andall hadhen the
recipients of the attentions of special consultants.
The project approached the firms when the
solicitation for the demonstration came out, and all but three firms agr4 to participate. The thret: that

did not werelaterreplacedwith threeadditionalfirms thathadalsoreceivedassistance
from the state.

‘After the selection process was complete, SSP staff regretted this rxxuitmznt strategy for two r~sons:
on the firm’s plans for conversion and second, because
the rejection may have negatively affect& these firms’ bhavior.

First, it deprivedthemof havingsignificantinfluence
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A Project Recruiting Firms Through a Highly
Competitive Process

Selective,

Boston, Massachusetts. The Strategic Skills Program. The SSP project in Massachusetts
spent considerable effort developing and issuing an RFP, and then visiting and interviewing applicant
firms. Interestingly, while SSP staff later regretted this rigorous selection process because it sent “the
wrong” message to rejected firms and because it preempted any influence SSP could have had on
providing technical assistance to firms developing their business plans, the Massachusetts model appexs
to have some strong advantages over a more ad hoc approach.
This project developed a careful and detailed plan for recruiting firms, which was carried out
in stages. First, SSP developed five basic criteria for eligibility which were reported in the Ryuest
for Concept Proposal:
.
workforce of 50 to 500 workers;
.
workforce employed at manufacturing facilities in Massachusetts;
.
sales revenue from defense manufacturing contracts and subcontracts;
.
actualized or projected reduction in revenue from defense manufacturing; and
.
ongoing concerns with resources to meet matching requirements (50%).
From the IO0 firms that responded to the initial mailing and met these criteria, staff eliminated
tirnx that failed to meet the following more-specific criteria:
.
small, defense-dependent firms;
.
viable, manufacturing firms;
.
capability and willingness to contribute resources to training; and
.
commitment to change.
About I8 firms submitted full proposals, including descriptions of proposed training content
and delivery, costs, and company matches. Project staff visited each of these “finalists” to assess tirsthand the physical layout of the firm, the level of commitment among top management, and the
relationships between employees and managers. Twelve firms were finally selected for participation,
six individual firms and six smaller firms participating as part of a consortium.
The result of this
screening process was a set of participating fnns that had already established commercial prdducts and
markets that they wanted to expand. They already had a toehold in the commercial market and now
they sought a foothold.

SERVICESPROVIDED
Designing and providing servicesto at-risk, defense-dependentfirms that closely match
the project’s goals and the characteristics of the participant firms is at the heart of every
demonstration project. Determining what the participant firms need, and meeting those needs
in the most effective manner possible is the central challenge for all the projects.
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The services actually provided by the projects during the first year of operation tended
to fall into three categories, corresponding to three stages of conversion: assessment, strategic
business plan development, and training of the workforce. The first two phases primarily
involve services provided to the firm as a whole -- usually to top management -- while the
second phase primarily involves services to employees. Some projects focused on only one of
the three activities; others focused on more than one either sequentially or simultaneously. The
projects appeared to vary in the extent to which they will be able to meaningfully integrate the
three activities.
The first phase involves a thorough, formal evaluation of the capacity and needs of the
firm, workforce skills, deficiencies and attitudes.

Analyses are performed of the firm’s

infrastructure (including design and engineering capabilities, manufacturing capabilities,
marketing potential, and organizational structure); a product analysis and a market analysis; skill
levels of the workforce; management practices; and the quality of communication between
employees and managers. Sometimes employee and management attitudes and job satisfaction
are measured.
The second service phase involves assisting the firm to develop a strategic conversion
plan, based on the information gathered and analyses during the assessment phase. Ideally, a
business plan for conversion includes production or marketing goals, strategies for achieving
them, and progress measures.
The third phase introduces retraining of the workers and managers to remedy deficiencies
identified during the assessment phase and called for in the business plan. Projects offered one
or more of four kinds of training: (1) specific technical or occupational skills (“hard” skills),
e.g., set-up reduction time for production skills or the use of new technology; (2) Total Quality
Management Skills (TQM), e.g., statistical process control and rationalization of the production
process; (3) prototype development and marketing of a commercially applicable product; and (4)
management and communication skills (“soft skills”) e.g., High Performance Workplace Skills
(HPWO), decision-making, communication, teamwork, and continuous improvement skills.
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A fourth hypothetical phase, not yet observable in any of the projects, is applying the
information, plans and training skills acquired from the coursesin a practical setting. If the goal
is to increaseworker participation in decision-making processes,for example, the test of whether
or not the goal is met is not the percentageof workers who received training or how many hours
of training were “consumed,” but rather were trainees able to put their new skills into practice
and did this make a difference? An issue for the Phase I Final Report will be to analyze the
extent to which this fourth phasewas entered into by a significant number of participating firms,
and whether the training affected worker or manager behavior. A related evaluation question
for this later phase is how much training is enough to causemeasurabledifferences in behavior
and production.
A centml challenge facing the dislocation aversion projects is not only to identify the
app~roptiate “service phase” for each of the firms participating

in the project, but to ensure

thqf the services provided under one phase were well integmted with services provided under
the other phases. It is too early to determine whether projects will successfully implement all

of the phasesthey planned, let alone which ones will successfullyintegrate them. Three projects
are only recently beginning to arrange for worker training (MATT, Long Island, handIAM).
One project, however, is working with firms that have already completed the first two phases,
and appearsto be successfullyintegrating the training activities with the two former phases. The
integrated training model this project usesis describedin the box below. Figure II-3,shows how
projects are categorized for this analysis with respect to whether they emphasize services to
firms or training services, and whether their emphasisis on building commitment and providing
assessment,developing a strategic businessplan, training workers, or training managers.
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EIVPHASIZING ASSESSMENTAND BUSINESSPLAN DEVELOPMENT

Projects that recruited firms that had just begun the conversion or diversification process
tended to emphasize services to support information gathering, assessment,and business plan
development, while projects that were assisting firms further along in the process tended to
emphasizetraining designed to addressdeficiencies or weaknessesin the skills of the employees
that had been identified during the assessmentstage.
Two of the dislocation aversion projects emphasizedassessmentservices to the firms as
a prelude or prerequisite to beginning work on a business plan or training of the workforce
(MATT in St. Louis and IAM with Air Transport). Both projects recruited firms that were in
the earliest stagesof conversion, and had not yet systematically evaluated their strengths and
weaknessesnor developed a strategic plan to convert or diversify. Thus, both projects began
by,working with the firms to complete a thorough assessmentof their managementpractices,
skills and attitudes of workers, and technological capacities.
Assessmentservices to firms are typically provided through private consultants, but one
of the two projects emphasizing assessmentrecommendedand promoted an instrument that the
managers in the firms could apply themselves. The project director also provided some
assessmentsupport herself (seeinset on MAlT in St. Louis). The secondproject used the more
standard procedure of providing a consultant to work with the firm in assessingthe workers’
skill deficiencies and marketing potential.
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A Project Emphasizing

Assessment Services

St. Louis, Missouri, MA’IT.
The MA’M Program, which had as one of its objectives to
“assist key management staff in developing a strategic plan for conversion or diversification,”
has
stressed providing services to firms rather than workers. ’ Staff strongly recommended (but did not
require) that the firm undergo an assessment as the first step towards developing a plan. The tool
MAlT uses is developed by the National Center for Manufacturing Sciences, Achieving Manufacturing
Excellence (AME). The basic aim of AME is to improve a firm’s ability to compete by beginning with
a thorough evaluation of its management practices. The instrument consists of core requirements for
excellence, a step-by-step methodology for evaluating a firm’s performance vis-&vis these
requirements, and guidelines for formulating a continuous improvement program. Small groups of
owner-managers from MA’IT firms attend a one-day-long session to learn the tools for conducting the
assessment, which is so intensive and time-consuming that some firms had to halt production to undergo
the process. The use of the owners-managers themselves as the “assessment consultants” is an
interesting alternative to the more. common practice of hiring outside consultants.
Of the nineteen firms currently participating, ten chose to use the AME procedures, ‘swen had
begun the process, and three had completed it. The remaining firms chose private consultants to
perfom~ the assessments needed to begin the conversion process.

In addition to the two projects mentioned above, a third project began work with a firm
that staff had initially believed was committed to conversion and even had an idea for a possible
commercial application for their product, only to discover that the firm lacked a detailed
strategic plan for conversion. Several months into the demonstration, the project shifted its
emphasisto accommodatethis discovery, and began to encourage the managementto work on
a businessplan. A survey of employee skills and attitudes was completed and the results used
to inform the process of determining what kind of training needs staff had as well as the
development of strategic production and marketing plans.
EMPHASIZING TRAINING EMPLOYEES TO FACILITATE CONVERSION

Virtually all of the defenseaversion granteesincluded in their proposal plans to address
the skills deficiencies in the workforce to promote and better cope with changes in production
or corporate culture associated with a successful transformation into a company that can

’ MA’M

has proposed to begin workcr training within the next few months.
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successfully compete in the commercial market. In their plans, some projects emphasized
training of workers only, while others emphasized training managers along with workers.
Projects also varied in whether the emphasis of the training would be on “hard skills,” “soft
skills” or both as their main strategy to facilitate conversion. As discussedat the beginning of
this section, three projects had planned to provide firms with support for training but had not
yet implemented or had barely begun implementing their training plans by the end of the first
12 months of the demonstration (IAM, MA’lT and Long Island). One of these projects was
working with firms early in the conversion process, and found that engaging the commitment
and cooperation of the firms, and then assisting them with assessmentand business plan
development, took longer than expected. The second project struggled to identify appropriate
providers of the HPWO training it planned to provide its participating firms, and as of this
writing had still not begun funding any training. In the third project, the entire demonstration
was postponed (and no dollars spent until a year after start-up) when the original plans to work
with CALSTART collapsed. Training in one of the two replacementfirms had just begun at the
time of this writing. All three projects plan to emphasizetraining during the proposed extension
period.
The delays experienced by at least half of the dislocation aversion projects point to a
general lesson for future projects when planning a conversion project. It may be unrealistic to
expect to move a firm through all three phases(assessment,planning, and training) ‘in less than
one year, or even two years. Only those projects that worked with firms that already had clear
plans and procedures and were backed by strongly-committed managerssuccessfully embarked
on providing training within the initial year.
For the two projects that managed to establish training services to some or all of their
firms by the end of the first twelve months (SSP and Sargent Controls), the type and intensity
of the training courses as well as who participated and the entity that provided the training
differed.
Plans for training workers at Sargent Controls were formulated and even implemented
before a detailed strategic plan for conversion was in place. Once the survey of the skill levels
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PROJECT CONTROLANDFIRMAUTONOMYINSELECTING

SERVICES

Most of the dislocation aversion projects give participating firms a high degree of control
over how resources are to be used within the firm. Four projects encouraged firms to make
decisions on their own, and sometimes adopted a “hands-off” attitude even when staff felt some
discomfort with this level of autonomy (SSP, Sargent Controls, the Long Island Project, and the
Machinists with Air Transport). Generally, these projects tried to set some parameters within
which firms could make decisions, and reserved at least a veto right for some decisions. One
of these four projects attempted to influence firm behavior by providing a list of approved
consultants from which the firms could select but left the final decision in the hands of firm
management (Long Island). Two projects left provider selection up to the firms (SSP and
Sargent Controls), stepping in only if there were problems. One project worked with a firm that
had already selected services and providers (IAM with H.R. Textron).
Two projects among the Round I grantees have adopted a strategy where they are far
more active in making decisions about choice of consultants and services the firms need.

One

project developed a list of consultants from which firms were encouraged to select in close
consultation with the project director. These firms were also strongly encouraged to use a
particular package for their assessment, although they were not required to do so (See inset on
MATT in St. Louis). In the second project the consultant and to a large extent the training
model being used in the firm that is further along in the conversion process (H.R. Textron) is
being used by the second, less advanced firm (Air Transport). Once the consultant was arranged
for, however, it appears that the grantee is less actively involved in the day-to-day management
of activities.
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A Project Giving Firm High Control
Tucson, Arizona, Sargent Controls. In this single-firm demonstration, Sargent Controls is
a very active partner in the demonstration and is responsible for most of the activities taking place
under the drmonstration.
The firm produced the initial list of training courses for the demonstration,
and selected vendors and other services. While the firm does consult with the grant= fryurntly
before
making decisions, compared to firm behavior in other projects, this firm is very autonomous. Although
the project gave Sargent some guidelines for procuring services, a “cap” of $25,ooO for any given
service, and a requirement that the project must formally approve decisions, the firm is responsible for
recruiting, selecting and monitoring all providers. The. project may have adopted more of a hands-off
stancr than it originally had intended or believed is most effective in part because of the firm’s initial
suspicion and distrust of outside intervention.
Although the r&tionship
betwwn thz grant& and the
firm has become mire trusting recently, projat staff name this initial hostility and distrust as the single
most important barrier to operating an effective intervention for this firm.

A Project Taking

the Lead With Firms

St. Louis, Missouri, MAIT.

In contrast with the other dislocation aversion projats, the St.
Louis project plays a much more active role with participating firms in all phases of szrvicz dzlivrry.
MA’lT staff in St. Louis work closely with participating firms, providing directly much of the
consulting needed to assess or foster management commitment, assessing the potential of the firm to
diversify, develop a plan, arrange for marketing or accounting training and SO on. If thz firm mxls
or requests additional services, they may pick a consultant from a database of about 60 scrtxned
consultants identified by the MAIT Project Director through her own networks. Firms mzz\ regularly
and intensively with the PD to descrik their consulting needs and to receive the Project Dirrctor’s
recommendations.
MATT staff reimburses consultants, intervenes when there are problems, and
monitors the relationship betwen the consultants and the firms.

PROJECT PARTNERS

A wide

range of organizations

and entities

are involved

with

the administration

of the

dislocation aversion projects, including Title III local and state offices, PICs, state economic
development agencies,labor or employment agencies,private firms, consortia of firms, councils
on economic conversion, a union, and a university. The inclusion of two types ofpartners seem
partkularly

important for the successful implementation of the dislocation aversion strategies:
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SUMMARY

AND

CONCLUSIONS

Six projects among the Round I grantees are testing strategies to avert job loss through
working with at-risk firms and workers to stabilize and improve the firm’s chances for survival.
The dislocation aversion approach is arguably the most innovative, as a whole, of all the
approaches funded by the DCA Demonstration. Each project is breaking new ground; each
project is facing unique challenges.
The first challenge is to set goals that are realistic, measurable, and closely tied to
targeting and service strategies. Attempting to turn around defense-dependent firms that may
be ill-prepared to compete in the commercial market, is a formidable task. It may be even more
difficult within the relatively limited time and funding constraints of the demonstration.

Most

of the dislocation aversion projects chose to include in their formal goal statements language that
suggested the expectation to reduce defense dependency in participating firms, as measured by
factors such as a reduction of the total sales to a defense customer or the marketing of a
commercial application of a defense product. A few projects avoided conversion as a goal that
could be reached within the demonstration period. These projects focussed rather on providing
services that would enhance defense-dependent firms capacities to compete in any market.
The second major challenge discussed in this section is to identify and enroll firms that
were in need of and could benefit from the services the project was planning to offer.

A

targeting strategy appropriate to the goals and service strategy proved to be of crucial importance
during the implementation phase of this demonstration.

About half the dislocation aversion

projects targeted firms that had recently begun investing resources in conversion and
diversification, and about half the dislocation aversion projects recruited firms that were
substantially more advanced in their conversion processes. Similarly, while half the projects
used detailed and polished recruitment and selection procedures to pick the firms most closely
matching their target group, half the projects practiced more open recruitment practices.
A third challenge facing the dislocation aversion projects is to create or arrange services
that are appropriate to the characteristics and needs of participating firms.
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A third challenge facing the dislocation aversion projects is to create or arrange services
that are appropriate to the characteristicsand needs of participating firms. A related challenge
is to ensure that the services that are offered are well articulated with the conversion plans and
goals of the firms. The process of assisting defense-dependent,at-risk firms tends to follow
three stages. These are: (1) collection and assessmentof information needed to assessthe
firm’s weaknessand strengths, and to develop a strategic plan for change; (2) the development
of a strategic conversion plan; and (3) provision of training to employees to prepare them for
conversion processes.
The projects as a group offered services under all three phases. About half the projects
emphasized services to firms that were designed to build commitment or inform and prepare
management for developing strategic conversion plans. Most of these projects emphasized
services to build commitment among managementand to provide information to management
about workforce skills, technological capacities, and other factors important to the conversion
process. Half the projects skipped this phase, assuming the firms had already completed this
process. These projects emphasizedtraining to employees, and to a lesser extent, managers.
The types,of training provided for by projects varied widely. Someprojects emphasizedtraining
in “hard skills” such as occupational training to use new machines. Other projects emphasized
training in “soft” skills, such as communication skills, team-work and sensitivity training for
managers.
A fourth challenge faced by dislocation aversion projects was to administer activities to
maximize firm participation and effort, while ensuring that project managersremained active
partners in selecting and delivering services. Some projects adopted a “hands-off” stance with
participating firms, allowing firms a high degree of discretion in selecting and monitoring
consultant services. Other projects preferred close, collaborative relationships with firms,
keeping tighter control over the services firms received. The most successful arrangements
appear to be in projects that include an administration with credibility and a track record in
working with firms. Projects that expected commitment and effort from firms, while granting
them a high degree of responsibility and autonomy, were also among the most promising.
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SARGENT CONTROLSPROJECT: PIMA COUNTY, ARIZONA
The Sargent Controls Project, a joint effoort of the Pima County Community
Services Department (the Title III substate gmntee) and the Arizona Councilfor Economic
Conversion, is designed to support the conversion of one small defense-dependent
manufacturer of nuclear submarine valves. Project activities are intended as a learning
laboratory to develop the capacity of local agencies to assist otherfinns in the conversion
,process. Demonstration resources are devoted to assessing the skills and attitudes of
Sargent Controls’ workers, evaluating the firm’s facilities and markets for potential
products, and retraining the entire work force for commercial production. 17ceproject’s
worker retmining is far-ranging and includes courses in statistical process control,
marketing, new product development, computer skills, and assorted technical subjects.

PROJECT CONTEXT, FUNNING, AND GOALS
CONTEXT

Employment and population in Pima County are concentratedin the Tucson metropolitan
area.,which prosperedduring the 198Os,with employment gains of 2.8% annually. Agriculture,
retailing, and service industries experienced the greatest growth, and Blmost 60% of new jobs
were created in the latter two sectors. Manufacturing and other goods-producing sectors, by
contrast, grew more slowly, and accountedfor lessthan 20% of new jobs in Pima County during
the decade.
Defense cuts in the early 1990s led to decline in Pima County’s manufacturing sector.
Between 1987 and 1992, employment fell from 31,000 to 24,300, a drop of 4.8%. Machinery
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and aerospaceindustries were disproportionally affected by downsizing, shedding between 6%
and 7% of their total jobs over the same five-year period. Job losses due to manufacturing
declines are expected to continue during the remainder of the decade, but may be partially
reversed by employment growth of Hughes Missile SystemsGroup, the county’s largest private
employer, which is consolidating defense production lines from across the country in Tucson.
While the Pima County economy appearsresilient enough to bounce back from defense
cutbacks, the future of Sargent Controls, the firm targeted by the demonstration project, is less
certain. Slightly more than 130 employees work for Sargent Controls, which dependsheavily
on contracts associatedwith the Seawolf submarine. Recent military cutbacks have led to a
precipitous decline in orders for the Seawolf, and have put the entire Sargent Controls work
force at risk of dislocation. New markets and products are the only option for the company’s
survival.
PLANNING

The Pima County Community Services Department and the Arizona Council for
Economic Conversion prepared their demonstration project with the intent of learning how to
avert layoffs at defense-dependentfirms. As the Title III substate grantee, the Community
Services Department had extensive experience working with distressed businesses,while the
Arizona Council for Economic Conversion had strong contacts with local defense firms, yet
neither organization had prior experience with helping defense firms convert to commercial
production. Project planners from both organizations were struck by the urgency of defense
conversion, but had no clear model for how to proceed with an actual firm. In the absenceof
a model for action, project planners identified a single at-risk firm that was willing to participate
in a demonstration project, and designeda training curriculum that seemedto meet the needsof
the company for the development of new products and the retraining of workers to produce
them. Efforts to convert the Pima County defense sector would start with one firm.
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In concentrating resources on a singlefinn,

the Sargent Controls Project offers a model

that is unlikely to be replicated, ‘regardless of its results.

Retmining

costs accounted for

approximately half of the original demonstmtion gmnt, a level of spending that would be
difficult

to justif

on any broader scale.

GOALS

When the Pima County Community ServicesDepartment, the Title III substategrantee,
applied for the demonstration, Sargent Controls was almost entirely defense-dependent. Its
fortunes were tied to the Seawolf submarine, a program that had experiencedrecent drastic cuts.
The initial goal of the project was to avoid layoffs for Sargent Controls’ at-risk workers by
helping the plant convert to the production of new products for commercial markets.
In addition, the Pima County Community Services Department and its partner, the
Arizona Council for Economic Conversion, saw the demonstration as an opportunity to increase
their capacity to work with struggling defense businesses. Sargent Controls was only one of
many companiesin the Tucson area facing seriousdeclines in defenserevenues. As a long-term
goal, the planners of the Sargent Controls Project sought to school themselvesin the business
of conversion assistance.
As originally conceived, the Sargent Controls Project would pursue these goals through
an extensive program of worker retraining. Managers and production workers alike would
participate, undergoing retraining in a long list of subjects, including statistical processcontrol,
marketing, new product development, computer skills, and assortedtechnical topics. Soon after
the project began, planners realized that retraining was only one piece of the conversion process
necessaryfor this firm, and expanded their conversion strategy through the addition of several
additional activities. Detailed assessmentsof workers’ skills and attitudes, and of company
systems, processes,and equipment were designed and implemented to supplement the worker
retraining effort, and to provide critical information to assist the firm’s managersin planning
for conversion.
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By adding these new activities, project administrators significantly altered the original
goals of their work with Sargent Controls.

They recognized the weakness of their original goal

to convert Sargent Controls through retraining
planning for conversion.

Retmining

alone, and modified the project to include

continued to play a critical role, but planning for

conversion took on an impottance not reflected in the project’s original goals.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION
PROJECT ORGANIZATION

In addition to the Sargent Controls Project, the Pima County Community Services
Department administers a broad range of public programs, including Job Training Partnership
Act Titles II and III, Community Service and Community Development Block Grant programs,
a variety of housing-related programs, and servicesto the homeless. The Community Services
Department’s Regional Re-employment Center (RRC), which administers JTPA Title III
activities, overseesthe day-to-day operations of the demonstration project.
The RRC’s role in the demonstration is largely administrative. The RRC managesthe
demonstration grant, coordinates with the U.S. Department of Labor, approves training vendors
and other subcontractors, and overseesthe demonstration-relatedactivities of Sargent Controls
and the Arizona Council for Economic Conversion (ACEC). ACEC servesas subcontractor to
the RRC and works closely with Sargent Controls to implement the training program and other
demonstration activities. ACEC is a small, non-profit organization and was founded in 1990
with a mission “to educate defense-orientedindustries.” It has been co-located with the RRC
for several years, and was a natural choice for its subcontracting role.
As the sole participating firm during the first 18 months of the demonstration, Sargent
Controls is also an active partner, and has made substantial in-kind commitments to the project
while working with the RRC and ACEC in the managementand planning of the demonstration.
Sargent Controls produced the initial list of training courses for the demonstration, selects
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becauseproject planners hoped to concentrate their efforts on converting the firm, and skip the
prior step of convincing the firm’s managementof the necessityfor conversion. Not long after
the demonstrationbegan, however, project administrators discovered that managementat Sargent
Controls was less committed to conversion than originally believed. At the time of the first site
visit, project planners were struggling with resistanceto change among senior management,and
the company’s future appearedto be in jeopardy. Although the project’s training and assessment
efforts were moving ahead on schedule, senior managerswere concerned by the changes and
costs of conversion, and resisted the efforts of project planners to prod the company into
commercial production.
Although the project’s plans called for the retraining of virtually all the firm’s workers,
not all were targeted for the same retraining. Instead, workers were selected for specific
training courses according to their department and position. For example, production workers
were targeted for training in statistical process control while top managers were expected to
participate in a broader, more general seminar on world class manufacturing. Administrative
support staff were targeted for businesscomputer training while purchasing staff were targeted
for a seminar on negotiating skills.

SERVICESPROVIDED
SERVICESTOFIRMS

Firm-level services to Sargent Controls consistedof two major activities: an assessment
of employee skills and attitudes; and an assessmentof production systems, processes, and
equipment. The contract for this first service, formally titled the “Skills, Aptitude & Job
Satisfaction Assessment,” was awarded to a small, local consulting firm through a competitive
process, and was completed over a period of two months. During this time the consulting firm
surveyed nearly all of Sargent Controls’ employees.
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This employee assessmentprocess culminated in a report on the skills and attitudes of
Sargent Controls’ workers. Project planners added specific coursesto the retraining curriculum
as a result of the report, and customized the content of other coursesto suit the needsof Sargent
Controls’ workers. For example, in response to findings that managers were deficient in
communication skills, the training curriculum was revised to include a course on management
sensitivity.

When the assessment noted the lack of business computer skills among

administrative support staff, a series of courses was developed to remedy this need.
A secondassessmentwas added to the planned demonstration activities when ‘it became
apparent that Sargent Controls’ plans for conversion were not keeping pace with plans for
retraining.

This activity examined Sargent Controls’ production systems, processes, and

equipment, and was conductedby a group titled the Economic Diversification Team (EDT). The
EDT was led by two project managers,one a managementconsultant and Arizona Council for
Economic Conversion board member, and the other a dislocated worker with 30 years of
managementexperience in the defense industry. Other EDT members included the project’s
instructor for statistical process control retraining and several additional dislocated workers.
Although the firm initially resisted opening up this process to outsiders, it came to respect and
value input from this group, whose work extended over a six-month period. None of the team
members were compensatedfor their efforts.
The EDT assessmentspanned several components. These included an infmstmcture
analysis (with assessmentsof design and engineering capabilities, manufacturing capabilities,

marketing, and organizational structure); an in-house product market analysis (including a
review of current product and marketing efforts); market research (including research on
products and customers, and the identification and analysis of companies that have converted);
and the prepamtion of a marketing plan (for current products and for proposed new products
and markets). The EDT also identified tmining

needs and resources to implement these

marketing plans. All of these components were documented and communicated to Sargent
Controls’ managementin the form of detailed, written reports.
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SERVI~EST~ WORKEM

Project planners dedicated a majority of demonstration resources to services for workers,
and designed an extensive retraining curriculum involving virtually all of Sargent Controls’
employees. Fourteen separate courses and seminars were planned, covering a variety of subjects
and involving all departments in the company. These courses include marketing, negotiating
skills, purchasing procurement, statistical process control, IS0 9000, new product development,
manufacturing engineering, world-class manufacturing, commercial finance and accounting,
business computer skills, manufacturing supervision, and management sensitivity.’ Courses
varied in length from several hours to several days, and were targeted to specific groups of
employees according to their position and department. Most courses were designed for fewer
than ten employees, but two -- statistical process control and business computer skills -- served
more than 40 workers each.

PRELIMINARY OUTCOMES
Project planners have emphasized qualitative outcomes in their expectations for Sargent
Controls. All outcomes (except for worker retention and training course completions) are based
on changes in attitudes and behaviors among Sargent Controls employees and managers, and on
the attainment of specific milestones. For example, project planners are qualitatively gauging
change in Sargent Controls’ corporate culture, with the expectation that the firm will become
more open to change and to commercial production. Project planners are also hoping to see
Sargent Controls develop plans for new products and markets, and internalize the long-term
commercial goals of the EDT process.
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manufacturing firms have moved production to other statesand other countries. By early 1994
the official unemployment rate hovered around 9.5%. BecauseLos Angeles has a large number
of discouraged workers -- many of whom are older workers -- actual unemployment numbers
are significantly higher than the official estimates. The Van Nuys earthquake in February 1994
dealt the Los Angeles economy an additional blow, disrupting businessactivity in the short-term
(or long-term for plants suffering substantial physical damage) and extending travel times and
complicating commute routes for many workers.
PLANNING

The demonstration was initiated by the International Association of Machinists and
AerospaceWorkers District 727 and planned with the Verdugo County Private Industry Council.
Once among the most powerful union organizations in the country, IAM’s membership has been
sharply reduced as a result of the decline in defense manufacturing. IAM operates its own job
assistancecenter for union members and has worked closely with the Verdugo County PIC to
respond to layoffs and provide assistanceto dislocated workers. In designing the IAM project,
staff were assistedby the Verdugo County PIG’s Labor Management Committee. The chair of
this committee devoted his considerable experience working with aerospacefirms and workers
as well as his networking skills to assistin the planning and design of this project, and continued
to play an instrumental role after the award of the demonstration grant.
Both IAM and Verdugo County PIC faced the same problem in attempting to serve
dislocated workers -- the lack of job growth in the region. One of the key planners at IAM said
“We could no longer just sit back. We had to be creative and look for new avenues of job
creation. ”
While preparing the initial proposal, IAM and the Verdugo County PIC identified the
advanced transportation industry in general, and the production of components for electric cars
in particular, as one of the most likely avenuesfor new job growth in the region. Furthermore,
planners thought this emerging industry could benefit from some of the transferable skills of
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dislocated aerospaceengineersand production workers (e.g., experiencebuilding prototypes and
working with composite materials). The electric car industry already had a consortium of firms
and public agencies interested in sharing information and supporting the development of the
electric car industry -- CALSTART -- and a start-up firm ready to develop and produce electric
car prototypes for the mass market (Amerigon Ventures). CALSTART was thought to be the
perfect job creation strategy; the numerous firms in the CALSTART consortium would be able
to expand their production once a mass market emerged for the electric car, enabling them to
employ substantial numbers of skilled dislocated workers. Thus, a plan to fund CALSTART
to assistin the training of dislocated defenseworkers for employment in the electric car industry
became the centerpiece of the IAM demonstration proposal.
Gem

The goals of the project were originally developed with the CALSTART effort in mind.
Under the CALSTART proposal, workforce training funded with DCA demonstration funds was
to be only one portion of the large scale effort ($35 million) to support the design,
manufacturing, and marketing of electric cars. Planned workforce training under the initial
CALSTART plan included training in two areas: (1) skills necessaryfor building new product
prototypes, and (2) general skills to support competitive production in commercial markets,
including teamwork skills, customer orientation, and communication/decision making skills to
support production flexibility and quality.
Under the initial plan, the DCA demonstration funds would have supported retraining of
dislocated defense workers who would be hired for new positions in CALSTART firms, while
other funds would have been used for workforce training for workers already employed by these
firms. Unfortunately, the time schedulefor the developmentof electric cars by the CALSTART
consortium was delayed when the federal government slowed down its required scheduleon the
production and sale of nonpolluting vehicles under the Clean Air Act. General Motors withdrew
its financial support from CALSTART, and the DCA demonstration was left without a business
client to use its training plan. Much of the first 18 months of the demonstration period has been
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consumed by efforts to recruit additional firms and identify new strategies for creating or
preserving jobs for dislocated or at-risk defense workers.
When the CALSTART plan was delayed, the demonstration broadened its plans to
include both dislocation aversion and worker mobility approaches. New activities emphasize
dislocation aversion. Most of the firms recruited by IAM are defense-dependentfirms interested
in retaining existing workers by diversifying into commercial markets. Additionally, one small
start-up firm is interested in hiring new workers to design and fabricate lightweight body parts
for electric vehicles. For this firm, the goal of the demonstration is to retrain dislocated defense
workers who have experience working with composite materials for new jobs with the
participating firm.
Throughout these shifts in overall project focus, the retraining needs of the targeted
workers and the retraining goals have remained quite similar. The IAM project has identified
general training objectives for both at-risk and dislocated workers. These include promoting
efficiency and competitiveness through training that supports:
Consumer-driven production.
Innovative production, including prototype building and problem solving.
Solution of problems using data.
Development of flexible skills, and the ability to shift readily from one task to the next.
Efficiency of labor and management interactions, thereby reducing the cost of
components and the cost of production.
Understanding the linkages between improved productivity, quality and job security.
Information systemsskills for workers.

In addition to these general project goals, each firm is responsible for developing goals specific
to its conversion needs.
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PROJECT ORGANIZATION, FUNDING, AND COORDINATION
ORGANIZATION ANDCOORDINATION

Lodge 727 of the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers is the
demonstration grantee and has been instrumental in designing and implementing the project.
IAM staff oversee the day-to-day operations of the demonstration and have had the primary
responsibility for recruiting firms and identifying and arranging for educational institutions to
provide training to at-risk and dislocated workers.
The Verdugo County Private Industry Council serves as the administrative entity,
responsible for documenting participant eligibility, tracking participants, and fiscal management
and oversight. In addition, Verdugo County PIC will select participants for any demonstration
activities targeted to dislocated workers (from their pool of Title III enrollees) and will provide
neededbasic readjustment and supportive servicesusing EDWAA funds. The chair of Verdugo
County PIG’s Labor Management Committee has also played a key role advising IAM and
participating firms.
OUTREACH ANDRECRUITMENT OF=

CALSTART and its associatedstart-up firm, Amerigon, were the initial businessentities
targeted for project participation. The connection with CALSTART/Amerigon evolved from a
preexisting relationship between Verdugo County PIG’s Labor Management Committee, IAM,
and former Lockheed executives involved with the CALSTART consortium.
When the timetable for CALSTART’s activities was delayed by the withdrawal of GM
support, IAM tried to recruit firms using its connections with unionized companies, firms
participating in the CALSTART consortium that were interested in increasing their overall
competitiveness, and the connections of the Verdugo County

PIC Labor Management

Committee. The project staff found two firms interested in retraining existing workers: a
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later trainees. In subsequenttraining phasesthis company’s supplier firms will also be able to
send workers to training.
The start-up firm targeting dislocated workers for training is looking for workers with
specific transferable skills, including prototype development and composite materials
manufacturing. Verdugo County PIC and IAM will recruit from among the dislocated workers
they serve. The training opportunities will be posted in letters to dislocated workers and in IAM
newsletters. Case managers will recommend training to those with the appropriate work
experience. For the two firms targeting at-risk workers, IAM will assist the firms in obtaining
managementconsulting to help develop and refine strategic plans for conversion.

Although this demonstration focuseson worker retraining, it has targeted firms that are
in various stagesof planning for diversification or start-up. To be successful, the demonstration
needs to support firm efforts to become competitive in new markets and ensure that training
plans are linked to and support firm-level diversification goals.

SERVICESPROVIDEDTOWORKERS
The IAM project emphasizesworker training. Although IAM specified the project’s
general objectives, each participating firm is responsible for tailoring its own training approach
and refining project goals to meet its own needs.
To address the needs of these participating firms, IAM obtained the help of industrial
consultantsand educators at California State University, Los Angeles and Glendale Community
College. Each will provide instruction in high performance workplace skills, technological
upgrades,and even managementconsulting to develop strategic plans for conversion in one firm.
Consultants from these schools will work with the companies to develop training curricula that
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emphasize high performance workplace skills. The training will be based on worker needs
identified during the process of developing strategic plans for conversion. In addition, each of
these two firms is planning technological upgrades. These upgradeswill be designed and tested
at California State University’s Manufacturing Technology Center, where workers will receive
training needed to operate and maintain new machinery.
The start-up firm planning to train dislocated workers will use its own employees who
are knowledgeable about prototype building and manufacturing composite materials to design
curricula and train workers.

High performance workplace skills will be included in the

curriculum as well. For this activity, dislocated workers will not be actually hired until after
the conclusion of training. In addition to participating in customized skills training, dislocated
workers will also be able to receive basic readjustment services through Verdugo County PIG’s
EDWAA program. Their available services include career counseling, job search assistance,
supportive services, and help with placement if needed. If all goes well, however, dislocated
workers will be placed at the firm where they are trained.

PRELIMINARY ouTcoMEs
IAM’s project has been slow getting off the ground, primarily becauseof the change in
plans that occurred when the CALSTART effort stalled. IAM spent significant time finding new
project participants and planning new training for at-risk and dislocated workers. As a result,
training started later than expected, during the secondweek of February, 1994. IAM currently
projects that training will continue through June of 1995.
Becausethe IAM project is planning to serve both at-risk and dislocated workers, one
of the key challenges will be developing appropriate outcome measures for both groups.
Verdugo County PIC is responsible for tracking and reporting outcomes for the dislocated
workers participating in the demonstration. Firms, on the other hand, are responsible for
developing and reporting outcome measuresfor their own employees. As previously mentioned,
one firm plans to use a quasi-experimental design to test and refine training for its own
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employees and has developed worker performance indicators to measure the efficiency of
traineesversusother employeesbefore and after instruction. The other firms, however, are only
now developing outcome measuresfor employees.
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MASSACHUSETTSSTRATEGIC
SKILLS~OGRAM
The Stmtegic Skills Progmm is a statewide project initiated by the Massachusetts
Industrial Services Progmm (BP) as part of a coordinated effoti to retain manufacturing
employment in the state and ensure high quality job opportunities for state residents. As
part of the demonstration, ISP has awarded training grants to sti defense-dependentfinns
and one consortium of sixJirms to help tmin workers in the skills needed to supportfinn
plans for conversion to non-defense markets. Tmining content emphasizes problem
solving, continuous improvement, and teamwork skills.

PROJECTCONTEXT,GOALS,ANDPLANNING
CONTEXT

During the 1980sand earlier decades,“low-technology” manufacturing (e.g., in textiles,
furniture, paper, leather, and steel) declined sharply throughout Massachusetts. However, high
technology manufacturing in computer manufacturing, electronics, and related fields expanded
during this period, particularly in the Route 128 beltway ringing Boston. Defense-related
spending was key to this growth. In 1990, defense prime contractors and university research
laboratories received over $8.1 billion in defensedollars (the third highest amount received by
any state, after California and Texas). An estimated one of every 15 jobs in the state was
defense-dependentin 1990.
Reductions in defense spending are projected to result in the direct loss of 50,000 to
60,000 jobs in Massachusettsbetween 1992 and 1995. In addition, indirect job losses and
military baseclosureswill raise thesefigures substantially. Such defense-relatedjob lossescome
only a few years after the recessiondevastatedthe state’s economy. (Between 1989 and 1991,
the state suffered the sharpestincreasein unemploymentof any industrialized state and lost over
300,000 jobs.) Although the overall stateeconomy is slowly and gradually starting to improve,
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these new defense-relatedjob losses will hit hard at the remaining manufacturing employment
base in the state and will devastatesome local areas’ economies.
GOALS AND KEY sTRATEGIF.s

The goal of the Strategic Skills Demonstration is to help stabilize small and moderate
sized defense-dependentfirms and help them to survive by strengthening commercial salesand
reducing dependenceon DOD purchases. Through assisting a small number of such firms, the
state hopes to: (1) build a base of experience about how to assist small firms with the
conversion process and (2) hold these firms up as models for other firms to emulate.
The strategy used to further this goal is to help participating firms train, production
workers and other non-managerial employeesin skills that will enhancework unit performance;
contribute to process improvements in the areas of time, quality, and costs; and, in the long
term, improve business performance and competitiveness. The project identified worker
retmining

in high performance

workplace skills as the key element of worker retraining that

would prepare workers from defense-dependent firms to help their firms become more
competitive.

Improvement of workers’ problem solving, continuous improvement, and

teamwork skills would increase firm competitivenessby reducing production costs, increasing
flexibility of production, and enabling the firms to tailor product design and scheduling to the
needs and desires of individual customers.
As described in ISP’s “Request for Concept Proposals” from firms interested in
participating, the four major firm-level objectives for the demonstration include: (1) enhance
the skills of individual workers so that they can contribute to improved work unit or company
performance; (2) improve work unit performance or performance on cross-functional tasks; (3)
bring about long-term improvements in company performance or competitive ability; and (4)
improve the stability of employment and earnings for trained workers.
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PLANNING

To develop the design for the project, ISP staff reviewed programs for “at risk” firms
and workers in other states. Among the design choices faced by ISP were what firms to target,
how to select firms to participate, and how to influence the content of the training provided to
workers at the participating firms. After considering the different design options, ISP decided:
(1) to focus on the needs of small to moderate-sizeddefense-dependentfirms; (2) to use a
competitive selection process to identify the firms to receive training grants; and (3) to make
each firm responsible for the design of its own training and selection of its own training
provider. Thus, rather than~planningthe demonstration activities directly, ISP developed clear
demonstration guidelines and objectives and let individual firms initiate specific training plans.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION
PROJECT ORGANIZATION

The MassachusettsIndustrial Services Program (ISP) is a quasi-public agency jointly
overseenby the MassachusettsExecutive Office of Labor and The Executive Office of Economic
Affairs. The mandateof the agency’s Businessand Financial ServicesDivision is to help small
manufacturing firms by providing financing and business planning services. The agency
administers several state loan programs as well as a revolving loan fund supported by EDA to
meet the needsof firms affected by defense cutbacks.
As the grantee and administrator of the Strategic Skills demonstration, ISP is responsible
for designing the demonstration, setting project goals and objectives, developing firm targeting
criteria and overseeing the competitive selection process, determining the general types of
training firms should provide to their workers, overseeing the activities undertaken by
participating firms, and collecting data to report on project outcomes.
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TARGETING FIRMS AND WORKERS

ISP identified the most pressing need for assistancewith defenseconversion among small
manufacturing firms that have been suppliers to the defense industry. Unlike larger defense
contractors that may decide to sell their defense-relatedplants or diversify by buying up existing
commercially-oriented enterprises, small manufacturing firms generally have fewer options.
These firms face rapidly declining defensemarketsand must convert to commercial products and
markets if they want to survive. In addition, they must implement the same changes that
existing commercial businessesare undergoing in order to remain competitive in the global
market.
Researchconducted by ISP indicated that smaller defense-dependentcompanies tend to
have two critical needs which must be met before firms can develop realistic businessplans for
conversion -- assistancewith strategic planning and assistancewith market research.

ISP

would have liked to implement the DOL-funded Strategic Skills Demonstration in close
coordination with servicesto help firms develop strategic plans for conversion. At the time they
developed their SSP proposal, ISP staff did not realize that DCA demonstration funds could be
used for this purpose by including assistanceto firms as an administrative cost. They expressed
frustration that DOL did not emphasize in advance that administrative expenditures for the
demonstrations could exceed 15% of the total. As a result, the demonstration is designed for
firms that have already developed stmtes’c plans for conversion.

In any future defense

conversion efforts, ISP would like to reach a wider range of firms by combining assistancein
developing worker retraining with efforts to assist firms with strategic planning. Combining
these efforts, however, would require a demonstration period longer than fifteen months.
Announcementsabout the availability of demonstration funding targeted firms with: (1)
fewer than 500 workers (but exceptionswere permitted); (2) workers employed at manufacturing
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facilities in Massachusetts; (3) sales revenue from defense manufacturing contracts and
subcontracts; (4) actualized or projected reductions in defense-related sales; and (5) sufficient
resources to provide a company match of 50% of grant-funded training expenses. These
guidelines were quite broad. For example, they did not establish a specific criterion for what
proportion of sales had to be defense-related for a firm to qualify, and did not specify the
number of workers that had to be at risk of dislocation. The announced selection criteria,
however, gave greater weight to firms with a higher percentageof defense salesand to smaller
firms.
ISP used a two-step processto select firms. Interested firms first submitted brief concept
proposals. Firms that received the highest ratings on the concept proposals were then invited
to’ submit full proposals. In rating the concept proposals and full proposals, the project
administrators used additional selection guidelines.
.

First, they tried to select small and medium-sizedfirms

that were largely dependent on

defense contmcts. In ISP’s view, the large defensecontractors had enough resourcesto

do their own employee training. The training needsof these larger employers would also
have consumed a substantial proportion of grant funds, reducing the total number of
firms in the demonstration project.
0

Second, they tried to assess whether manufacturing

firms

were viable.

ISP staff

reviewed firm’s financials (balance sheet, profit and loss statement, and businessplan)
to determine the financial viability of the firm. They believed the project had to focus
resourceson firms that had a “fighting chance” to survive.
0

Third, they tried to select firms where top management was committed to tmining,

as’

evidenced by their willingness to contribute company resourcesto training workers and
managers. An on-site meeting with the chief executive of each competing firm was used
in the final selection step to gauge managementcommitment.
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SERVICESPROVIDED
SERVICES TO FJRMS

The Strategic Skills Demonstration does not provide services to firms to assist them in
developing strategic plans for conversion. Neither does the project provide demonstration
funding for training to managers. However, the demonstration does require firms to include
managersin their training plans to build managementunderstandingof and support for,employee
participation in workplace decision making.
The demonstration was originally conceived of as being closely linked to the delivery of
financial and business managementassistanceto firms (using other funds). As other funds
become available, ISP is very interested in developing a close linkage between assistancein
strategic planning and plans for worker training.
-.

SERVICILVTO WORKERS

While firms were given the discretion to develop their own training programs and select
their own training providers, the RFP developed by the project to recruit interested firms gave
very specific suggestionsabout what type of training to provide and how to provide it. The
general categories of training that were invited in the RFP included:
0

Job Skills.

Firms were particularly encouraged to provide “cross-training” to increase

worker flexibility or to train workers to use new production technologies. General
occupational skills upgrading was also permissible.
l

Team and Interactive

Skills.

Firms were encouraged to provide training in

problem-solving and communications skills, and to arrange for workers to practice and
apply these skills in addressing real problems faced by the firm.
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training contractor after inviting several potential providers to give on-site presentations to
management.
Despite the wide variety of training providers, the content and instructional style of
training, particularly for the training in team building skills and quality action skills, is quite
similar across firms. Each of the participating firms is combining formal classroom training
with applied practice using problem-solving teams in the workplace. Across all firms, formal
classroom instruction uses concrete workplace examples and breaks students down into small
groups to practice the skills being taught. Variations in training from firm to firm include:
Whether the workers are trained as members of intact “work unit” teams, as members
of cross-functional problem solving teams, or prior to any assignment to teams.
Whether training is concentrated during a brief period (e.g., one to two weeks), or
spread out over a longer period (e.g., six weeks to three months) with less frequent
training sessionsand more opportunity to practice skills between sessions.
Whether individual training sessionslast one-half day or a full day.
Whether the design calls for all workers to be trained by professional trainers or whether
some workers will be trained as trainers or facilitators to assist in the dissemination of
these skills to other coworkers at a later date.
Whether training ends when the classroom training sessionsare over or whether trainers
are available to provide follow-up training or coaching in the workplace after the end of
the format training period.
At the time of the initial site visit, training was still underway at the firms we visited.
Thus, it was too early to assesswhether training will result in changes in workplace behavior,
how thesevariations in training design and delivery influence the effects of training, and whether
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training will, in fact, help these firms to becomesuccessfulin non-defensemarkets. The project
administrators are generally pleased with the quality of the training services secured by
demonstration grantees. The evaluators will be interested to see whether tmining will be more
effective in sites that train workers as members of work unit or problem solving teams, spread
tmining

over time with opportunities

professional tminers in follow-up

to pmctice skills between sessions, and/or involve

coaching about how to apply skills in the workplace.

COLLECTION OF OUTCOME INFORMATION

Firms are required to report to ISP on firm-level

outcomes twice during the

demonstration period -- at the beginning of the demonstration to identify the firm-level or
work-unit level measuresthat they want to use in assessingthe effectiveness of the worker
training and provide baseline data on these measures,and again at the end of the demonstration
to provide post program data on the same measures. For firm-level outcomes, each firm is
responsible for identifying its own outcome measures.
ISP has designed a standardized quarterly report for all participating firms to use in
reporting on worker-level outcomes. These measuresinclude information about changesin total
firm employment, as well as information about the employment status of workers who received
training.

No information on project outcomes was available at the time of the initial site visit.
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the level back to 42,300 by 1989, out of a total of 73,500 defense-relatedjobs in the St. Louis
area.
Since 1989, defensecuts, in tandem with recession,have more dramatically damagedthe
regional economy. The aerospaceindustry has been hit particularly hard, and 15,000 jobs have
been lost at McDonnell Douglas alone. Aerospaceemployment has declined by approximately
15,000. Non-aerospacecuts have numbered 14,000, with only a small number of those jobs
expected to be regained. Clearly, the 1980s growth in aerospaceacted as a temporary crutch to
the regional economy and the decline of this sector will have reverberations throughout the local
economy.
In addition to job loss due to reductions in defense spending, the St. Louis economy has
been negatively affected by a general decline in manufacturing.

Total manufacturing

en$oyment in St. Louis declined by 34,000 between 1979 and 1989. This includes 5,900 lost
in motor vehicles (largely in assembly) and 15,200 lost in primary and fabricated metals. In
fact, St. Louis manufacturing employment lost 13.1% through the 1980s while the national
decline was only 6.8%.’
Despite these major blows to the economy, the area’s economic situation is generally
strong. Defense cuts have been off-set by growth in the service sector (e.g., the September
1993 unemployment rate was a full percentage point below the national figure of 6.8%).
However, the quality of the replacementjobs are significantly lower on average than the lost
jobs, and the region’s long-term economic prospectsare not at all secure. From 1989 to 1993,
the civilian work force shrunk slightly -- this topping two decades of slower than national
average growth. On the other hand, nearly $3 billion of infrastructure spending is either in
progress or in the pipeline and the region’s manufacturing exporters appear to be entering yet
another period of sustainedgrowth.

’ It should be noted that this decline occurred even though there were nearly 13,OCKljobs created at
McDD, largely in missile production. In fact, without the 1980s military build up, total manufacturing
employment would have fallen by nearly 50,CKNI.
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MATT is just one of a number of defenseconversion efforts coordinated by the EADC,
a two-state, seven-county commission established in 1990 to respond to a large layoff at
McDonnell Douglas.

EADC members include economic development officials, citizen

representatives,executives from major defense contractors, academics, and consultants. Prior
to the creation of MATT, the EADC’s efforts included directly assisting laid-off McDonnell
Douglas workers (e.g., through a Department of Labor supplementary grant to the state of
Missouri), studying the long-term impacts of defense cuts, and developing plans to respond to
the cuts. The EADC initiated the effort to secure the Department of Labor demonstration
funding and the effort was actually staffed by members of the EADC, including local peace
activists. MA’IT was developed to provide an important piece of EADC’s overall regional
defense conversion strategy. Specifically, MA’IT was designed to provide relative long-term,
highly-customized services to individual firms interested in undertaking conversion efforts.
GOALSANDSTRATEGIES
MA’IT was designedas one of several mechanismsto promote commercialization of the
region’s defense-dependentmanufacturing firms.

The program seeks to assist small- and

medium-sized defense-dependentfirms to survive the present military market downsizing by
developing and implementing commercial conversion plans. It was believed that regardlessof
the considerable technical expertise of many firms, their managementand organizational culture
was poorly adapted to the rigors of commercial markets. MATI

seeks to assist firms in

addressing such weaknesses. The primary strategy of the project is to help defense-dependent
firms to assess and upgrade ‘their management and technical skills such that they may
successfully diversify into commercial and civilian markets.
The basic elements of the MAIT strategy are as follows:
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Commitment to conversion is the crux of the MATT approach to dislocation aversion.
MA’IT

will not serve companies whose leadership cannot demonstrate commitment to

diversification or conversion into commercial markets.
.

Assessment ofjhns’

strengths and weaknessesas manufacturing companies is the basis

for conversion plans. Thus, it is recommended (but not required) that firms conduct a
thorough self-assessmentusing an evaluation instrument developedby the National Center
for Manufacturing Sciencesentitled Achieving Manufacturing Excellence (AME). The
self-assessmentprovides managementwith detailed information about the areasin which
upgrading needs to take place, as well as areas of strength that can be the basis for
further improvement. Self-assessments
then form the nucleus of tirm’s conversion plans.
l

Private sector consultants approved by MA’IT are made available to assist firms in

implementing their conversion plans. MATT has identified a pool of consultants who
can be called upon to assist individual companies with specific weaknesses. The
consultants-- with expertise in areasranging from civilian aviation maintenanceto “high
tech” marketing -- offer flexible, individualiied attention and expertise necessaryto serve
the disparate needs of client firms.
MATT also plans to assist firm clients to develop worker retraining programs, but no
training had taken place at the time of this writing.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION
F%OJECT ORGANIZATION

The EADC operates out of, and is staffed by, the St. Louis County Economic Council
(CEC), a quasi-public development agency responsible largely for business development and
assistance. While the CEC is the (functional) administrative entity for the grant, MAT-T’s
stakeholders are represented by the EADC.

The MA’lT Project Director reports to the
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Committee and its Chair (also the Executive Director of CEC), who was ultimately responsible
for the program. The MA’lT Project Director is also assistedby an advisory committee, whose
members include local professionals working in the areas of dislocated workers, worker
retraining, manufacturing engineering, technology commercialization, and economic conversion.

COORDINATION
MATI is one aspect of a large and fairly well-coordinated set of conversion activities
centered on the EADC. A number of these activities helped to lay the groundwork for the
MAlT program or have provided business support resources to which MATT can direct its
clients. These conversion activities include:
l

The EADC performed two surveys of local defensecontractors to determine the level of
defense dependency and need for adjustment assistance. One study surveyed over 750
prime defense contractors in 1991, and the other surveyed 1,600 subcontractors and
suppliers in 1993.

These studies were funded by portions of a 1990 $100,000

Department of Defense (DOD), Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) grant and a 1990
$150,000 grant from EDA. These surveys were used by MATT to perform outreach to
potential participant firms.
l

The EADC conducted a study of defense spending in St. Louis and disseminated
information to local businessesand workers about local adjustment efforts with the
previously-mentioned second OEA grant.

MATT particularly benefitted from the

outreach efforts.
l

The CEC and EADC received a $1.6 million OEA grant in 1993 to fund a “One-Stop”
Defense Adjustment Program, expanding EADC efforts in the areas of critical
technologies, workforce training, and businessdevelopment. MATT is now able to refer
its firm clients to these expanded services.
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The EADC supported the acquisition of the St. Louis World Trade Center franchise, the
effort being supported by an $820,000 grant from EDA. The Trade Center has sparked
much interest among MATT clients, at least one of which is using the Center to seek
entry into export markets.

l

The CEC supported the creation of the St. Louis Procurement AssistanceCenter, opened
in 1993. The Center can help MA’lT clients to improve the efficiency of the processby
which they seek federal procurement contracts.

0

The CEC received $1.35 million to fund the St. Louis Metropolitan Loan Program to
support defense companies seeking to diversify and displaced defense workers seeking
to start businesses.

OUTREACHANDRECRUITMENT
MATI was designed to serve at-risk firms that had not yet embarked upon or invested
in the conversion process. To identify such firms, MA’lT obtained lists of defense contractors
from the Defense Logistics Agency, McDonnell Douglas, and one other large contractor in the
region. The project also had accessto the results of the EADC-sponsored survey of prime
contractors and a marketing survey conducted by a local industrial machining training facility.
This information was compiled into a databasecontaining information on company size, annual
sales, major products, and degree of defensedependence.
The databasewas used to generate a list of candidate firms. Introductory letters were
sent out to over 1,000 firms. Nearly all of the firms were then contacted by phone. In addition,
36 medium and large firms were identified by the EADC survey of prime contractors as high
priority companies due to the size of their work force and dependenceon defense contracting.
These firms were sent personal letters urging the managementto consider involvement in the
MA’IT program.
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The firms are generally considered “medium sized.” The total number of employees
ranges from three to 2,500; the median number of employees is 50.

SERVICESPROVIDED
MATT services are targeted to firms management,but also aim to increase employee
involvement in management decision-making. Services to firms in this project fall into two
categories: firm self-assessmentand more individualized services to firms provided by
consultants. These are described below.
ACHIEVING MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE (AME)

To assist firms in conducting detailed and exhaustive self-assessments,MATT chose to
use an evaluation instrument developed by the National Center for Manufacturing Sciences
entitled Achieving Manufacturing Excellence (AME). The rationale behind the design of this
instrument is straightforward: before businessescan position themselvesas global competitors,
they first must develop an honest and far reaching assessmentof their managementpractices,
strengths, and weaknesses.
The instrument itself consists of a common core of requirements for excellence, a step
by step methodology for applying the quality requirements to a particular business, and
guidelines for formulating a continuous improvement program. The requirements,themselves
were derived from analyzing more than 3,000 requirements taken from 13 major supplier
development and certification programs, and national and international quality standards.’ The
14 areas of excellence are management,planning, continuous improvement, flexibility, quality,
cost, delivery, customer satisfaction, technology, people and culture, health and safety,
stakeholders, operations and systems, and supplier development and certification.
*Examples of these standards include: Baldridge (DoC), timing
(JUSE), Excellence (NASA),
Pentastar and TESQA (Chrysler), Ql (Ford), QCR (Honda), SQA (Eaton), TFE (GM), TQE (Ford), TQM
(DOD), and IS0 9OCCk
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The first step in the process of using AME is to choose an assessmentteam of three to
ten employees whose combined expertise covers the 14 main areas of excellence identified in
the instrument. These individuals then attend a day-long session to learn how to initiate the
program, conduct the assessment,and work through the process of scoring and analyzing the
results. In metropolitan St. Louis, there are only two individuals certified by NCMS to provide
the implementation workshop, the MATT Project Director and a private consultant (a former
machinist and machine shop owner turned management consultant). The private consultant
presents the implementation workshop for MATT clients.
After the workshop, the team returns to the firm and conducts the assessment. First the
team reviews the AME requirements for excellence. The team then tackles the 1,400 questions
that comprise the actual assessment,interviewing employees involved in every function of the
business and gathering supporting documents. The team then scores the assessmentand
compares the firms’ management practices against “excellent” manufacturers on over 200
separatemeasures. Next, the team identifies a small set of broad strengths and weaknessesin
each of the areas of excellence, and a small set of recommendationsis developed to addressthe
weaknessesand build on the strengths. Review of the scoring process and the creation of the
strengths-weaknesses-recommendation
documentation was facilitated in somecasesby the AME
consultant.
This documentation becomesthe basis upon which a conversion action plan is written.
The instrument offers guidance for creating the plan, as well as a resource available to support
the company in continuous improvement efforts.
INDIVIDUALIZED CONWLTING

Early in the project, the Project Director began to recruit a pool of consultants to serve
the participating firms in a variety of substantive areas. She used the AME 14 areas of
excellence described above as a rough guide to identify the sorts of expertise that would be
needed. To the original list, she added marketing and environmental consulting.
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To identify the consultants, the MATT Project Director started by exploiting her own
professional circles -- built through long experience as both an executive and a consultant in high
level project management, technology transfer, and technology development endeavors -- and
employed a snowball technique to expand the list. Prospective group members were required
to submit OMB SF 254s, a scope of services, fee schedule, references, and other information
as required. The Executive Advisory Committee, made up of the Project Director, the CEC
Executive Director and Economic Dislocation Program Manager, and a senior executive in a
local defense firm approved the selection of consultants. At the time of the site visit, the group
included 28 individual or corporate consultants.
Client firms meet with the MATT Project Director to pinpoint their consulting needs and
the MATT Project Director then makes recommendations. In general, rates were to be decided
between consultants and their firm clients, but because MATT often reimbursed consulting
services, the Project Director has had considerable input into the process. The MATT Project
Director oversees the consulting relationships and is responsible with intervening if there are
problems. Typical oversight activities include reviewing milestones with consultants and clients,
attending sessions as an observer, etc.

PRELIMINARY OUTCOMES
At the time of the site visit, MATT had recruited and served 19 firms since the initiation
of the project. Of these, ten chose to pursue the AME self-assessment. Of those ten, seven had
begun the self-assessment process but had not yet completed it.

Three had completed the

assessment.
Alternately, nine firms had begun to make conversion plans without doing the AME selfassessment. All had seriously considered using consultants to support their conversion plans.
Three firms engaged consultants to help them develop conversion plans. At the time of our site
visit, one firm’s consultant had submitted their report and services appeared to be concluded,
while the other firms were still working with consultants.
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The Long Island Defense Diver@cation Project seeks to avet? layoffs in nine
defense-dependent companies by helping them to become high performance work
organizations, and thus increase their competitiveness. Administered by the New York
State Department of Economic Development, the project fosters the development of labormanagement committees, funds assessments of training needs, and provides retraining
designed to tmnsfonn companies into high perjormance work organizations.

PROJECT CONTEXT, PLANNING, AND GOALS
CONTEXT

The Long Island Defense Diversification Project is administered by the Long Island
Regional Office of the New York State Department of Economic Development. While part of
the broader New York metropolitan area, Long Island is a major population and employment
center in its own right, containing close to 2.6 million residents and 1.3 million workers.
Unemployment in the region is close to the national average, but job losseshave been extensive
during the past decade, particularly in manufacturing. Fifty-four thousand manufacturing jobs
have been lost since 1986, many of them in the defense industry. An additional 50,000 nonmanufacturing jobs have also been lost during this period. Spending on defenseprime contracts
in Long Island has declined by $1.4 billion (26%) since 1987, and continues to drop. More than
40% of the remaining manufacturing work force in the region is employed in defense-dependent
industries (52,000 jobs), many of which are at-risk of further dislocations.
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Long Island’s demonstration project has a long history. Its precursor, the Long Island
Defense Diversification Initiative, began in October 1991 as a short-term project “to help nine
Long Island defense companieslaunch and support their diversification program by developing
and applying a defensediversification methodology.” Although this project did not actually lead
to the conversion of any companies, it ended in October 1992 with the production of a report
on a model process for the conversion of defense-dependentfirms. Many of the lessonsfrom
this report are embodied in the plans of the current demonstration.
After the initiative ended the nine participating firms continued to work with the Long
Island Regional Office of the New York State Department of Economic Development. Several
participated in New York State economic development programs while struggling to convert.
When the solicitation for the current demonstrationwas announced,the Department of Economic
Development recognized it as an opportunity to both continue the work of the earlier initiative,
and to advance their efforts to promote high performance work organization (HPWO) training.
GOALS

The primary goal of the Long Island Defense Diversification Project is to avert layoffs
at nine defensemanufacturersby helping them to become more competitive. The major strategy
for accomplishing this objective involves the conversion of these nine companies into HPWOs,
a form of organization designed to empower workers and increase the manufacturing agility of
firms.
HPWO concepts have taken the business world by storm in recent years as an
organizational strategy for adapting to, encouraging, and profiting from change. They have their
roots in the total quality management movement founded by Edward Deming. The goal of
HPWO training is to produce lean, flexible organizations, where authority and responsibility are
distributed among all employees. Employees of HPWOs understand and can function in each
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others’ roles when necessary,respond to internal customerswithin the company, and cooperate
with each other and with outside customersand suppliers. By promoting these concepts among
defensemanufacturers, project planners hope to increasetheir competitivenessand facilitate their
conversion to commercial products.
A secondgoal of the project is to develop the capacity of public agencieson Long Island
to help businessesbecome HPWOs. As an end product the project will have produced a
curriculum for HPWO training, and will have identified and developed local academic
institutions to provide this training to businesses. This experience is expected to benefit
economic development on Long Island long after the demonstration has ended.
Although the Long Island project grew out of an earlier effort to help defensedependent
firms convert to commercial production, this emphasis has been altered under the current
demonstration. Most Jinns sewed by the demonstration are actively pursuing plans for
conversion to commercial markets, but some appear to be interested in the benefits of HPWO
for increased competitiveness and sales in both defense and commercial markets. At least one
jirm in the demonstmtion is planning to use HPWO to become a better defense contmctor.

In administering the project, the New York State Department of Economic Development
hopes to demonstrate the potential of HPWO training as an industrial retention strategy. If
HPWO training works for at-risk, defense-dependentmanufacturers, it can work for any
business. HPWO concepts figure strongly in the Department of Economic Development’s
programs, and the demonstration offers a vehicle for HPWO promotion at a regional level.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION
ORGANIZATION

New York’s Department of Economic Development has attracted a reputation for
innovation in recent years, and operates a variety of programs for industrial retention. While
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New York has not abandoned the traditional economic development strategy of attracting
industry to the state, it has identified the additional need to retain and support existing
businesses. A number of state economic development programs address this mission by funding
worker retraining and management consulting services to make firms more competitive, a
strategy consistent with the activities of the Defense Diversification Project.
Demonstration activities, and a full range of industrial retention programs, are managed
locally by the Department of Economic Development’s Long Island Regional Office. The
central office in the state capital has ultimate authority for the project, and manages all fiscal
transactions, but the Long Island Regional Office is responsible for the day-to-day operations
of the demonstration.
To support its strategy of promoting the development of HPWOs, the Department of
Economic Development has turned to the State Department of Labor for assistance. Two prior
activities of the Department of Labor make it especially valuable for the purposes of the
demonstration. First, as part of its rapid response activities under Title III of JTPA, the
Department of Labor has gained extensive experience in helping companies form labormanagement committees. The development of such committees at defense-dependent firms is
a key feature of the Department of Economic Development’s HPWO strategy, making the
Department of Labor’s cooperation invaluable. Second, through its involvement with New York
State’s Excelsior Award program (which bears many similarities to the U.S. Department of
Commerce’s Malcolm Baldrige Award program), the Department of Labor is familiar with a
self-assessment process firms could use to measure quality and increase competitiveness. One
of the first assignments given to newly-formed labor-management committees at companies
participating in the demonstration was to conduct these self-assessments.
To advance the project’s goal of enhancing local capacity for HPWO training, the
Department of Economic Development also invited the Long Island Regional Education Center
(LIREC) to participate in the demonstration. LIREC is one of ten regional education centers
under the New York State Department of Education, and has a history of working closely with
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the Long Island Regional Office of the Department of Economic Development to help businesses
locate training providers. LIREC has close contacts with local education providers, and acts as
an informal broker between them and businesses. Under the demonstration LIREC is expected
to help identify HPWO training providers and develop HPWO curricula.
COORDINATION WITH OTHER DEFENSE CONVERSION ACTMTIES

As mentioned above, the Long Island Defense Diversification Project builds on work
completed under an earlier project funded by the Department of Defense, Office of Economic
Adjustment. This earlier project, the Long Island Defense Diversification Initiative, employed
a different approach than the current demonstration, focusing on the identification of
opportunities for conversion, and developing a model process for realizing these opportunities.
Nine defense-dependentcompaniesparticipated in the project, and received assessmentsof their
products and capacities for commercial production, but no funding was available to implement
these recommendations. With the current demonstration the Department of Economic
Development’s strategy has shifted in favor of HPWO development, but recommendationsfrom
the earlier initiative continue to influence the directions in which participating companiesproceed
towards conversion.
In support of these goals the Department of Economic Development has also funded
conversion efforts for these nine companies through several of its own programs. New York
State’s Industrial Effectiveness Program, Economic Development Skills Training Program, and
Global Export Marketing Service are among the economic development programs which have
funded conversion efforts at companiesinvolved in the demonstration. Services funded through
these programs have included worker retraining and consultant studies of company efficiency
and export opportunities.
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TARGETING FIRMS AND WORKERS
TARGETING FIRMS

Of the nine firms participating in the demonstration project, six were involved in the
earlier Defense Diversification Initiative, and did not participate in a selection process for the
current project. The selection process for firms in the earlier project was intensive. First,
defensecontractors from acrossLong Island were invited to attend a conference introducing the
Defense Diversification Initiative. Fifty-two companies attended, and eighteen responded to a
follow-up questionnaire survey. In-depth interviews with candidate companieswere conducted
to assesscompany commitment to and capacity for commercial production, and nine firms were
ultimately selectedto participate.
By inviting firms from the earlier project to participate, the Department of Economic
Development effectively targeted firms with several common traits. All of the companiesin the
earlier project were small defense manufacturers with a vision of becoming successful
commercial companies. They were eager to develop new products and markets, and valued
employee involvement in decision-making. They recognized their strengths and weaknesses,
were committed to quality, and were willing to innovate.
When three of these nine firms declined to participate in the current demonstration, the
Department of Economic Development sought replacement firms from among those it had
worked with in its Industrial Effectiveness Program (IEP). IEP firms undergo an extensive
review of their operations by outside consultants. The review is intended to help firms re-orient
their operations to become more competitive, and is applicable to both defense and commercial
manufacturers. Several successfulgraduatesof this program were invited to participate in the
demonstrationproject as replacementsfor three firms from the earlier project which had declined
to participate.
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ideas. Project consultants were charged with the development of a training plan for turning
companies into HPWOs, and their work was a natural extension of the work performed in
developing LMCs.
LMC development services were among the earliest project activities, and are ongoing.
From the beginning project planners were convinced of the importance of cooperation between
management and the work force as a means of increasing competitiveness, and identified LMCs
as the best means to this end. According to project plans LMCs would guide the implementation
of demonstration activities in their companies, selecting and working with consultants,
identifying obstacles to becoming HPWOs, and choosing training providers. Providing LMC
members with the skills to accomplish these goals has been a critical demonstration activity.
The LMC development process began with meetings between Department of Labor rapid
response staff and company CEOs. During these meetings Department of Labor staff stressed
the importance of labor-management cooperation for the creation of high performance work
organizations, and introduced guidelines for selecting LMC members. The process of selecting
employees to participate on LMCs took several months, after which Department of Labor staff
oriented new team members to their roles and assigned teams two initial tasks.
The first task of newly-formed LMCs was to complete a starter guide for New York
State’s Excelsior Award program.

The Excelsior Award program is based on a set of

quantitative standards of quality. The starter guide offers companies a process for beginning to
measure their own quality systematically, for comparing it to other companies, and for
identifying strengths and weaknesses. Completing the guide can be challenging, and only one
of three firms interviewed had completed it prior to the first site visit, which was conducted
during the seventh month of the demonstration.
The second task assigned to LMCs was completed more swiftly. Each LMC was asked
to select two facilitators from among themselves, and these facilitators received three days of
training on the requirements of this role. Subjects covered in the training included leadership,
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team building, communication skills, and organizational skills. In addition to this initial training
facilitators also participated in a three-day seminar on “Developing the High Performance Work
Organization,” presented by staff from Cornell University’s Programs for Employment and
Workplace Systems. At the time of the first site visit project planners were also considering
offering further training to develop facilitators and LMCs. Potential topics suggestedfor such
training included problem-solving techniques, group dynamics, conflict management, and the
role of top managementin HPWOs.
The secondmajor demonstration service to firms came in the form of consultant studies
on the training needsof companies. These studiesfocused on the training companieswould need
to become HPWOs, and laid out plans for achieving this goal. After a competitive selection
process, which included a screening by project administrators and final decisions by each
company’s LMC, three consulting firms were selectedto complete these studies. One firm was
parGcularly favored by company LMCs, and was selectedby five of them.
Despite the presenceof severaldifferent consulting firms, the processfor producing these
studies was roughly uniform.

It began with extensive interviews of company staff. The

consultantsattempted to speakwith staff from all levels and all departmentsof the demonstration
companies in order to assesscurrent skills and attitudes of staff, as well as the company’s
potential for becoming a HPWO. In somecasesconsultantsalso looked at capital equipment and
work processes to see where the company stood with respect to potential commercial
competitors, but in other casesconsultants concentratedon managementissues solely.
The ultimate responsibility of consultantswas to produce a report with recommendations
training companieswould need to become HPWOs, and all consultants fulfilled this obligation.
Lengthy consultant reports analyzed the work practices of each firm, and made specific
suggestionsfor changesand retraining to facilitate the transformation of the firm into a HPWO.
Training recommendations varied for each firm, but highlighted total quality management
concepts, such as problem-solving, conflict resolution, developing self-directed work teams,
statistical process control, and design for manufacturability.
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Although consultants were assigned to assesscompany needs and recommend training,
several consultants went beyond this and actually prepared plans for conversion. These
consultantsquestionedthe usefulnessof HPWO training for companiesthat had no plans for how
to enter commercial markets. In one consultant’s words, the demonstration project “may have
jumped into identifying needs too soon,” before a strategic plan had been formulated, or a
direction for conversion had been identified.
Depament

Despite a history of involvement

with the

of Economic Development, only one of three companies interviewed during the

jirst site visit actually had a strategic plan for conversion in place.

HPWO offered clear

benej?ts to these companies, but they would need to develop new products and markets in order
to realize them.

As noted above, the benefits of HPWO also have the potential to make conversion
unnecessary. As a result of quality improvements and strategic acquisitions, one demonstration
firm actually increasedits defense businessin spite of the shrinking market for military goods.
The company becamea believer in HPWO training to increasecompetitiveness,but saw no need
for conversion given its enhancedability to win new defense business.
SERVICESTO WORKERS

HPWO training, the only service to workers planned under the demonstration, had not
begun at the time of the first site visit. Project plans called for the development of these courses
after consultant studies were completed, with retraining to occur during the last six months of
the initial grant period. As planned, training would be customized to the needs of individual
companies, and would involve a variety of training providers. (Consultantswere precluded from
providing this training to remove the potential for biases in their training recommendations.)
Labor-management committees would have the final say on the selection of trainers. Ideally,
HPWO courseswould be presentedon company premises, but in the case of smaller firms and
classesthey could also take place off-site.
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CHAPTER III
STRATEGIES TO ASSIST DISLOCATED
DEFENSE WORKERS

PARTA
THEIMPLEMJZNTATIONEXPERIENCEFOR
WORKERMOBIL~YPROJECTS
Among the first round of DCA grantees, six projects have included elements of worker
mobility strategies in their demonstration approaches:
Project EARN, administered by McDonnell Douglas Corporation in Titusville, Florida

and operatedjointly with its partner, Brevard Community College.
StepOut, a project operated by Arizona State University, in Tempe Arizona, in

association with the Arizona Governor’s Office for Women.
MilCeti, a project operatedby the Clemson University College of Education in Clemson,

South Carolina.
A project in San Diego, California, operatedby a partnership of agenciesled by the San
Diego Consortium and Private Industry Council.
A project operated by the Center for Commercial Competitivenessin associationwith the
State University of New York at Binghamton, New York.
A project administered by the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers (IAM) in Burbank, California, in associationwith the Verdugo Private Industry
Council.
In this chapter we summarize the distinguishing features of these demonstration
approaches, identify some of the challenges facing the worker mobility demonstrations in the
areasof (1) project goals and objectives, (2) client targeting, (3) service design, and (4) project
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organization, and describe the initial experiencesof the Round 1 demonstrationsin meeting these
challenges.

PROJECTGOALS: IDENTIFYINGHIGH-QUALITYREEMPLOYMENTOPPORTUNITIESFORDISLOCATEDDEFENSE
WORKERS
The workers dislocated by reductions in defense spending include many mature workers
with advancedtechnical skills and high earnings. To meet the needsof these workers, the first
challenge facing the worker mobility demonstrationsis to identzyy re-employment opportunities
that build on existing skills and provide high wages. For dislocated defense workers who need

to change careers, worker mobility projects need to identify new occupations that offer stable
employment with career advancement potential.

Many of the worker mobility demonstrations face severe external constraints fin their
efforts to achieve high-quality re-employment outcomes for dislocated defense workers and
separatedmilitary personnel. Among theseconstraints are: (1) the steady erosion of high wage
manufacturing jobs in many regional labor marketsand their replacementby lower paying health
and service industry jobs; (2) the saturation of local labor markets with highly skilled managerial
and technical workers dislocated from defenseemployment; and (3) local economies that have
not yet recovered from the recession. Given these severe constraints, the worker mobility
demonstrations must exercise ingenuity if they are to offer participants re-employment options
that can replace lost wages and offer stable employment.
The worker mobility demonstrationshave developed several different strategies to help
participants identify high-quality re-employment opportunities. These include:
a

Providing individualized re-employment services, including assessmentand counseling
on career interests and labor market opportunities, followed by job search skills training
or assistancewith job search.
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Offering skills enhancementtraining to give dislocated workers a competitive advantage
in seeking re-employment.

l

Identifying “niche” occupations in non-defense fields that can utilize defense workers’
transferable skills.

l

Promoting entrepreneurship in high technology fields to create jobs for individual
entrepreneurs and jump start regional economic development.
Figure III-I summarizesthe strategiesused by the different worker mobility projects.
Figure III-1
Key Features of Worker Mobility Projects:
Strategies to Promote High-Quality Re-employment
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PROVIDING SERVICES ORIENTED TO INDIVIDUAL REEMPLWMENT

GOALS

Among the Round 1 DCA demonstrations, two projects provide services to help
participants set and pursue individual re-employment goals. Both of these projects emphasize
basic readjustment services -- including assessment, career counseling, labor market information,
and job search skills training.

One project also arranges short-term retraining or skills

enhancement services for interested participants.
Projects Providing

Individual

Assessment and Career Counseling

Titusville, Florida. Project EARN servtx dislocated workers from McDonnell Douglas missile
production facility in Titusville, Florida. The project offers its services to all workers laid off or
targeted for layoff by the McDonnell Douglas Titusville plant. Participants range from managers,
engineers, and technical staff with advanced degrees to production workers who have completed high
school, as well as individuals without a high school diploma.
Project EARN is designed to help project participants set individual re-employmeit goals.
Following an individualized assessment (of basic skills, job aptitudes and interests, and transferable
skills), Projecf EARN counselors/case managers help participants set re-employment goals and decide
whether to pursue immediate job search or short-term retraining.
Local reemployment opportunities are. sharply divided between high-paying aerospace industry
jobs and low-paying service/hospitality industry jobs. Initially the project was or&ted to helping
participants find re-employment in the aerospace field, despite the instability of aerospace employment,
because that was where the remaining high-paying jobs were. Further aerospace layoffs have caused
the project to adopt a more eclectic approach, helping participants train for any occupation in demand
in the local labor market. Services to promote entrepreneurship are also available to participants
interested in starting their own businesses.
Tempe, Arizona. The StepOut project targets women dislocatwl or at risk of dislocation from
employmentwith defensecontractorsin the Phoenix metropolitan area. Although most participants
come from a broad range of white collar positions, the project is interested in targeting women from
relatively high-paid managerial or nontraditional occupations who are interested in positions of

responsibility with carer potential in the non-defensesector.
Demonstrationservicesarz designedto assistparticipantsto identify their strengths, improve
their self-esteem,and establishand pursue individual career goals. To assist participants, the project
provides information about labor markets, local employer practices (including barriers to career
advancement for women), and effective job search techniques. The project depends on individual
participants to follow up on their career goals and market themselves to local employers after the
conclusion of project services.
In the local labor market, reductions in defense spending have reduced employment opportunities
in the aerospace sector.
However, current job losses are relatively small compared to overall
employment. The blow from lossof defense-r&&d jobs is also being cushionedby a relatively robust
economy that is growing in other areas and is attracting new defense-r&&xl and non-defense-rclatcd
jobs from other states.
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OFFERING SKILLS ENHANCEMENT TRAINING

A second strategy to help dislocated defense workers replace lost wages is providing
parh’cipants with skills enhancement training that will give them a competitive advantage in
obtaining re-employment in the high technology/aerospace jobs remaining in the local economy.
This strategy is used by two demonstration projects that provide or arrange for relatively
short-term skills enhancement training.

Projects Offering

Skills Enhancement

Training

San Diego County, California. The Defense Conversion Adjustment Demonstration in San
Diego County, California’consists of several distinct activities. Two of the demonstrations’ .activities
Bre designed to assist dislocated defense and aerospace engineers and technical workers prepare for reemployment in the region’s remaining high technology jobs. This objective is very challenging, in
:view of the constraints of the local labor market. Aerospace layoffs over the last several years have
resulted in a glut of unemployed professionals and technical employees in San Diego County, while
local employment continued to decline during 1993 and is projected to be flat through 1994.
The first worker mobility activity funded under the demonstration involves recruiting laid off
design professionals from San Diego defense contractors and suppliers and providing them with
short-term skills enhancementtraining in a particular thre-dimensional drafting softwarezprogram
(CATIA) that was believed to be needed for local suppliers interested in contracting with Boeing
Corporation.
The. objective was to help dislocated aerospace engineers secure: new jobs with local

firms or to make them more competitive in seekingre-employmentin other regions. Initial results
from this activity indicate that 80 hours of CATIA training is not enough to make training ‘graduates
attractive to local employers. (Employers told program graduates who applied for j6bs using
three-dimensionaldrafting skills that they were looking for individuals with I ,ooO hours at CATIA
experience.)

The secondworker mobility activity fundedunder the demonstrationinvolves providing training
in high performance workplace skills to dislocated defense workers from a wide variety of
manufacturingoccupations. The objective is to help dislocated workers gain the teamwork, quality
management,and leadershipskills that will make them more employablein defenseand non-defense
manufactoring,and to assistthem in conductinga job search.
Titusville, Florida. In addition to providing individualized re-employment services, this project
offers participants up to $500 worth of skills enhancement training or short-term training in new
occupations to assist in marketing themselves to local employers. Many participants receive training
in computer sofhvare programs. If participants want to receive more than $500 worth of retraining,
they have to continue in training at their own expense or be. referred to the EDWAA program operated
by the local Private Industry Council, which can support longer-term training if Title III funding is
available.
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Two of the Round 1 worker mobility projects emphasize entrepreneurship in high
technology areas as part of a long-term strategy to rejuvenate regional economies as well as
develop high-quality jobs through individual self-employment. While this strategy may succeed
for selectedindividual participants and may benefit local economic development overall, it has
some serious limitations as a widespread model for worker mobility. These drawbacks include
the high rate of failure among new businessesand the lack of income support for budding
entrepreneursduring an extended star-up period. As a result, both of the projects using this
strategy emphasize the need to screen interested participants carefully to make sure they (1)
know the risks and are willing to take these risks for a chance at a successfulbusinessstart-up;
(2) have a strong enough businessplan and sufficient skills to afford their businessventure some
chance of success; and (3) have some outside means of financial support during program
participation.

Projects Promoting

High Technology

Entrepreneurship

Binghamton,
New York.
Serving the Southern Tier Region of New York State, the DCA
demonstration project in Binghamton has a dual focus: (I) to rejuvenate the regional economy
adversely impacted by defense downsizing, deindustrialization, and the recession, and (2) to assist
selected defense industry professional and technical workers to transition to new jobs by participating
as members of self-directed work teams in the development of new products and new markets. These
two objectives are interconnected.
The project has recruiteddislocateddefenseworkers with skills in product design and
management,
manufacturing
processes,
marketing, and service/support. Applicants were scorned for
After receiving
creativity, tenacity, entrepreneurship, team orientation, and goal orientation.
classroom training in team building and systems and manufacturing skills, participants formed project
work teams to developproposalsfor new productsor new markets,taming with existinglocal

companieswhenpossibleto explorebusinessopportunities.
Local firms may participate by sponsoring projects in which they may be interested in investing.
In addition, work teams may offer their services to firms to assess core competencies and identify
areasof strengthsandweaknesses.The projectis alsointerestedin promoting flexible partnerships
and joint ventures among work teams, start-up firms, and existing firms to produce and market new

products.
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San Diego, California.
One of the activities undertaken as part of the DCA demonstration in this
site is an entrepreneurial training program for dislocated defense industry workers with high-level
technical skills. Given the regional loss of employment opportunities for professional and technical
workers, the initiators of this demonstration see high-tech entrepreneurial activity as the key to
renewing the San Diego economy. The high technology entrepreneurial training program aims to
recruit high-caliber applicants with specific technical skills and interests who already have specific plans
for starting a technology-oriented business. The objective of this project component is to provide the
training and suppat needed for participants to develop detailed business plans, obtain venture capital if
needed, and start up their planned businesses.

ESTABLISHING CLIENT TARGETING GOALS AND RECRUITING
APPROPRIATE APPLICANTS
Bedausethe worker mobility demonstrations tend to target dislocated defense workers
fro’m an entire industry or occupational grouping rather than workers dislocated from a single
plant or military base, they need to develop clear client targeting goals as well as effective
procedures to recruit and enroll members of the intended target groups.’

Across the board,

the experiencesof the worker mobility demonstrations reveal that participant recruitment and
screening is a time-consuming and labor-intensive process, particularly for projects that are
reaching out to a dispersed target population and/or need to match participant interests and
aptitudes to particular training programs or occupations.
Project successin recruiting individuals from the intended target group depends on
effective strategiesto reach them and inform them about available project services. In addition,
to convince dislocated workers to enroll in project services, the demonstrations also need to
identify re-employment goals that are attractive to potential participants and offer project services
that appear to be helpful in reaching their goals.

‘The exception is Project EARN in Titusville,
McDonnell Douglas missile production facility.

FL.,
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Projects targeting separated military personnel face different challenges than projects
targeting civilian defense industry workers.

Two of the six Round 1 worker mobility

demonstrations planned to recruit separatedmilitary personnel, while five of the six projects
have targeted civilian workers dislocated from defense-relatedemployment. (StepOut in Tempe,
Arizona planned to serve both separatedmilitary servicewomenand women dislocated or at-risk
of dislocation from defense-related contractors.)

Figure III-2 summarizes the different

recruitment goals of the worker mobility projects.
Figure III-2
Key Features of Worker Mobility Projects: Recruitment Goals
Inclusive
Targeting
Pcoject EARN
Tftusville, FL
StepOut
Tempe, AZ

X

MilCeri
Clemson, SC

X

X

X

X

X

Selective
Targeting

X

Consortium and PIC
San Diego, CA

X

X

Center for Commercial
Competitiveness
Binghamton, NY

X

X

IAM
Burbank, CA

X

X

Of the two projects that planned to recruit separatedmilitary personnel, only one was
successfulin recruiting applicants from this target population. Both projects found it difficult
to work with outplacement officers at military bases in order to reach potential project
participants.

Recruitment was especially difficult when prospective participants were not
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contacted until the separation was imminent or after separation had occurred. As described
below, one project gave up trying to reach this target population, and the other developed its
own international recruitment campaign using public media.
Because military personnel are often aware of impending base closures/layoffs and
planning their re-employment options long before the dislocation occurs, one strategy for
recruiting from this target population is contacting prospective participants in advance of the
layoff.

From the perspective of the participant, the objective of early recruitment is to prevent

or easethe trauma of dislocation by helping individuals consider re-employment options and plan
for re-employment before dislocation actually occurs. From the perspective of the project, the
objective of early recruitment is to increase the pool of potential participants.
Another strategy used by the demonstration project described below is recruiting U.S.
military personnel stationed throughout the U.S. as well as reaching out to military personnel
stationed overseas, rather than recruiting workers from a specific region or specific military

Recruitment Experiences of Projects Targeting
Separated Military Personnel
Clemson, South Carolina:
Targeting Officers and Senior Enlisted Personnel. The MilCert
project targets both retired and voluntarily or involuntarily separated ofticers and enlisted personnel,
with an emphasis on recruiting senior enlisted personnel from minority ethnic groups. This target
group was selected to reach mature individuals with experience working with young people. It was
also hoped that the project would succeed in recruiting minority group males who could become role
models for minority students in South Carolina schools.
Initial recruitment efforts were targeted to military personnel stationed in South Carolina. When
this approach did not result in large numbers of applicants, the project began an international
recruitment campaign by advertising in military newspapers which are distributed to members of the
armed services throughout the world. Although the project has fallen far short of its projected
enrollment volume of 75 participants during the first I8 months of demonstration operations, this
practice has significantly increased the project’s potential applicant pool. During the first year of
operation,the projectdid not succeed in enrolling any minority males.
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of dislocation prior to layoff. Some local employers have been reluctant to let project
staff meet with employeesbefore layoffs are announced, but others have cooperatedwith
these recruitment efforts.
.

Pam’cipating

in mpid

response activities scheduled after large-scale layoffs are

announced.

Several projects have coordinated their recruitment efforts with rapid

responseworker orientations organized in responseto announced layoffs.
0

Selecting appropriate applicants from the pool of existing Title III clients enrolled in
local dislocated worker progmms.

This strategy has been used by several projects that

have identified specific re-employment occupations for dislocated defense workers and
need to screena large pool of prospective participants for interest in and appropriateness
for the targeted occupations.3
0

Contacting dislocated workers tden@ed by corpomtions or through personal networks,
or conducting genemZ media outreach.

When other recruitment strategieshave failed,

demonstration project staff have used their personal networks to contact dislocated
defense workers, or used general public media announcements to inform potential
participants about project services.
PROJECTSWITAINCLUSIWCLIE~TARGE~GGOALS
The projects providing individualized re-employment services(Titusville, FL and Tempe,
AZ) have inclusive client recruitment goals and procedures. Both of these projects would like
to reach as many workers as possible from the designated target groups, subject to resource
constraints. In each project, prospective participants decide whether or not to enroll after
attending an orientation sessionto learn what the project has to offer. For these projects, the

‘As described in later sections, this strategy has sometimes led to coordinated delivery of services to
clients by the demonstration projects (which provides retraining) and the ongoing Title III delivery system
(which provides basic readjustment services and supportive services).
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recruitment challenge is to generate interest among potential applicants. Recruitment linked to
Title III rapid responseorientations has been one strategy that has been used successfullyin each
of these projects.

Recruitment by Projects Targeting All Interested Applicants
Titusville, Florida. Project EARN targets its services to all McDonnell Douglas employees laid
off from the Titusville missile production plant after January 1991, as well as those facing imminent
layoff (e.g., employees working on defense projects that have been curtailed or canceled). Tha project
attempts to recruit new participants as soon as possible after layoffs have been announced.
Workers affected by announced layoffs are recruited for the project through employee orientation
sessions held either on-site or off-site with full employer cooperation.
All McDonnell Douglas
employees are eligible for project services, including managers, prof~ssionallt~hnical
workers, and
production workers. To initiate project enrollment, affected workers ryucst intake appointments with
project staff at either of two project service sites -- one located at the McDonnell Douglas plant and
one located at Brevard Community College.
Tempe, Arizona. StepOUr targets women dislocated or at risk of dislocation from a wide range
of white collar jobs or nontraditional employment with defense contractors, particularly those who are
interested in career advancement in managerial positions in the non-defense sector.
To reach women at risk of dislocation before layoffs are. announced, the project has trial to recruit
participants at defense firms known to be downsizing. Although they have had a hard time convincing
employers to let project staff meet with employees before layoffs are announced, one or two local

employers-- mostnotablyMcDonnellDouglas-- havebeencooperative.As a result,manyof the
currentparticipantshavebeenrecruitedfrom a r&tively small number of local employers. This
recruitment strategy has resulted in the enrollment of significant numbers of participants, but it has also
created a situation where some participants complete demonstration services without ever bring notified
of a layoff. Somemay neverbe laid off.
The project has also coordinated with WARN rapid response activities to recruit dislocated
workers, andis planningto incrwe its effortsto reachalreadydislocated
workers throughradioand
television announcements and newspaper advertisements.

PROJECTS WITH

SELECTIVE

CLIENT

TARCETINC

GOALS

In contrast, projects emphasizing re-employment through skills enhancement, training
in new occupations, or high technology entrepreneurialactivities (San Diego, CA, Burbank, CA,
and Binghamton, NY ) have selective recruitment goals and procedures. They need to recruit
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and select participants who are interested in and have relevant experience and skills for the
occupations in which training is offered or who have the capacity and tenacity to start a new
business.4 Rather than linking recruitment to individual rapid responseefforts, these projects
have tended to conduct their own specialized outreach efforts and select appropriate candidates
from the existing Title III participant pool in the local substatearea.

Recruitment by Projects Screening for Appropriate

Skills and Interests

San Diego, California.
This project recruits and selects thrw distinct types of workers:
(I)
dislocated design professionals who are interested in skills enhancement training in thrw-dimensional
drafting software; (2) workers dislocated from manufacturing-related jobs who are interested in training
in high performance workplace organization skills; and (3) senior managers and individuals with
advanced technical skills who are interestti in and appropriate for training in high tzchnology
entrepreneurship skills.
For the first two activities, demonstration staff recruited and selected participants from among
‘dislocated workers already served by the PIG’s Carwr Centers as well as newly laid off workers
recruited from rapid response worker orientations.
Project staff revizwtxl applicants’ resumtx and
interviewed applicants to determine the relevance of their previous txpzritxcz and their ability to
benefit from project services.
For the high technology entreprexxurship training, thz training provider wanted to reach highly
capable individuals with well-develop4
ideas for new businesses. Recruitment from the regular pool
of dislocated worker served by the PIC was not a workable recruitment strategy for this activity. After
several false starts, the provider arranged with the largest local daily newspaper to write a feature
article about the project in the business section. The provider dedicated a telephone line to answering
telephone inquiries about the project in response to this article. This recruitment strategy r&l&l
in
submission of 60 written applications, from which 35 applicants were. selected for personal interviews.
The project’s advisory committee was so impressed with the quality of the applicants that they decided
to enroll I9 participants, instead of the IO originally planwdd.
Burbank, California.
To recruit dislocated defense workers exprriencul with composite materials
and interested in employment producing lightweight parts for electric vehicles, this project is planning
to coordinate closely with the local PIC, which serves large numbers of dislocated aerospace and
defense workers. Thr: project plans to szlect individuals who have alrwdy hew reccruitti and enrolled
in dislocated worker services by the local PIC. During their participation in the demonstration, these
individuals will continue to receive basic readjustment and mxded supportive services from the PIC.

4The Clemson, South Carolina project serving separated military personnel also is sz1ectiv.z in recruiting
individuals interested in teaching cawxs.
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Binghamton, New York. To recruit 45 dislocated senior managerial and technical workers with
an entrepreneurial spirit and skills in product design, management, manufacturing processes, and
marketing, staff from this project made presentations to newly dislocated workers at rapid response
orientations and dislocated workers already enrolled in Title III services. In addition, they made sure
that local Job Service and EDWAA counselors were aware of the program and willing to make
referrals of appropriate clients. The project also asked local employees to suggest candidates among
the managers they had laid off.
After eliciting interest from potential participants, applicants completed written essays and
participated in screening interviews that addressed their creativity and leadership qualities,
accomplishments, working styles, and commitment to teamwork.
These procedures both helped
participants decide if they were interested in the project and helped the screening committee assess
applicants’ potential. Ultimately, 65 applicants were invited to participate and 55 accepted.
Although this project invested substantial time and effort in selecting participants, it would like
to improve applicant screening for future rounds to ensure that all enrollees have the financial capacity
to participate in a nine-month program. It would also like to “round out” the skills of the work tams
by enrolling participants with diverse skills, including more participants with experience in production
and marketing.

PROVIDING SERVICES APPROPRIATE TO THE NEEDS OF
TARGETED DISLOCATED DEFENSE WORKERS
To addressthe needsof dislocated defenseworkers, demonstration services need to offer
an appropriate mix of basic readjustment, retmining, and suppottive services. In addition they

should tailor services to the particular tmining

needs and employment barriers faced by

Below, we describe how the

dislocated defense workers and separated military personnel.

demonstration projects have addressedeach of these challenges.’

OFFERING
SUPPORTIVE

AN APPROPRIATE

MIX

OF BASIC READJUSTMENT,

RETRAm(;,

AND

SERVICES

Among the core elements of responsive dislocated worker services are (1) basic
readjustment services that address the trauma of dislocation, provide information about re-

‘An analysis of the appropriateness of services cannot be fully performed until more is known about the
characteristics of participants.
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employment opportunities, and provide training on effective job searchstrategiesand techniques;
(2) retraining services that address participants’ needs for basic skills remediation, skills
enhancement,and training in new occupational skills; and (3) supportive services as neededto
enable participants to complete other services successfully.6 Although not all participants will
require all services, projects need to have the capacity to provide an appropriate mir of services
sufficient to meet the needs of the target popuhxtion.

Figure III-3 summarizes the different service mixes offered by the worker mobility
projects. Rather than offering participants a mix of basic readjustment and retraining services,
as described above, the Round 1 worker mobility demonstrationshave tended to emphasizeonly
one or the other of these types of services.
Figure III-3
Key Features of Worker Mobility Projects: Service Mii
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Titusville, Florida: Career Discovery and Outplacement Services as Core Services. Individuals
deciding to enroll in Project EARN receive assessments of basic skills, occupational aptitudes and
interests, and transferable skills, using standardized assessment instruments.
Participants are thzn
assigned to an ongoing counselor/case manager who assists them with service planning and maintains
contact with them throughout program participation. All enrollees participate in a front-end, four-day
instructional workshop covering career discovery and job search skills. In addition to this workshop,
core project services include job placement assistance from the counselor/case managers.
Additional services options available to project participants include short-term training in skill
enhancements or new skills averaging $500 per participant, entrepreneurial training, financial planning,
basic skills training, or computer literacy training. Most often participants attend classes at the local
community college that oFrates Project EARN, though referrals to outside training providers can also
be made. Participants requiring longer term training are referred to the regular Title 111 program
operated by the local SDA.
Crisis adjustment services, such as consumer credit counseling, may he provided in group job club
sessions offered to ongoing participants; however such sessions are not well attended. .Pzrsonal
couiwling is also available from McDonnell Douglas Human Resources staff. hut is not often utilized.
No child care or transportation costs were included in the demonstration budget, hecause participants
‘were expected to cornpI& basic readjustment services and find new jobs quickly.

PROJECTS EMPHASIZING

RETRAININ G SERVICES

Rather than offering a sequenceof services that begins with crisis adjustment services,
assessment,and vocational counseling, followed by retraining and placement assistance,three
of the projects emphasizing retraining begin by recruiting participants for specific retraining
curricula. Two of these projects (San Diego, CA and Burbank, CA) depend on local substate
areas to provide basic readjustment services to project participants either before or during
participation in the DCA demonstration, using regular Title III funds. The remaining project
(Clemson, SC) does not believe its participants need any crisis adjustment or vocational
counseling services, other than academic counseling.
At one extreme, three demonstration projectsprovide relatively short-term training.

The

two skills enhancementcurricula used in San Diego, CA and the retraining curricula designed
for demonstration participants in Burbank, CA provide training that lasts only one month and
includes only 80 to 99 hours of training. These coursesare intended to help participants transfer
3-19
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their existing technical skills to non-defense employment.

To assist in this transition, one

curriculum is designed to prepare participants for the demands of high productivity, high quality,
and low cost production in the commercial manufacturing sector.

Retraining available to participants in Project EARN in Titusville, FL is also limited to
short-term training, because of the dollar limit placed on approvable training costs (limited to
an average of $500 per participant). If participants in this program want to continue in training
for a longer period, they must do so at their own expense, or apply for enrollment in the regular
Title III program.7

Projects Offering Short-Term Retraining
San Diego, California: Training in 3-Dimensional Drafting and Total Quality Management.

The services provided through the DCA demonstration in this site are narrowly focused on providing
occupational skills training and job placement assistance. Additional services (e.g., basic readjustment
services and supportive services) may be provided to demonstration participants by the PIC's Career
Centers before or after participation in training.
Participants recruited for the three-dimensional drafting software training received 80 hours of
training in CATIA Applications. Training lasted one month and was provided five days per week for
four hours per day. Because most participants had difficulty obtaining employment using their drafting
skills upon conclusion of this training, the project arranged for 10 of the 75 graduates to participate
in an additional 120-hour course to prepare them for manufacturing computer chips.
Participants in the Total Quality Management class receive 88 hours of training over a one-month
period in topics that include TQM skills, resource planning and process control, concurrent
engineering, strategic planning, and leadership skills. To have a common context for discussing and
practicing TQM skills, participants apply these skills to analyzing and solving their job search
challenges.
After completing training, participants from both occupational training classes art: assigned to the
demonstration’s job developer for ongoing case management and job search assistance.
Titusville, Florida: Short-Term Training Averaging $500 Per Participant. Project

EARN

anticipated that participants would be eager to rctum to work and that the local commercial aerospace
industry would be capable of absorbing dislocated aerospace workers after only short-term skills
enhancement. As the result, the project did not budget for long-term retraining. Instead, the project
allows each participant to receive an average of $500 in skills-enhancement training or training in new
careers. Training plans are developed for each participant in cooperation with their vocational

‘As of May 1994, four demonstration project participants have transferred to EDWAA-funded training
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counselor/case

manager.

Training

can be received from the community

college that administers

Project EARN or from another local training instihrtion.
Project EARN has been able to arrange open-entry/open-exit

schedules for some of the community
college courses used most frequently by dislocated workers. This arrangement has made it possible
for participants to enter training without waiting for the beginning of a new semester and to progress
at their own pace.
Burbank,
California:
Training
in Prototype Design and Fabrication
Using Composite
Materials.
The curriculum for this training program has not yet been developed. The prospective
trainer and employer of participants -- a start-up firm interested in manufacturing lightweight bodies
for electric vehicles -- plans to cover three topics (in 99 hours of classroom training):
computer
literacy, an introduction to composites, and fabrication of composite materials. Any additional services
to project participants, such as needed basic readjustment services and supportive services, will be
provided by the local PIC.

At the other extreme, one demonstrationproject (Clemson, SC) arrangesfor training that
is quite intensive but also long-term, lasting from one to two or more years.

Project Arranging for Long-Term Retraining
Clemson, South Carolina: Teacher Certification Training Followed by Paid Internships. This
project provides extensive counseling and assistance to prospective participants, usually by telephone,
as they are considering applying to Clemson University’s teacher certification program. This assistance
includes researching college courses taken at other institutions to see if they meet Clemson
requirements, counseling about prerequisites and teacher certification requirements, and helping
applicants arrange for courses they need to complete before qualifying for admission to the Clemson
program.
For applicants who do not have enough transferable credits to have junior standing in their field
of study, the project can help arrange attendance at local community colleges (referred to as adjunct
institutions) to complete courses needed to qualify for admission to Clemson. After participants arc
admitted to Clemson or its adjunct institutions, the demonstration project can assist individuals with
plans to relocate to Clemson for training. In addition, the project provides informal ongoing academic
counseling to participants throughout their training.
Once enrolled, participants attend regular classes at Clemson’s College of Education to fulfill the
training requirements for the state’s teaching credential. Although demonstration funds are used to
cover three. teaching positions in the College of Education, project participants must still pay tuition
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Clemson, South Carolina [continued]

out of their own pockets or from some other source of student financial aid. The demonstration
does not offer financial assistance or supportive services from project funds.
After participants complete their academic program, the project will assist them in arranging
paid internships at primary or secondary schools in South Carolina. To facilitate the internships,
the project is trying to arrange for participants to receive a temporary teaching credential for the
internship year.

PROJECTS OFFERING ENTREPRENEURSHIP TRAINING

The two projects designed to encourage high technology entrepreneurship also emphasize
long-term services to participants (a planned minimum of one year of active involvement with
project services for all participants). Each of these projects has designed its own services around
the perceived needs of its targeted clients. These services are difficult to categorize as “basic
readjustment services” or “retraining.”
Participants receive a combination of classroom instruction in skills needed for successful
entrepreneurship/team building, hands-on practice developing product and marketing ideas and
presenting them to others, and individual consultations with business experts on specific aspects
of planned business ventures. One project (San Diego, CA) supports participants in the
development of their individual business plans. The other (Binghamton, NY) has participants
form self-directed work teams, which function as training laboratories for high performance
workplace skills and as the organizational format for entrepreneurial activities.
Both projects emphasize that participants need to have an outside means of financial
support during the project and be willing to sustain sacrifices for the star-up of their businesses.
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Services Provided by Projects Encouraging High-Technology Entrepreneurship
Tht: one-yzar
San Diego, California:
High Technology
Entrepreneurship
Course.
entrepreneurship course developed for demonstration participants in this site builds on an existing
seminar on the “nuts and bolts” of entrepreneurship; using individuals on the project Advisory
Committee to contribute information in their specific areas of expertise. In addition to the formal
classroom instruction, this project helps participants present their business ideas to panels of experts
to get feedback and suggestions, and to prospective sources of venture capital. A final activity planned
as part of the entrepreneurship course is a brief internship or “mentorship” at an existing high
technology start-up firm. Throughout the program, participants may receive counseling from project
staff on various aspects of business and financial planning.
Binghamton, New York: Formal Training in Commercial Competitiveness Skills Plus Work
in Self-Directed Teams. This project instructs all participants about the skills necessary to develop
competitive. commercial business ventures and participate as members of self-directed work teams.
Formal instruction occurs during the first ten weeks of project participation and is based on tive
different course curricula, constituting a “mini-MBA”
program totaling 300 hours of classroom
participation.
Courses include:
corporate culturq team building, business process development,
,commercial competitiveness, and systems and manufacturing.
Following the formal training, participants form self-directed work teams of six to ten members
each. Joint committees of project staff and participants are also formed to oversee team and project
operations. Individuals can participate on more than one work team or committee. These work teams
are the vehicle for practicing high-performance workplace skills as well as the process by which
participants are intended to develop viable new business enterprises or joint ventures that will lead to
job creation or reemployment for individual participants and economic development for the regional
economy.
Project staff are available on an ongoing basis as consultants to these teams, although they have
tried not to interfere in the independence of team operations.
In addition to services to workers, this project also sees the work teams as offering a service to
area firms, through the assessment of “core competencies.”

ADDRESSING

PARIXIPANTS’

NEEDS FOR FINANCIAL

SUPPORT DURING

TRAINING

None of the worker mobility demonstrations planned for the delivery of extensive
supportive servicesor needs-relatedpayments. Only one project -- the entrepreneurial training
project in Binghamton, N.Y. -- usesdemonstration funding to offer any financial assistanceor
supportive service allowances to participants. In this project, emergency payments were
designed and awarded on the basis of need after it becameobvious that participants would have
to drop out unless financial support was provided.
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related to the demonstration project goals. Figure III-4 summarizesthe different organizational
features of the worker mobility projects.

Figure III-4
Key Features of Worker Mobility Projects: Project Organization
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The organization of the funded worker mobility demonstrationsdeviatesin two ways from
standard Title III organizational arrangements. First, with one exception, the agencies or
organizations with lead administrative responsibilities for the worker mobility demonstrations
are not the Title III substate entities. The lead program operators include two universities (in

Tempe, AZ and Clemson, SC), one community college (in Titusville, FL), one non-profit
organization created specifically for the demonstration (in Binghamton, NY), one labor union
(in Burbank, CA), and one JTPA SDA/substate area (in San Diego, CA). Only two of these
program operators (in Titusville, FL and San Diego, CA) had had previous experienceoperating
Title III programs for dislocated workers.
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While this shift in organizational roles and responsibilities has enabled demonstration
program operators to identify and develop new and innovative retraining and re-employment
opportunities for dislocated defense workers, it may also have hindered the demonstrations’
ability to plan for the full range of dislocated workers’ needs. Without previous experience
serving this target population, some demonstrationprojects were not aware of the potential need
for basic readjustment services, including crisis adjustment services, nor of the need for
supportive services and financial support during training.
In the projects where the Title III substate area is not the demonstration grantee, the
EDWAA service delivery system is involved in the demonstration to differing degrees. In one
project (Burbank, CA) the local Private Industry Council is an active partner in the
demonstration, responsible for identifying appropriate demonstrationparticipants (from the local
pool of Title III clients) and addressingparticipants’ basic readjustment and support&e service
needsduring training, using Title III funds. In the other projects, substateareas do not play an
active role in demonstration operations, although they may be involved in referring appropriate
clients to the demonstration or accepting referrals from the demonstration.
The secondway the organization of the demonstrationsdeviates from the standard Title
III organizational arrangementsis that partnerships or collabomtions of several organizations
are involved in designing and delivering project services.

These partnerships include, for

example, a labor union and a Private Industry Council (in Burbank, CA) or a partnership of
private industry, academia,and economic development agencies(in Binghamton, NY). At their
best, these partnerships have helped projects identify and coordinate the needs of dislocated
workers and private industry, and link theseneedswith the resourcesavailable from educational
institutions and economic development agencies. In several cases,however, the involvement of
multiple organizations or actors appearsto have causeddemonstration designs to be segmented
into several unrelated activities, one controlled by each demonstration partner.
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Projects Operated by Organizations New to Dislocated Worker Services
Clemson, South Carolina:
Project Operated hy a University.
Thz MfCerf demonstration
project is operated by the College of Education at Clemson University without any other formal project
partners. Upon receiving the grant award, Clemson University created a separate MilCerf oftice within
the College of Education, which recruits and counsels applicants, tracks participant progress, and
submits required administrative reports to DOL. Perhaps because the program operators had no
previous experience with the JTPA system or with services to dislocated workers, project plaimers did
not involve other agencies or arrange for the delivery of basic readjustment services or supportive:
services to program participants.
Like the MilCerf project at Clemian, the
Tempe, Arizona: Project Operated by a University.
SfepOti project is operated by a public university.
The organizational structure is somewhat more.
complicated, however. The official grantee is the Arizona Governor’s Office for Women, which was
involved to give the project higher visibility, assist the project in its recruitment efforts, and facilitate
its relationships to downsizing defense firms/military
bases. In practice, the role played by the
Governor’s Office for Women has not been very pronounced.
Within Arizona State University (ASU), which operates the. project, the organizational stnxture
,is based on a collaboration between the Department of Justice Studies and the Career Services Center
‘at ASU.
Although these entities jointly operate recruitment and orientation activities, the actual
delivery of services is separated into two distinct tracks, with the Department of Justice Stud&
operating the Fast Track, while the Carea Services Center operates the Career Series track. Once a
participant chooses a service track, the two components are operated almost completely indepzndcntly.
The local EDWAA substate. area has been involved only minimally in the dttmonstration by
referring some women from rapid response orientations to the project.
Binghamton, N.Y.: Project Operated by A Non-Profit Organization With Strong Input and
Government, Industry, and Academia. In this project, the demonstration grant is the
start-up activity for an independent non-profit organization called The Center for Cdmmercial
Competitiveness (C3). C3 is responsible for all aspects of project operations. This orgatiization is
currently housed at the Binghamton, NY campus of the State University of New York, which is the
ofticial demonstration grate.
C3 is supported by a broad consortium of public agcncics, private corporations, and academia.
These project partners support C3’s operation of the project through financial contributions and active
participation on the project’s Board of Directors, which sets demonstration policies and approves each
individual project proposed by the demonstration’s work teams. This unique consortium enables thz
project to address the multiple concerns of private industry, dislocated workers, and economic
development planners.
Agencies represented on the project’s board include: Binghamton University, the New York State
Department of Economic Development (which has contributed $ll2,o(M in state funds to the project
budget), the New York State Department of Labor (which has contributed $100,000 in Governor’s
Reserve Account EDWAA funds to the project budget), UnIPEG, a regional center to promote
technology transfer and research and development efforts between universities and industry, and
representatives of corporations (which contributed a total of $55,ooO to support project activities).

Supportfrom
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Projects that Involve Partners Experienced in Serving Dislocated Workers
San Diego, California.
A Partnership
Between a Suhstate Area, Two Educational
Institutions,
and An Economic Development Agency. In this demonstration, the local substate area
-- the San Diego Consortium and Private Industry Council -- is the lead administrative agency
coordinating the activities of three additional projtxct partners. Each project partner has heen given its
own distinct operational role in the demonstration. One partner, the San Diego Economic Development
Corporation, is responsible for collecting and analyzing survey data about the l&or force needs of
non-defense employers.
Two additional partners are public educational institutions that have developed special programs
to meet the training and technical assistance needs of local high technology firms. These partners are
responsible for devzloping curricula and providing training to the dislocated defense work&
served
by the demonstration. The CONNECT program at University of California, San Diego operates the
demonstration’s high technology entrepreneurial training program. It also provides Roundtables on
commercial applications for the products developed or processes used by defense contractors (described
in Chapter 2, as a dislocation aversion approach). The Center for Applied Technology at San Diego
Community College provides dislocated defense workers training in threedimensional draftingsoftware
applications and total quality management skills.
The role of the suhstate area is to help identify the areas in which training should be provided,
‘recruit and screen participants for the s&&d
training programs, and place participants after training.
Titusville, Florida: Project Operated by a Community College. Although the official granter
for Project EARN is McDonnell Douglas Aerospace East, the firm selected the Center for Career
Development at Brevard Community College to provide participant services, because it had succcssfuMy
worked with this organization as an EDWAA service provider in connection with earlier layoffs.
Using demonstration funds, eight full-time staff at Brevard Community College are assigned to the
McDonnell Douglas project.
Although the demonstration operator is an experienced Title III contractor, the local substate area
has no formal involvement in the demonstration project. This substate area is currently:trying
to
provide all Tide III services in-house using only individual referrals to local providers of &u&ion
and
training services.
Burbank,
California:
A Partnership
Between a Labor Union, the Substate Awn, and
Individual Firms. The grantee and lead partner in this demonstration is the International Association
of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM).
In developing the demonstration design, the IAM
project director has been working closely with the suhstate area -- The Vtxdugo Private Industry
Council -- and its Labor-Management Committee as well as with individual firms and private industry
consortia interested in defense conversion.
Under the organizational arrangements for serving dislocated workers, IAM and the PIG’s
Labor-Management
Committee are responsible for identifying tirms that are interested in hiring
dislocated def&e workers and linking them with consultants and educational institutions, as needed,
to develop detailed strategic plans and customized curricula for worker retraining. The suhstate area
is responsible for selecting participants for retraining, providing basic readjustment and supportive
services, and providing job placement services at the conclusion of training, if necessary.
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the content of these services to meet the specific circumstances of the transition from
defense-relatedto commercial employment.
Demonstration projects emphasizingretraining serviceshave tendedto provide either very
short-term or very long-term retraining. Only one of the projects offers any supportive services
or financial supports to participants using demonstration funds. The absenceof financial support
has emerged as a problem in several projects offering long-term services.
In the Final Report, we will use quantitative information about services and outcomes to
compare and contrast the effectiveness of the service designs of the different worker mobility
projects. Key questions to be addressedby these comparisons include:
•~ ‘Whether receipt of basic readjustment services alone is sufficient to help’ dislocated
defense workers achieve their employment goals.
0

Whether short-term training is sufficient to enableparticipants to obtain high-quality jobs.

0

Whether the projects offering long-term training are able to support participants until they
complete the training and whether the outcomes of long-term training justify the time
spent in training.
The fourth challenge facing the worker mobility demonstrations is to develop an

organizational structure to promote innovative and effective services to the targeted population.

Projects have addressedthis challenge by giving the lead administrative role to agenciesthat are
distinct from the Title III substateagencies and promoting partnerships among local agencies
(e.g., economic development agencies, educational institutions, and substate administrative
entities.)
The effect of this organizational innovation appears to have been mixed. While it has
encouraged the development of new occupational training designs and enabled projects to link
worker mobility and economic developmentobjectives, the new organizational arrangementsalso
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prevented projects from developing a full range of responsive services. Perhaps becausethey
lacked experience serving dislocated workers, someproject operators developed service designs
that gave little attention to the crisis adjustment and supportive service needs of dislocated
workers (e.g., Titusville, Clemson and Binghamton).
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STEPOUT: A WORKERMOBILFTYPRCUECT
TEMPE&UZONA
StepOut assists women who are dislocated or at-risk of dislocation from theirjobs
in the defense sector in planning for immediate career transitions and longer-term career
advancement. Operated jointly by the School of Justice Studies and the Career Services
Center at the Arizona State University at Tempe, StepOut blends career counseling,
assessment, leadership development, and career exploretion services with a curricuhtm that
emphasizes an understanding of how gender influences opportunities and success in the
labor market and the workplace. The philosophy of this project is that women face a
different set of barriers to reemployment and need special training to overcome them.
StepOut offers two distinct service tmcks, which may sometimes be combined. The Career
Assessment Series offers traditional career counseling andjob search assistance, while the
Fast Tmck Seminar consists of a series of classesfor women seeking to rejoin or enter a
‘fast tmck” career with heightened awareness of gender issues. Nearly 300 women have
been sewed in the first year of the progmm.

PROJECTCONTEXT,FLANNINGANDGOALS
CONTEXT

Although Maricopa County, the home of the StepOut Program, is relatively healthy, with
an unemployment rate below the national averageand growth in some sectors, the area has taken
a hard hit from defense-relateddownsizing. Home to 19 of the top 25 defense contractors in
Arizona, the Phoenix area has suffered an 18% decline in defense-relatedemployment over the
last three years. Some firms have seen as much as half their workforce laid off due to a
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shrinking demand for their products. In addition to dislocation in the private sector, a military
base near Phoenix closed during the early summer months of 1993.
Laid off workers, representingthe entire occupational spectrumfrom high-level managers
to low-skilled, blue collar workers, face a constricting labor market in the Valley and state-wide.
Managerial and professional workers in particular find well-paid jobs in scarce supply due to
private sector corporate restructuring. According to StepOut planners, women face more severe
barriers than men in their search for new employment. They may be among the first to be laid
off, being among the last hired, their spells of unemployment tend to be longer, and they face
continuing discrimination in the labor market. In addition, many programs and agenciesoffering
job search services tend to be male-oriented. The program, especially the Fast Track Series,
is,intended to “even the playing field” for women who have lost or may lose their jqbs through
defense downsizing.

PLANNING

StepOut was inspired by and closely modeled on Phoenix Leadership 2000, a Universitysponsoredseries of meetings in 1992 that brought together leading women in the local business
community for networking and discussionsabout their experiencesas women holding high-level
positions. One of the women who was active in launching Phoenix Leadership 2OOflbecamethe
force behind the conceptualization and initiation of StepOut. This professor of Justice Studies
at Arizona State University (ASU) saw military downsizing and the release of a large number
of highly-skilled, well-paid and well-positioned women, many of whom work in “nontraditional”
jobs, into the commercial sector as an “historic opportunity” to spark social change. Project
StepOut is a manifestation

of the planner’s determination to empower women to pursue

lucrative careers by equipping them to tackle gender-based inequalities in the workplace and
the job market.

StepOut was planned and is operated by a partnership formed by three entities -- the
School of Justice Studies at ASU, the Career Counseling Center at ASU (an on-campus
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PROJECT ORGANIZATION, FUNDING AND COORDINATION
ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION

StepOut is administered and run by a partnership of the School of Justice Studiesat ASU,
the ASU Career Counseling Center, and the Governor’s Office for Women. The Project
Principal Investigator, also the Chair of the Justice Studies Department at ASU, supervisesthe
staff involved in planning, facilitating, and documenting Fast Track activities. These include
two Senior Research Specialists who act as coordinators, support staff and several half-time
graduate assistants. A five minute walk away from the School of Justice Studies is the Career
Counseling Center, which serves StepOut participants involved in the Career Series. This
component operatesindependently of the Fast Track component. The Director of the Counseling
Center recently left, and her role in leading the Career Series component of the program has
been taken over by one of the Assistant Directors. In addition to clerical and support staff, the
Career Series component is also staffed by about five student-counselorswho work exclusively
with StepOut participants, but who would have received other counseling assignmentsas part
of their graduate program in the absenceof the StepOut program. Finally, the Governor’s
Office for Women, the grant recipient, offers no direct services to participants, but conducted
some outreach efforts early in the program.
A key challenge for StepOutfrom
and communication

the beginning has been to improve the coordination

between the Fast Tmck component and the Career Series component.

Staff for the two components have linle regular contact, and little understanding of what the
other “half” does. There is no staff position that effectively straddlesthe two components. All

prospective participants attend the same orientation and intake sessions, yet staff for the two
program components do not communicate with each other consistently or effectively. As one
result of this rift, Career Series curriculum is not very differentiated from the standard campus
career counseling program and not particularly responsiveto the special needsof female defense
workers. Also as a result of the split, the Fast Track component, otherwise the more innovative
service, does not take advantage of the Counseling Center resources to provide Fast Track
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for a number of StepOut participants during the first year of the program. The servicesStepOut
offers may be relevant as early intervention to prepare women to think strategically about new
careers prior to layoff.
The enrollment of women whose jobs may not be at immediate risk presents some
complications in assess?ngthe project’s effectiveness and success. For example, what outcome

indicators are appropriate to measurecareer transition servicesfor individuals who are employed
when they enter the program and still employed when they leave the program? Recently,
however, the project has taken steps to increase their effectiveness in reaching dislocated
workers, primarily through the television and radio spotsand newspaperads. This target group
has been under-recruited so far, and increased enrollment of unemployed women may change
the program’s profile and service strategiesin significant ways.

&4RACTERISTICSOFPARTICIF'ANTS
According to statisticsrecently madeavailable by the project, StepOut had enrolled nearly
300 participants by the end of December 1993.

Most StepOut participants are white (80%),

married (44%), between 30 and 45 years old, employed full-time in a defense firm with a layoff
foreseen (46%), have a college degree (54%) and earn more than $2,600 per month.
About one-fourth of project participants enrolled in the Fast Track Seminar; the
remainder enrolled in Career Series. In general, the typical Fast Track participant does not
appear to differ dramatically from the typical Career Series participant, despite the program’s
intention to encourage women with “fast track” potential to enroll in the former component.

SERVICESPROVIDED
All potential participants are invited to attend orientation sessions,which are held about
once a month and last for two or three hours. These sessionsare usually run by a consultant
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hired by the Career Counseling Center, who explains the curricula in the two components,
passes out forms, and signs people up for an intake session. A very high percentage of the
women who attend orientation sign up for a one-on-one intake session with a counselor at the
Counseling Center (only 6% had not signed up for an intake after orientation in the first year
of the program).
At the intake session, each participant works with her assigned counselor to assess her
skills, background, career goats, and preferences. A decision is reached jointly about whether
the participant will apply for Fast Track or the Career Series. Fast Track applicants are
screened for professional potential, and promising candidates are selected for this component.
Those who enroll in Career Series attend a H-session program (with weekly meetings),
conducted in the pleasant surroundings of the campus counseling center, where they participate
in a fairly standard, but well-run vocational counseling job search training curriculum. Many
sessions are held in the evenings and on Saturdays to accommodate women who work. Career
Series is run by a high-quality, University-based counseling center, and offers services tailored
to the needs of college graduates seeking their first job. We saw little sign that it had been
adapted to the particular needs or characteristics of either female or defense workers.
In sharp contrast to the Career Series component, the special needs and experiences of
women lie at the heart of the philosophy and curriculum of the Fast Track component.

Those

who enroll in Fast Track attend about eight sessions for a total of 48 hours spread over a two
to four month period. Fast Track Seminars are run very much like seminars for graduate
students, complete with lectures, a reading list, research project assignments, guest lecturers and
student presentations. In the second Fast Track series, partly in response to student demand,
staff introduced some more traditional and practical job search training, such as resume
preparation.
Unlike an academic seminar, StepOut also offers a number of “networking” events,
usually held in the local Faculty Club, where students can mingle with women business leaders
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Through exit interviews and severalfollow-up interviews scheduledat three-month intervals, the
program plans to track graduates’ employment experiences. Thus, project staff seemconfident
that by exposing their participants to an awarenessof employment barriers to women and by
building their self-confidenceand self-knowledge, they will be able to increasethe likelihood that
laid off female defense workers will be able to stay on or join “the fast track,” shatter the glass
ceiling, and advancein their careers. It will be interesting to observe both the short and longerterm outcomes of this richly documented project to assessthe way in which this intervention
impacts the behavior of its participants.
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ADJUSTMENT DEMONSTRATION
This project seeks to respond to massive kzyoffs in the defense contmcting sector
through a multi-faceted approach that is part of a long-term regional defense conversion
and economic development stmtegy. Involving an active partnership between seveml
organizah’ons, the project consists of the following activities: assessing which skills are
in demand through a survey of local manufacturing companies: providing short-term
retmining for dislocated workers in skills in demand; providing tmining in starting hightechnology businesses; and conducting “Defense Conversion Roundtables, ” which bring
together executives from defense-dependent companies with leaders from commercial
companies, to learn about opportunities for conversion.

PROJECT CONTEXT, PLANNING, AND GOALS
CONTEXT

Fueled by a strong economy with unemployment well below the national average (a low
of 3.9% in 1989), San Diego County experienced rapid growth throughout the 1980s. During
the 199Os,however, economic growth has slowed and unemployment risen, in part becauseof
the national recession, but also in large part becauseof cutbacks in the defense sector.
SanDiego County is one of the most defense-dependentregions in the United States,with
several large military installations and dozens of large and small defense contractors and
subcontractors. The livelihood of an estimated one-sixth of San Diego’s population is tied
directly to defense spending (including military personnel, civilians working for the military or
defense contractors, retirees, and dependents). Another one- to two-sixths of San Diegans are
indirectly affected as well.
At this time, San Diego is not projected to have large base closings. Where San Diego
is experiencing a strong impact from the defense drawdown, however, is in massive cutbacks
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by defense contractors and subcontractors. At the beginning of the 199Os,San Diego defense
firms employed over 70,000 people. From 1991 through 1993, an estimated 16,CKlOof these
workers were laid-off, and this downsizing is projected to continue for several years. Because
of the impact of these layoffs on the overall economy of the region, projections are that over
50,ooO jobs will be lost in San Diego County between 1989 and 1996.
The layoff of large numbers of defenseworkers presentsa particular challenge to the San
Diego community becauseof the nature of the jobs being lost: defense manufacturing positions
pay higher wages than jobs in non-defense manufacturing firms, and much higher than most
other sectorsof the economy such as service industries. In addition, a large proportion of those
being laid-off are highly-skilled workers including engineers, technicians, and managers. Facing
a job market flooded with job seekers with similar skills, many of these workers,have been
unemployed for months or even years, with little hope of finding employment in San Diego in
their fields of expertise.
PLANNING

The San Diego community has been working actively on defense conversion efforts for
several years. Since 1990, defense conversion issues have been addressedby task forces that
have brought together representativesfrom a broad range of sectors, including state and local
government, employment and training agencies, educational institutions, community-based
organizations, and private industry. In 1992 San Diego received funds from the California
Trade and Commerce Agency and the Department of Defense’s Office of Economic Adjustment
to develop an economic adjustment program. Conducted by the San Diego Consortium &
Private Industry Council, the project included the active involvement of a Work Group of
individuals from organizations such as those listed above. When the DCA demonstration RFP
was announced, several interested membersof this Work Group met. Basedon what they were
learning through the economic adjustment project, these individuals, representing several San
Diego organizations, identified several activities for inclusion in the DCA demonstration
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and early intervention services to at-riskfinns
period.

was not pursued duting the initial demonstration

Project planners had not developed a specific plan for these dislocation aversion

activities or included them in the project budget, so they were set aside in favor of other
activities that had been more thoroughly developed in the planning stage.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION
This project brings together four organizations in an active partnership. The San Diego
Consortium & Private Industry Council, which administers all of the JTPA programs in San
Diego County, is the lead partner. Since 1989, the Consortium has served thousands of
dislocated defenseworkers. To assistworkers dislocated from defenseand other industries, the
Consortium had developed a network of “one-stop access” Career Centers across‘San Diego
County that provide basic readjustment and retraining services. The Project Coordinator, Job
Developer, and support staff for the DCA demonstration are housed in the largest of these
Career Centers.
The second partner, the CONNECT program of the University of California at San
Diego, usesa wide range of educational and networking activities to pursue its goals, which are
“to help high-tech companies in San Diego become more successful, educate service providers
to support high-tech industry more knowledgeably, create linkages between the University and
local industry and, through these, stimulate local economic development.” CONNECT is
conducting two activities for the demonstration: a training course for dislocated defenseworkers
in starting high-technology businesses; and Defense Conversion Roundtables, which bring
together senior executives from defense firms to learn about opportunities for expanding into
commercial high-technology markets.
The Center for Applied Competitive Technologies (CACT) at San Diego City College
is one of the State of California’s eight regional manufacturing centers and a NIST MTC
affiliate. The Center provides technical assistanceand training services to fulfill their mandate
of helping San Diego manufacturing companiesmodernize and compete more effectively in the
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global economy.

For the demonstration, CACT developed and is providing training to

dislocated defense workers in CATIA (three-dimensional design software) and modem
manufacturing skills (such as Total Quality Managementand Manufacturing ResourceEPlanning).
The San Diego Economic Development Corporation (EDC) is a private non-profit
organization that seeksto retain and attract businessesfor San Diego County. EDC conducted
several activities for the demonstration, including conducting a survey of local businessesand
creating a databasefrom the results.
One of the strengths of this demonstmtion project is the active partnership between the
participating

organizations.

The Consortium is the grantee and overseesthe activities conducted

by the other partners (who have subcontracts with the Consortium).

All of the partners,

however, participated in the hiring of the demonstrationProject Coordinator, and the whole team
me&s monthly to review progress toward goals and resolve problems as a team. This active
pattnership has led to increased coopemtion and coordination of available funds outside of the
demo&t&on.

For example, the partners brought their experience working together on the

demonstration to the design of a recently-awarded three-year $5.7 million grant from the
Department of Commerce’s Economic Development Agency. This new project includes a
variety of activities that will be conducted by the four demonstration partners and several other
organizations, including a high technology resourcecenter, a businessincubator (at the CACT),
a world trade center, a seed capital fund, and a technology alliance council.

DEMONSTRATION-FIJNDED ACTIVITIES
The San Diego demonstration involves several major components, each with its own
distinct goals and activities. Activities can be categorizedas (1) planning activities, (2) services
to workers -- directed toward retraining dislocated defenseworkers, and (3) services to firms -directed toward helping defense-dependentfirms pursue dislocation aversion approaches.
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PLANNINGAC-:

ASSESSING
SKILLS IN DEIVIAND

In seeking to design training programs for large numbers of white-collar workers in a
rapidly-changing job market, the Consortium has been frustrated by the limitations of traditional
methods of developing labor market information. Therefore, one of the goals of the project was
to develop and test a “Human ResourcesDatabase” as a new tool for determining which skills
are, and will be, in demand in the local job market. To accomplish this goal, the Economic
Development Corporation (EDC) designed and conducted a survey of local employers. After
receiving only 44 responsesto an initial mail survey of 1,000 San Diego manufacturing firms,
EDC resurveyed a sample of 500 firms by fax, more than doubling the number of responses
(110 surveys). Although limited in size, the sample of responding firms was judged to be
representative of San Diego County in terms of firm size, industry, and type of business.
The survey provided the project with several useful pieces of information, including
hiring projections for 1993 and 1995 and a ranking of skills in demand. Hiring projections
indicated that the local economy would remain flat throughout 1993 before beginning a slow
expansion during 1994. The skills that employers said they were looking for in new employees
were the following, in order of the frequency of response: quality assurance,problem solving,
TQM, document control, and material safety. In responseto the survey, the CACT developed
a course in these five skills for demonstration participants (described in detail below). The
survey also asked respondentsif they would be interested in hiring an engineer or technician
trained through the program, and the demonstration Job Developer followed up with those who
expressedinterest.
The project compiled the survey results into a Human ResourcesDatabase. The project
planners had hoped to combine this databasewith information from two previous surveys into
a master “Defense Conversion Database” that would help inform all of the workforce retraining
defense conversion activities being conducted in the County. They were not able to combine
the databasesin the way they had hoped, however, becausethe three surveys had been conducted
at different points in time and lacked enough overlap in the questions that were asked.
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The project partners learned a number of lessons through this attempt to develop a more
effective method of generating

labor market information.

They came away from

experience convinced of the value of such a survey for genemting useful information,

the

but also

more aware of the challenges of designing, administering, and analyzing a survey. For future

surveys, they plan to consider contracting with a market research firm.
SERVICESTo WORKERS RE TRAININGDISLOCATEDDEFENSEWORKERS

The SanDiego demonstration includes three major classroomtraining components, which
are: training in starting a high-technology business,training in CATIA (three-dimensionaldesign
software), and training in modem manufacturing skills (including Total Quality Managementand
Manufacturing ResourcePlanning). These three activities are targeted toward different groups
of defense workers. In addition to these courses, a subset of the CATIA trainees also are
receiving instruction in semiconductor manufacturing. All of these retraining services are
described below.
The goal of the High-Technology Entrepreneurial Training Program, conducted by
CONNECT, is to provide training that will lead to the development of high-tech businessesthat
not only will employ the entrepreneur, but also grow and provide employment for other laid-off
defense professionals. The training is made up of four elements: seminars on the “nuts and
bolts” of starting a company, student presentations of their proposed companies to a panel of
experts, a short internship in a high-technology company, and individual counseling. To assist
in the development of all phasesof this course, CONNECT brought together an Advisory Panel
of San Diego professionals with expertise in high-technology entrepreneurship (including
attorneys, accountants, trainers, and successfulhigh-technology entrepreneurs).
CONNECT used several strategiesto recruit applicants with a good chanceof developing
successfulbusinesses,and found that the most effective outreach strategies were prominently
placed newspaper articles and personal contacts. Training applicants went through a rigorous
screening process. The first step was completing an application form that asked for detailed
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information about proposed business, including: product and technology, marketing, finance,
and management. Promising candidates went through personal interviews with CONNECT
management, and then the Advisory Panel assisted with the final selections. Nineteen
participants were enrolled in this program.
One of the unique aspectsof this training course was its ability to link participants with
sources of venture capital. CONNECT sponsorsan annual event called the Financial Forum,
which brings venture capitalists from all over the country to hear high-technology entrepreneurs
present their businessplans. One of the goals of the training is to help participants prepare to
compete for a chance to present at the Financial Forum, or participate in a related event called
the Concept Forum (for start-ups seeking less than $1 million in venture capital).
The second retraining component, training in CATIA Applications, was developed in
response to requests from local employers and from laid-off engineers (clients of the Career
Centers). At the time the project was planned, many San Diego firms were anticipating the need
to convert to CATIA, and were asking both for engineers trained in CATIA and also for the
development of the capacity to provide ongoing CATIA training at the local level. For the
demonstration, the CACT developed and taught an go-hour CATIA class to 70 design
professionals (five separatesectionswith 15 studentseach), including engineers, designers, and
drafters.
The project recruited participants for the CATIA training from among the thousandsof
laid-off defense workers who already were clients of the San Diego Career Centers. Interested
design professionals completed both a written application and a personal interview, which
screened for design experience, computer knowledge, and seriousnessof the applicant’s job
search. After completing the training, participants worked with the demonstrationJob Developer
to searchfor jobs. At the time of the initial site visit, this introduction to CATIA did not appear
to have made a significant difference in helping participants find jobs, and this training
component had a preliminary placement rate of about 40%. Project staff expected this rate to
increase over time, and attributed it to several factors, including: (1) the San Diego job market
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SERVICESTO FIRM% WORKING wrm DEFENSE DEPENDENT FIRMS

The San Diego project included one dislocation aversion strategy, Defense Conversion
Roundtables. This strategy is managedby CONNECT. Its roundtables, held once each quarter,
bring together senior-level defense executives to learn about commercial high-technology
opportunities.
communications.

Roundtable topics have included commercial electronics and high-tech
Each roundtable features three speakers, who represent a variety of

perspectives, such as successful high-technology entrepreneurs, representatives from market
research firms, potential clients (such as Bay Area Rapid Transit) who need a particular piece
of technology that is not yet on the market, and defense companies that have been successful
moving into commercial markets. The Roundtables have been well-attended and often include
lively questiondnd-answer
further

periods.

Participating

defense firms have not, howe,ver, sought

technical assistance fmm CONNECT and CACT in pursuing

defense conversion

activities in the way that was envisioned by the project planners.

PRELIMINARY OUTCOMES
At the time of our site visit, the CATIA training was the only course that had been
completed. As noted above, only about 40% of the CATIA trainees had found jobs at that
point. Although these findings are only preliminary, they raise the question of whether shortterm skills enhancementtraining is an effective strategy for dislocated defenseworkers given the
constraints existing in the local labor market, which is saturated with laid-off engineers and
technicians.
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TITUSVILLE, FLORIDA

Project EARN assists workers dislocated or targeted for hzyoff from McDonnell
Douglas Aerospace East -- Florida Missile Production. Located in the heart of America’s
space industry, Project EARN was originally designed to provide experienced aerospace
workers with basic readjustment services and tmining so that they couldfind work at other
aerospace or high-technology firms in the area. Facingfurther declines in local aerospace
employment, the project has expanded its emphasis to include tmining in a variety of
occupations to improve participants’ re-employment opportunities,.

PROJECT CONTEXT, PLANNING, AND GOALS
CONTEXT
In the last several years, cuts in defense spending along with a shrinking NASA budget
have adversely impacted Florida’s “space coast” economy. The project servesBrevard County
and the surrounding area, which is home to a multitude of aerospace and high-technology
manufacturing firms that produce equipment for NASA-sponsored programs or for various
Department of Defense projects. These “high-tech” aerospaceindustries account for nearly 90%
of the defense dollars spent in Florida. Once the locus of Florida’s highly skilled jobs, the
region’s aerospaceindustry is now in decline and the number of high-tech jobs is shrinking.
Civilian aerospacejobs are affected as well as defense jobs.

In the wake of the

Challenger accident, NASA reduced the number of missionsflown each year and slowed launch
operations. NASA’s budget has also been reduced, and aerospacefirms that service the shuttle
program have laid off workers in recent years. Global competition is also affecting the U.S.
spaceindustry; NASA’s leadershipposition in launching commercial satellitesis now challenged
as private industries turn to the less expensive and more reliable Arian launching vehicles from
Europe. With the entire spaceindustry shrinking, few aerospacejobs are available for skilled
workers dislocated from defense firms.
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GOALS
Project EARN’s primary goal is to find jobs for workers dislocated from McDonnell
Douglas. The project was designed to reduce workers’ period of unemployment through early
intervention and to place dislocated aerospaceworkers in new jobs at wages close to their layoff
wages. Project EARN’s specific numerical goats are to retrain and place approximately 75%
of enrolled participants at an average wage of $8 per hour, or at least 75% of participants’
prelayoff wage.
These goals were basedon two assumptions,each of which later proved to be incorrect.
First, to provide workers with services as early as possible, Project EARN would need
McDonnell Douglas’ cooperation identifying those who would be laid-off well before the event.
Although initial layoffs were announced early to permit affected workers to enter a
“r&ssignment pool” for other McDonnell Douglasjobs, subsequentlayoffs were announcedwith
only a few days advance notice. The limited notice provides Project EARN staff enough time
to recruit individuals, but not enough time to deliver prelayoff services. Second, shorter
interventions leading to rapid re-employment dependedon an economy in which high-tech jobs
were available; this has not been the case. Thus, among Project EARN’s key challenges in
attaining pmject goals is providing more extensive tmining services to participants who must
look to new occupations for re-employment.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION, FUNDING, AND COORDINATION
ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION

Project EARN is administered by McDonnell Douglas Aerospace Fast. The company’s
Human ResourcesAdministration, Office of Personnel Services and Training helped plan the
project and conducts budgetary oversight. In addition, staff from Human Resourcesschedule
benefits briefings for workers who will be laid-off and sharepersonnel information with Project
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EARN staff. The company also contributes in-kind assistance,such as staff time, office space
and furnishings, computers and computer software.
The day-to-day operation of the project is subcontractedto Brevard Community College’s
Center for Career Development. The center is an experienced provider of training and
readjustment services for JTPA participants in general, as well as for dislocated aerospace
workers. During layoffs in the wake of the Challenger accident, the college provided services
to laid-off workers from NASA’s shuttle program. Project servicesare offered at two locations.
A Project EARN case manager is stationed at the McDonnell Douglas facility in Titusville for
those who live near the company. Most of the case managementand readjustment services,
however, are offered at Brevard Community College, about 15 miles south of Titusville. Project
EARN staff have found that many participants feel uncomfortable returning to the company for
services, so all participants have the option of attending workshops and other meetings at the
coliege campus.
OUTRRACH AND RECRUITMENT OF WORKERS

Outreach and recruitment are closely linked to layoff activities. During the benefits
briefing, just before workers are terminated, Project EARN staff discuss services available
through the project and encourageparticipants to set up appointmentson the spot. The firm also
shares employee information with Project EARN, so that staff can contact affected workers.
The project also publishes a newsletter periodically to keep affected workers up-to-date about
future events and to remind former employeesabout available services. One indicator of Project
EARN’s successrecruiting participants is that, as of December 1993, nearly 90% of those who
attended orientation enrolled in the program.
Initially, a unique aspect of Project EARN’s design was its capacity for early
intervention. Becausethe project is administeredby the company laying off workers, the project
planned on company cooperation to identify affected workers. .This expectation, however,
turned out to not be true.

Project EARN staff learn the identity of workers affected shortly
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before workers’ benefits briefing -- held just a few days before workers are terminated. This
is largely because management believes notifying workers too early will disrupt their work
performance.

CHARACTERI~TICSOF PARTICIPANTS
The background, skills, and experiences of participants vary. Participants come from
throughout the McDonnell Douglas facility. They include managers and professionals, technical
and skilled workers, administrative and clerical workers, and unskilled laborers.

Most

participants have from eight to 12 years of work experience in aerospace. Although participants
have worked in jobs classified as high-tech, the actual job skills are often surprisingly limited.
F o r instance, workers on the shop floor may spend days braiding wire into “harnesses,” others
may simply bore holes into fabricated metal. In many instances, workers have performed the
same limited work for many years. Most workers are between 30 and 55 years old, and span
the spectrum from those without high school diplomas who have difficulty reading to those
holding advanced degrees; a high school diploma is the typical educational level attained by
affected workers. The wage of a typical laid off shopfloor worker was between $11 and $12
per hour. The average hourly rate of affected managers and supervisors over the same period
was $17.91 per hour.

SERVICESPROVIDED
All participants who enroll in Project EARN receive a package of core services, lasting
approximately 20 hours. These include assessment and a basic readjustment workshop. After
the orientation session, workers set up individual intake sessions with Project EARN case
managers.

During these sessions, workers discuss their job histories and experience, skills,

education, and goals for re-employment. A preliminary re-employment plan is started and will
be fine-tuned after participants complete assessments and the transitional training workshop.
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Project EARN uses a number of instruments during assessments.Any participant with
less than a two-year associatedegree must take the TABE. Those testing below the eighth grade
are referred to Brevard Community College’s Student Services for more extensive testing. In
addition, all Project EARN clients are required to participate in Career Discovery, an assessment
program consisting of three instruments: CAPS, Strong Interest Inventory, and Myers-Briggs
Personality Type Indicator.

In addition, individuals are given APTICOM testing, upon

recommendation of their Case Manager, to further clarify job aptitudes and career interests.
These results can be tabulated in the school’s vocational assessmentprogram, which analyzes
transferable skills.
The core basic readjustment services are delivered through a three-day workshop.
Offered about once a month, the workshop emphasizestransitional training, including career
decision-making, employability skills training, resume writing and interviewing skills, and job
pl&ement assistance. During the workshop, participants take the Strong Campbell Interest
Inventory, the Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator, and sometimes the Career Ability
Placement Survey (CAPS) to inform their career decisions.
Other readjustment services are available through Project EARN’s ongoing Job Club.
These meetingswere originally designedto provide participants with important information about
coping with layoffs. Programs featured guest speakerspresenting on topics such asyselfesteem
and losing one’s job, surviving the layoff with a senseof humor, consumer credit, and advanced
interviewing techniques. Unfortunately, Job Club attendancehas been low.
Counseling services are available to participants through either the community college
student services (for those enrolled in training) or through McDonnell Douglas’ own personnel
counselor. Returning to the layoff facility to receive counseling from someonewho is currently
employed at the firm, however, has turned out to be too emotionally difficult for many former
workers. Further, the project has not provided any assistancefor child care or transportation
needed by some participants to allow them to receive counseling. Project planners did not
include a line item in the budget for supportive services, partly because they assumed
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participants would be placed in relatively short time. Project stsff said that if they could plan
the project again, they would include resources for supportive services.

An emerging issue for Project EARN is the need to provide more extensive retmining
to participants.

Project EARN’s original design for retraining emphasized coursework of

relatively short duration, since it was assumedthat most participants could find similar work at
other aerospacefirms. With few jobs available in high-tech industries where participants can
transfer their skills, Project EARN is experiencing a greater demand for training than planners
expected. Further, more participants need extensive training to acquire new skills. The project
is dedicated to providing at least some training to all who need it. As a result, the amount of
project resourcesavailable to pay for the training has averaged $500. Most participants attend
Brevard Community College courses, which are relatively inexpensive. Nevertheless, the
amount available for retraining provides only a portion of the cost of training for those who need
m&e extensive coursework to become more employable.

PRELIMINARY ouTcoMEs
Project staff are committed to discovering how well the early intervention/recruitment
design works. Detailed information about participant characteristics and program activities is
collected to track participation patterns. In addition, an external evaluator is conducting an
implementation study and preliminary impact study on Project EARN participants.

Data

obtained through the project will be used to examine the strengths and weaknessesof the
approach, and ultimately improve the design of services for other workers dislocated from
aerospacecompanies. Project staff supplement the data with surveys of “customers” to learn
about the level of satisfaction with the servicesprovided.
Project EARN is serving more participants than originally projected. As of December
31, 1993, Project EARN had enrolled 281 participants, or nearly 27% more than project staff
planned for. Nearly all participants who enrolled in Project EARN received the core services,
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which include assessmentand the three-day transition workshop. Almost half of the participants
have received or are currently receiving instruction through classroom training.
Placing participants is Project EARN’s greatest challenge.

By the end of December

1993, the project had placed only 82 participants. This is 40% fewer than staff projected, and
yields a placement rate of under 30%. The key problem noted by Project EARN’s external
evaluation consultant was that the original placement goal was too ambitious: it assumed that
local unemployment over the period would drop when it actually climbed. In the current
economy, workers are being dislocated from both high-technology and tourist industries and
there are few job openings. Without a substantialand quick turnaround in the economy, Project
EARN is likely to fall far short of reaching its placement goals.
Although few people are being placed, those who do find employment tend to receive
wages at or near the project’s specified wage goals. Project staff set an averageplacement goal
of $8 per hour.

As of November 31, 1993 and the average placement wage for non-

supervisors/managerswas $8.63 for union members and $9.36 for non-union members. For
managersand supervisorsthe averageplacementwage was $15.30, or 85% of the averagelayoff
wage. The lowest placement wage was $5 per hour, indicating the severe shortage of high
paying jobs in the area. Project staff recognize that more participants may have to either
relocate or accept wages well below their prelayoff wages.
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BINGHAMTON,NEWYORK
Supported by a consortium of public agencies, private industry, and academia, the
Center for Commercial Competitiveness (C3) demonstration serves the Southern Tier
region of New York State. lhe project has the dual goals of invigorating the regional
economy while helping dislocated professional and technical workers obtain employment
by working as team members on projects of interest to area companies. The demonstration
emphasizes classroom tmining in high performance workplace skills, team buikhng,
commercial competitiveness, entrepreneurial skills, and new manufacturing processes.
Participants -- highly screened for an uentrepreneurial spirit” -- work together as teams
to prepare to help companies develop new markets for products, design or refine products
to meet customers’ needs, or solve manufacturing or marketing problems. By using
participants’ skills to help companies address specific problems or prospects, the C3
approach is intended to serve as an economic development tool for the entire region.

CONTEXT

The Southern Tier region of New York, encompassing nine counties and home to a
number of large multinational corporations and defensecontractors, has been hard hit by several
changesincluding corporate restructuring, a recession,and defensedownsizing. Since 1980, the
area lost 19,200 manufacturing jobs in both defense and non-defenseindustries.
The Southern Tier region has the nation’s tenth highest concentration of manufacturing
industries that are dependenton defense. The Department of Defense is an important customer
for many large and small manufacturing firms that produce missiles, helicopters, jets, and
spacecraft. In 1990, prime contracts for defense supported 16,259 jobs in the region. Between
1989 and 1991, contract dollars for the region’s defense firms dropped over 41%. Responding
to the combined recessionand decline in defense spending, some firms have laid off over half
of their workforce. For example, IBM, one of the region’s largest employers, cut employee
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rolls from 14,500 to 7,700, and General Electric’s AerospaceDivision went from 3,000 to 1,000
employees after Martin Marietta took over. More layoffs are projected as reorganized firms
continue to trim their payrolls, close down, or relocate.
PLANNING

Planners in government and industry felt that the combined forces working against
economic recovery and stability were too powerful to confront without a coordinated effort. The
Center for Commercial Competitiveness (C3) was developed as a consortium of private and
public organizations to addressthreats to the regional economy, including: (1) shrinking markets
for established products; (2) cuts in spending on defense; (3) intense competition for new
products; and (4) displacement of workers. General Electric and two county-leve! economic
development organizations envisioned the consortium as a tool for channeling public and private
funds for workforce training to support diversification and conversion by area firms.
.

Binghamton University was selected to house C3 and to lead the demonstration effort
because of the University’s experience working with both public agencies and private
corporations: the University’s Small BusinessDevelopment Center provides technical assistance
for businesses;the Alliance for Manufacturing Competitiveness provides manufacturing firms
with training programs for employees; and the Partnership 2000 program aims at involving
business leaders in economic development. In addition to the University’s reputation in the
world of business and industry, it was considered a neutral organization that could encourage
participation by firms that in other circumstances might assume a competitive posture. The
concepts used to build the C3 organization and to design the approach and curricula for
entrepreneurial training were the result of the combined efforts of businesses,state and local
economic development and employment and training agencies, and university specialists in
businessmanagement, making C3 a true collaborative effort.
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GOALS

The C3 demonstration has three goals, each interlinking the needsof dislocated workers,
firms, and the regional economy. The first goal is to assistdislocated workers in creating new
job opportunities by creating projects and products for local enterprises. The secondgoal is to
foster regional knowledge of new and emerging businessrelationships and practices (e.g., agile
manufacturing). The tinat goal is to nurture both new and developing companiesin the Southern
Tier region. The demonstration’s key goal -- employing dislocated defenseworkers -- is attained
through classroom training in corporate culture, self-directed teamwork, commercial
competitiveness and new manufacturing processes, as well as through participation in selfdirected project teams to assistcompaniesto develop or improve products, markets, or business
strategies; start their own enterprises; or form “virtual company” arrangements.
The C3 project has a long-term perspective and three distinct phases. Demonstration
funds support the first phaseof Team Building, which provides classroom training to dislocated
workers and encouragesthem to form teams to pursue commercial ventures. The secondphase,
Synergistic Enterprises, seeks to encourage the formation of joint ventures among local
businesses. The third phase, Virtual Companies, aims to help firms collaborate in the creation
of highly competitive and agile business arrangementsthat employ advanced technologies to
pursue global markets. These latter two phaseswill not be funded under the demonstration, and
the discussion which follows concentrateson the first phase atone.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION, WING,

AND COORDINATION

ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION

Although the project’s organization is administratively rather straightforward, program
planning and operations are more complex, combining the capacities and talents of public
institutions and private enterprises. Binghamton University, a campus of the State University
of New York system, is the formal demonstration grantee, responsible for financial and
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contractual administration and project oversight. The day-to-day operations of the project are
managed by the Council on Commercial Competitiveness (C3), a non-profit organization
developed specifically to address the region’s economic issues and currently housed on campus.
The Council delivers all project services and training.
C3 staff receive guidance from two groups on implementing demonstration programs and
developing longer-term policies. The C3 Board of Directors is the primary policy-making body
of the organization and has representatives from industry, local and state government,
universities, and quasi-public economic development organizations. In addition to developing
broad economic development policy, the Board reviews the results of training and may ultimately
determine the long-term viability of C3’s approach in addressing economic issues. The C3
Council has representatives from many of the same organizations that are represented on the
Board of Directors; however, the Council’s main purpose is to advise C3 staff about specific
issues or problems. These two bodies have been indispensable, serving as forums for public and
private organizations to participate in economic development policy in general and assist the
demonstration project.
Among the benefits of C3’s well-coordinated effort is additional funding from both public
and private sources. To supplement the DCA demonstration grant C3 received support from
New York State’s Department of Economic Development totaling $112,000. The state’s
Department of Labor contributed $100,000 in EDWAA (Governor’s Reserve) funds in addition
to the in-kind assistance state staff provided during the process to select participants. Local
industries have contributed resources as well, and in-kind contributions have totalled
approximately $2OO,OOO.

However, this is far below the $1.6 million that C3 planners had

projected industry would contribute. The gap largely results from changes in project plans.
Most significantly, the project originally expected to receive approximately $1.3 million from
employers in cash and in-kind contributions associated with the training of their current
employees. This component of the project was later abandoned and these contributions never
occurred.
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have beenparticularly effective, and have included networking by the companiesrepresentedby
the C3 Board and C3 Council.
Of the 12 companies that were actively participating in C3 activities at the time of the
site visit, two were large defense contractors, three were medium-sized subcontractors or
suppliers with substantial defense-relatedsales, five were medium-sized firms with no defense
sales, one was a public utility, and one was a small company with no defense sales. At this
early point in the demonstration, 11 firms had sponsoredor were participating in projects, and
one firm had received a core competency assessment.
WORKERS

For the individuals targeted for participation on C3 project teams, the demonstration was
interested in recruiting workers dislocated from defense-relatedindustries who had backgrounds
asengineers, program managers,or production managers. More importantly, the project wanted
to screen applicants to select participants with creativity, tenacity, entrepreneurial spirit, team
orientation, and goal orientation.
To reach individuals with the appropriate skills and personal qualities, C3 staff conducted
an extensive media campaign that included paid advertisements,public service annduncements,
and press releases; offered presentations at rapid response orientations and job clubs for
dislocated workers; informed Job Service and EDWAA counselorsabout the program and asked
them to refer appropriate clients; and sent mailings to professional and technical societies.
To screenfor the desired characteristics,applicants were askedto complete an application
form that asked them to describe their creativity, entrepreneurial spirit, and leadership qualities
and asked them to describean accomplishmentor experiencethat illustrated their working style.
This application served in part as a self-screening device, as well as provided information that
helped the screening committee to assessapplicants’ qualities. A screening committee of six
members rated the written applications and conducted personal interviews with selected
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applicants. Of 102 completed applications, 73 were interviewed, 65 were invited to participate
in the program, and 55 accepted.
While the pnrject stqff are quite pleased with the smoothness of the recruitment process,
they would change screeningpmctices in the future to increase the diversity of work experience
among project participants (e.g., by enrolling more individuals with jTnancia1, business, and
marketing

experience).

applicants’ financial

In aadition,

they would conduct a more careful

screening of

status to see tf they could afford to participate in a long-tetm program.

Further, they would apply even more rigorous screening to ensure very high motivational levels
among participants and to identify individuals who were actively seeking to start businesses.

The 55 dislocated workers who accepted the invitations to the program were nearly all
professionals with backgrounds in engineering or management. Only three or four dislocated
workers with backgrounds as technicians or clerical workers were accepted. The vast majority
were white mates with college degrees, and 26% held advanced degreesas well. Participants
tended to be older and had many years of experience, with 32% over 55 years of age. Thirty
percent identified themselves as retired, and 25 % said they had taken early retirement, but in
many instancesretirement had been forced upon these older workers by companie$ seeking to
reduce costs.

SERVICESPROVIDED
SERVICES TOFIRMS

Firms participate in the project in two ways: (1) as business partners with teams of
demonstration participants, and (2) as recipients of core competency assessmentsconducted by
participant teams.
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teams are attempting to become businesses. These subjects may be addressed,however, on a

project-by-project basis after training is completed.
Following the format training, participants form self-directed work teams of two to ten
members each. Before selecting which project teams they want to join, participants complete
a skills inventory and identify their individual “core competencies”-- skills and talents that can
be applied to a new activity. The information from this self-exploration exercise is used to help
participants pick the projects that will best suit their talents and interests. Joint committees of
project staff and participants are also formed to oversee team and overall project operations.
The work teamsare the vehicle for practicing high-performance workplace skills as well
as the processby which participants are intended to develop viable new businessenterprises or
joint ventures that will lead to job creation or re-employment. To be acceptedas a C3 project,
a +oject proposal must be approved by the evaluation team (composedof staff and participants).
Industry-sponsored projects, which are in essencecontracts, must be cleared by the C3 Board.
Of the 18 projects begun at the time of the first site visit, 11 were industry-initiated and the
remainder were initiated by C3. Once project teams were formed, the C3 staff try to let the
group process drive the team activities, with as little intervention from C3 staff as possible.
In practice, C3 staff find that participants need more “hand-holding” than originally anticipated.
The outcome the project hopes to achieve is for each project team to develop jobs for its
members by identifying new products or new markets that they can pursue through, (a) a small
business start-up, (b) a partnership with another company, or (c) being hired by the company
that initiated the project. C3 selects projects which maximize the employment prospects of
participants, but as mentioned above, there is no guaranteethat companieswill hire the C3 team
members who initiated a project.
Although the project tried to screen applicants to ensure that they would have some
meansof financial support during project participation, supportive servicesand financial support
have also been provided to participants after they have exhaustedtheir other meansof support.
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Using demonstration budget funds, the project has reimbursed participants for project-related
travel. Additionally, $55,000 in corporate contributions have been used for emergency stipends
for those most in need. Participants decided to use these funds for bi-weekly payments at the
samelevel as UI benefits for participants whose UI had expired and who had household income
below $20,000. Without these payments, a number of participants would have been forced to
drop out of the program before the completion of their projects.

.
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THEMILCERTPROJECT:AWORKERMOBILITYPROJECT
INCLEMSON,SOUTHCAROLINA
The Military Certtfication Project, or MilCert, is a statewide project that recruits
separated military personnel to prepare them for second careers as primary or secondary
school teachers in “critical need” subjects in South Carolina’s schools. Operated by
Clemson University’s College of Education, MilCett targets both commissioned and noncommissioned officers.
Project activities include counseling applicants about the
prerequisites for entering teacher training at Clemson, assisting with the application
Tmining is received as part of the
process and tmcking participants during tmining.
regular teacher certification progmm operated by the College of Education. At the
conclusion of tmining the project will assist participants to locate one-year paid internships
at schools throughout the state.

PROJECTCONTEXT,PLANNING,ANDGoAIS
CONTEXT

Like most states, South Carolina is experiencing teacher shortages in a number of
subjects, including: Special Education (K through 12); Biological, Earth, and Physical Sciences;
French, German, and Spanish; Mathematics; and Industrial Technology. In 1992, for example,
South Carolina needed over 3,000 certified teachers to fill these critical areas. Another
important need in South Carolina is for minority teachers, especially African-American males,
to serve as role models for minority students. It was hoped that MilCert would, succeed in
attracting talented African-American servicemen, who already have experience as role models
for young adults, to, teaching careers in South Carolina.
While education officials throughout the state were concerned about recruiting teachers
in critical subjects, state and local officials were addressing the impact of the military
downsizing in South Carolina. The bulk of the state’s military population is found on four
installations around the state: Shaw Air Force Base, Charleston Naval Base, Fort Jackson, and
Charleston Air Force Baseand two Marine installations in the Beaufort area. Estimatesprovided
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GOALS
The MilCert project has three primary goals. The first goal is to provide South Carolina
schools with well qualified teachersin critical need areas. The secondgoal is to give separating
military personnel a new career track. By providing exiting service members with jobs in
teaching, MilCert is attempting to alleviate the two problems simultaneously. Since many
former service members have experience instructing young adults and providing personal
guidance, MilCert planners believe that teaching is a natural career match for this target
population. Further, project staff see MilCert as an opportunity to recruit talented AfricanAmerican men to serve as role models for minority youth in South Carolina’s schools.
The third goal of the MilCert project is to disseminateits model for “troops to teachers”
to other land grant universities. In addition, MilCert staff believe that their experiencerecruiting
sefiaratedmilitary personnel could lead to efforts to recruit fresh teaching talent from additional
target populations such as civilian dislocated workers.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION

ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION

The MilCert project is operated by the College of Education at Clemson University. A
faculty member from the Department of Education servesas principal investigator and oversees
the project. A key staff of three, including the project administrator, runs the day-to-day
activities out of the MilCert office, also located at the university’s College of Education. Staff’s
activities are coordinated with those of the Office of Admissions, which has a demonstrationfunded employee assigned to review MilCert applicants’ educational backgrounds and general
readinessfor enrollment at the university.
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helpful in preparing applicants for a smooth transition, it is delaying even longer the
projects own timeline for graduating trained teachers.

t&ARACTERISTICSOFPARTICIPANTS

During our site visit to Clemson in December 1993, four participants were enrolled fulltime: three matesand one female; two former officers and two former enlisted persons; and two
with college degreesand the other two with earnedcollege credits before or during their military
service.

None were members of a minority group.

Participants’ ages ranged from

approximately 30 to 50 years, and their time in service was between 8 and 20 years. Among
the~uniqueaspectsof Clemson’s teacherstraining program is that it will admit studentswho have
not yet completed their bachelor’s degrees as long as they have at least junior class standing.
Indeed, two of the participants who were enrolled in the autumn of 1993 were enlisted service
members completing their degrees. MilCert staff are disappointed that few minority service
members have expressedan interest in the project.

SERVICESPROVIDED
Prior to enrolling at Clemson, applicants may receive extensive counseling from MilCert
staff about University entry requirementsas well as detailed assessmentsof the number of course
credits they can expect to transfer from their previous educational programs. After applicants
decide to apply to the program, MilCert staff provide assistancein preparation of applications.
Once applicants are accepted, MilCert staff are available to provide assistancewith relocating
to Clemson and to advise about student services, course enrollment, and scheduling.
Once enrollees have entered the teacherstraining program, the primary service provided
to them is arranging for training to achieve a subject-areateaching certification. Project planners
originally proposed to hire three full-time faculty members to build the College’s capacity to
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PRELIMINARY OUTCOMES

MilCert staff maintain extensive data about each participant as well as about those who
inquire about the project. MilCert staff report outcomes not only for those who are enrolled and
complete training, but also for those to whom the project provides career guidance and other
counseling and referrals. Because all project participants are still undergoing training, it is too
early to report outcome information for training participants.

As it turns out, some incoming participants will probably not complete their programs
during the demonstration period. Many are taking a long time to commit to the program, and
MilCert staff plan to continue enrolling these participants. One of the key questions MilCert
must address is how to track and measure outcomes for those who are enrolled as
demonstration

participants but who do not complete services until after the demonstration

has

ended. With participants taking longer to complete their programs, many will not see placement
until 1996 or later. MilCert’s designers plan to seek funding from other sources to continue the
project and would like to have it become institutionalized as a permanent program.
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CHAPTER IV
STRATEGIES TO PLAN
FOR CLOSURES

PART A
THEIMPLEMENTATIONEXPERIENCEFOR
COMMUNITY~ANNINGPROJECTS

Two projects applied for and received funding under the community planning category
in the first round of DCA funding allocations. They are:
0

The Castle Air Force Base Closure Community Planning Project (hereafter referred to
as the Merced Project), a project administered by the Merced County Department of
Economic and Strategic Development; and

0

The Philadelphia Naval Base and Shipyard Community Planning Project (hereafter
referred to as the Philadelphia Project), administered by the Pennsylvania Department of
Labor and Industry.
In addition to the two projects listed above, a third project that was funded under the

worker mobility category included a strategy that best tits the community planning approach.
The San Diego Defense Conversion Project funded an effort to survey local manufacturers to
assessthe impact of defensedownsizing at the firm level, and to collect information from firms
about their expected demand for workers with certain skills. This strategy will be discussed
where relevant in this chapter.
These projects are radically different in nearly every aspect, including their goals, their
funding levels, their organizational profiles, and their experiencesduring the first 18 months of
operation. Indeed, it is difficult to discover any similarities at all among them, other than the
fact that two were responding to a pending base closure. Furthermore, the two community
planning projects both seemedto have evolved over the course of the demonstration period into
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projects resembling one of the other primary approachesbeing tested in the demonstration. The
smaller project included plans and strategiesthat are best characterized as dislocation aversion
strategies, while the larger project planned and delivered servicesthat are difficult to distinguish
from the worker mobility approach.
Due to the significant differences in the scope and character of the two community
planning projects, this chapter is organized somewhatdifferently than the two previous chapters
that focus on the dislocation aversion and the worker mobility approachesin the demonstration.
In those chapters, we analyzed patterns and variations across projects testing similar strategies
by comparing and contrasting the projects’ economic and organizational contexts, goals,
targeting, or recruitment strategiesand services. From the analysis of the practices we observed
in, each of these topics, a number of categories or groups emerged into which projects tended
to ~fall. Such categorization and comparison would be inappropriate at best for the two
community planning projects.’ Instead, we rely more on “within-grantee” analysis to identify
the major challenges faced by these grantees, and strategiesthey used to meet these challenges.
The chapter is organized into the following sections. In the first section, we describe the
contexts of the two projects -- the events or conditions that the communities are responding to.
In the second section the experiences of the projects are analyzed in the context of three key
goals that a community planning response typically, or even ideally, pursues. hr the third
section we examine the differences in the organizational characteristicsof the two projects, and
suggestways in which these features influenced implementation processes. Unlike the last two
chapters, examplesfrom the two projects are integrated into the text rather than placed in boxes.

’ Threecommunityplanningprojectsreceivedfundingin the secondround of funding allocations in the
demonstration.Thesethreeprojectsare moresimilarto eachotherandbearsimilaritieswith the two Round
1 projectsas well. Thus, for the next report, a comparativemethodwill be more usetid as a tool for
understanding
and evaluatingdifferencesin the experiences
of the projects,and identifyingfactorsthat can
explainsuccesses
or failuresin implementingplans.
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THE CONTEXT FOR COMMUNITY PLANNING
The precipitating event for a community-level planning response is generally an
impending base or facility closure or drawdown, or mass dislocation in an area unusually
dependent on the defense industry.

As described in Chapter 1 of this report, the initial

dislocation causedby a facility closure can have devastating effects on surrounding businesses,
limiting the re-employment prospectsof those who lose their jobs during the closedown, causing
new dislocations, and exacerbating existing strains on a local labor market.
However, the potential impacts of a closure or drawdown cannot be measuredsolely in
terms of the numbers of jobs lost. The impact must also be understood in the context in which
it ‘is occurring. Is the local economy already stressed,with chronically high unemployment rates
and little growth? Or is the local economy growing ? Another important part of the context is
the extent to which community actors have already begun responding to the closure, and the
level of cohesion that exists between affected or influential organizations.

Communities that

are facing the loss of countlessjobs and revenuesfrom a base closing sometimes mobilize and
plan for years before the event. Community planning activities, including those planned by the
DCA community planning projects, must search for a way to complement or enhance existing
planning activities. Rarely do they have the responsibility (or luxury) of “starting fro,m scratch.”
The contexts of the two DCA projects funded under the community planning approach
offer a true study of contrasts in this regard. The third project in the demonstration that includes
a “community planning strategy” in its overall worker mobility approach, representsyet another
sharply contrasting context.
THEPHILADELPHIA PROJECT

The Philadelphia Naval Base and Shipyard (PNSY) is one of the largest Naval facilities
to be closed in the country. The closure, scheduled to be complete by the end of 1996, will
result in the direct elimination of an estimated 12,000 jobs, and another 36,000 jobs will be lost
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as 750 defense-dependentfirms face a shrinking market for their services or products. This
closure is taking place in a bleak economic landscape. Hard hit from declines in the
manufacturing sector for years, the region continues to lose jobs at an alarming rate: over 1,000
every month. New industry is not coming to the area, and the only sector that shows some
modest growth is tourism. Skilled, blue-collar workers, who make up the majority of workers
to be dislocated from the Navy Shipyard, will be hard pressed to find new jobs to replace the
relatively well-paid jobs they are leaving.
The pending closure of the PNSY has galvanized the entire community. Between the
time the Commonwealth of Pennsylvaniasubmitted its proposal to the Department of Labor and
the time the project started up in January 1993, the Mayor establisheda Commission on Defense
Conversion, funded by an OEA grant and staffed by an array of elected officials, federal and
military representatives, business and labor leaders, academics and economic development
specialists. This body became the main planning organization in the community to respond to
the closure, as well as an arena in which many political issuesand turf battles were played out.
When the DCA project started up, it found the stage already occupied by a group of powerful
representativesof the community with a mandate to coordinate a region-wide response.
Finally, the Philadelphia situation has not gone unnoticed by agencies and programs
authorized to fund planning efforts. Large grants from the Department of Defense and the
Department of Labor have been awarded to easethe blow from the drawdown.

The Merced project is operating in a very different economic and political context.
Classified as a Long Term Economic Deteriorated area by the U.S. Department of Commerce’s
Economic Development Administration due to a relentlessly high unemployment rate, Merced
County now faces the elimination of the mainstay of the economy, the Castle Air Force Base.
Although the number of jobs to be lost due to the closure are far fewer than in Philadelphia, the
relative impact may be as severe. With one out of four residents living in poverty, low-paying
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agricultural jobs the dominant employment sector in the area, and good jobs few and far
between, Merced is highly vulnerable to the primary and secondary impacts of the closure on
its economy and labor market.

In contrast with Philadelphia, the closure has not resulted in a

large amount of assistance from federal agencies. The DCA demonstration grant is one of the
few sizable funding sources obtained to mitigate the effects of the dislocation.

While a group

of organizations had already organized a response to the pending closure of the air force base,
their focus was on facility re-use options, rather than a broader review.* The Merced Project
encountered neither the “crowded stage” nor the turf battles that proved to be so central to
Philadelphia’s

experience.

THE SAN DIEGO PROJECT

San Diego is an excellent example of an area “unusually dependent” on the defense and
military sector.

Although the area is home to several military facilities, all but one are

scheduled to remain open. Where San Diego is experiencing the greatest impact of military
cutbacks is employment in defense contractors. An estimated 50,000 jobs are estimated to be
lost in San Diego due to cutbacks during the period 1989 to 1996. These losses are coming
during a difficult time for the local economy. As the relatively prosperous 1980s drew to a
close, the unemployment rate in San Diego shot up, and exceeded the national average. Defense
contractors are laying off thousands of highly-skilled, technical and professional employees, who
are facing a market already saturated with employees with their skills.

Reminiscent of the Philadelphia situation, the San Diego community has received a
number of sizable grants from federal agencies to plan a response to these changes.

The

Departments of Defense and Commerce have all contributed substantial resources to planning,
economic development, and employment and training programs.

* The Joint Powers Authority, funded with an OEA grant, had been working on plans “inside the fence”
since the closure was announced in 1991.
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GOALS AND fh-RATEGlF,S
The overall mission of a typical community planning project, stated briefly, is to collect
the information and resources needed to devise and implement a broad, well-coordinated
responseto the precipitating event. This mission can be separatedinto three objectives, or steps:
l

Establishmentof a functional planning body or participation of the local employment and
training community in a planning body;

0

Collection and assessmentof information on the effects of closure on local businessesand
workers; and

a

Identification of a viable plan to respond to the re-employment needs of dislocated
workers or the needs of at-risk firms.
Once again, the two community planning projects in the DCA demonstration report had

rather different experiencesin implementing their objectives. The difference derives from the
disparate goals, strategies, and contexts of the two projects.

The specific objectives of the Philadelphia DCA grant were:
To identify and review alternative funding sources,job development and job placement
strategies, and exemplary practices for strategic management of human resources in
responseto economic change;
To match dislocated worker skills and interests with occupational profiles developed in
responseto new businessopportunities; and
To establish a transition assistancecenter serving affected workers.
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These goals proved to be challenging for this project, primarily because staff were
evidently surprised to learn that a planning commission was already appointed and had begun
its work by the time the DCA project started up. The Mayor’s Commission had even set up a
task force to addressissuesaround the employment and training needsof the workers displaced
by the closure. The difficulty faced by the DCA project staff was to find a way to work within
a highly politicized environment and existing activities, and to establishan appropriate and useful
role for itself in the overall community planning effort. When this goal seemedunattainable,
strategies shifted, as described below.
m

hlERCJ3D PROJECT

The major challenge faced by the Merced Project was not so much how to insert itself
into a larger planning context, but how to meet the expectationsof the Department of Labor in
achieving goals consistent with the community planning approach. The key dilemma for the
project in Merced was that their goals were more consistent with the dislocation aversion
approach or an economic development model than with a community planning project. A second
problem was the highly ambitious goals of this modestly funded project.
The goal of the Merced DCA grant was to plan for meeting the needs of the business
community around the base, an activity that no other organization had systematically addressed
by the time the DCA project started in January 1993. The goals of this small project, funded
with a grant about a tenth the size of the Philadelphia project, included:
l

Identifying JTPA and GAIN dislocated-worker-related base closure impacts and jobcreating mitigation activities;

.

Identifying and planning alternative financing, government contracting, international
trade, andjob creating opportunities for base-impactedemployers and dislocated workers
effected by the base closure; and
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Supporting and enhancing the match between base-impacted employers’ labor force
needs, market development needs, and the skills of local JTPA and GAIN dislocated
workers.

TER SANDIEGO &‘ROJECT
The planners of the San Diego Project recognized during the design phase of the DCA
grant that while they had accessto considerable information about the supply, characteristics,
and skills of workers available to work, they had little or no information about the demand side.
That is, adequate data on the firms that might be hiring, and the kinds of skills they were
looking for, did not exist. Much like the StepUp data base in Philadelphia, The “Human
ResourcesDatabase” was to merge information collected from manufacturing firms with data
on workers’ skills, and be used to guide and inform planning and economic development options
across the community.
In the section to follow we examine the experiencesof each of the projects in attempting
to fulfill the three primary community planning goals outlined above: establishment of a
functional

planning body orparticipation

of the local employment and training community in

a planning body; collection and assessment of information
businesses and workers; and ident$cation

on the effects of closure on local

of a viable plan to respond to the reemployment

needs of dislocated workers or the needs of at-risk firms.

IMPLEMENTATIONEXPERIENCES
Goal #1

Establiihment of a functional olanning bodv or Darticiaation of the
local emalovment and training communitv in a alanninz bodv.

This is the “classic community planning goal.” The Philadelphia Project set out to
establish a planning body, but quickly encounteredthe newly-formed Mayor’s Commission that
was intended to be the main planning body for responding to the closure. The project then
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Collection and assessmentof information on the effects of closure on
local businessesand workers.

All three projects included a survey of local businessesor workers as part of their
strategy to gather and assessinformation about the potential impact baseclosure (or in one case,
mass dislocation due to downsizing) would have on the local labor market. One project
emphasizedassessingworker skills. Two projects emphasizedthe needsof impacted businesses
in these surveys.
The Philadelphia Project included an objective involving the assessmentof base and
shipyard workers’ skills, and appearsto have successfullymet and even exceededthis objective.
One of the project partners, the University of Pennsylvania, spent the first year of the
demonstration compiling a databasethat will eventually include records on all affected base
workers as well as records containing information on current and potential job opportunities in
the area. The intent is to train staff at both of the Base “transition centers” to use this
information as a tool to match workers with jobs, and customize training services to best meet
the needs of employers. While the potential of this innovative tool to enhancelocal economic
development was not yet fully realized by the end of the first year, the “StepUp database”shows
great promise as a technique to increaseworker mobility. Like the Human ResourcesData Base
in San Diego, it is intended to confront the troubling dilemma of most training: programs,
summed up in the question “Training for what?“.
The Merced Project also engaged in assessing the impact of downsizing on local
businessesand documenting their needsfor assistance. The project worked on two activities in
this area. First, a consultant was hired to conduct researchand produce a report on the impact
of the base closure on surrounding communities. Second, a survey to local businesseswas
conducted and asked businessesto assessthe potential impact of the closure on the health of the
business, identify alternative markets for their products, and indicate what services they
anticipated needing to survive.
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Second, the project offered to provide similar support to firms interested in developing
government contracts. The vehicle for conveying information to interested businesseswas to
be primarily through workshops.
The project encountered difficulties from the beginning. First, the survey was fielded,
but few firms responded. Second, some communication problems existed between the local
project staff, state staff, and the Department of Labor. For example, the Department of Labor
was concerned that the firms to be served by the project already had received assistanceand
would have been helped anyway, whether or not the demonstration existed. Serving such firms
would have violated a statutory requirement (Section 141(b)). Another issue was documenting
whether the firms were, in fact, base-impacted. From the project’s point of view, which is that
of an economic development agency, the characteristic of most relevance was whether a firm
was at-risk, not whether it was base-impactedor already receiving assistance. Once again, the
barriers this project experienced in fulfilling its plans were to at least some extent due to
differing expectations between the Department of Labor and the project planners.6
For a DCA-funded

community planning

project, a key challenge is to contribute

towards or enhance the development of a cohesive, widely-representative group that places
issues of employment and tmining ot the heati of the planning process.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND ISSUESOF COORDINATION
The experiences of the community planning projects have demonstrated that to be
successfulthey must, at the very least, be guided by the coordinated, consensus-buildingefforts
of a representative group of community organizations and individuals. A smoothly-running,
cohesive planning body is the single most crucial ingredient in an effective community-level
response to a facility closure or mass dislocation. To accomplish this, the persons and
organizations involved in the administration of the project should be broadly representative of

6 The San Diego project did not plan to directly serve the needs of businesses affected by cutbacks.
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community stakeholders, and have credibility with key organizations or interest groups in the
community.

The project administration should have strong networks and be well-situated in the

“power structures” of the community. Again, the two community planning projects in the Round
1 group of grantees experienced this challenge very differently.

THE PHILADELPHIA PROJECT
The grantee for the Philadelphia Project is the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and
Industry, administered by the Dislocated Worker Unit (PDWU). The PDWU is responsible for
Rapid Response activities under EDWAA and has a long track record of operating labormanagement committees in this context. The PDWU has a subcontract with the Philadelphia
PIC, which in turn has a subcontract with the University of Pennsylvania. These three project
partners each focus on one of the three goals of the project: the PDWU focussed on the
establishment of the committee to oversee services to workers; the University focussed on the
assessment of worker skills; and the PIC focussed on the establishment of a service center at the
military facility.
The Philadelphia Project almost immediately encountered difficulties in attempting to
fulfill its first objective, to establish a planning body. Despite what appears to be genuine
attempts to improve communications with the other entities involved with planning,< in the end,
the DCA project abandoned the attempt to integrate its activities with other planning processes,
and pursued its own objectives relatively independently of the other groups. The factors causing
these developments are difficult to identify, but several possibilities are suggested by the
evidence. First, the planners of the DCA project were evidently not aware of the Mayor’s plans
to appoint a central planning body. For whatever reasons, none of the partners involved in the
DCA project planning had access to this information, which led to serious coordination problems
later. Second, while communication and coordination among the project partners (the PDWU,
the PIC and the University) were good, poor communications between the project and the larger
community plagued the project throughout the first year. And third, in a highly-politicized
environment, where agencies and individuals have access to large funding sources, the stakes
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are high and turf battles intense. A contrast to this situation can be found in the second
community planning project.
T~MERCED

PROJECT

The lead agency for the Merced Project is the Merced County Department of Economic
and Strategic Development, a small agency devoted to the revitalization of the local area. This
project was planned and implemented exclusively by this organization, not because it turned
down opportunities to coordinate with existing planning efforts, but becausethere was no other
local organization planning for or providing services to businesseslikely to be affected by the
closure. Indeed, neither within-project coordination nor coordination between the project and
other community agenciesproved to be a problem for the Merced Project. The primary reasons
fork the absence of difficulties in this area for the Merced project are fairly straightforward.
Fir&, the project did not attempt to build or contribute towards a community-wide planning
body. Second, Merced County is a small, rural and economically-depressedarea, where the
DCA project was “the only game in town,” at least in the arena it had carved out for itself
(working to alleviate the impact of closure on the surrounding businesses).

SWYANDCONCLUSIONS
The two projects that received funding under the category of community planning in the
DCA demonstration were highly dissimilar. Indeed, while one evolved to become a project
emphasizing a worker mobility strategy, the other evolved into a project focus&

on a

dislocation aversion strategy. Neither project provides a good example of a “typical community
planning” model. For this reason, the evaluation of the implementation experiencesof thesetwo
projects is difficult.

Nonetheless, the two projects’ experiences during the first two years

pointed to several challenges -- and strategiesto deal with those challenges -- that are expected
in community planning projects.
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First, one project struggled to find a meaningful role for itself within a complex and
highly charged environment where many actors were already involved in planning activities.
The story of how this project persisted in searching for ways to place employment and training
issueson the planning table is one we expect to encounter again in the evaluation of community
planning projects. Further, the contrast between the struggles of one project and the lack of
struggles in the other project underscores the importance of understanding the, effects of
contextual factors on community planning activities.

Second, while one project did not attempt to become involved with a larger, planning
body and the other did, neither seemed to enjoy a high degree of successin integrating its
objectives with the objectives of other planning bodies.
Third, both projects made significant progress in achieving their other objectives, such
as collecting and analyzing information about the impact of closures or massive downsizing on
local businesses, or information about the skills levels of affected workers that may prove
critically important in assisting workers to find new jobs.
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~OFILESOFTHECOMMUNITY
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CASTLE AIR FORCEBASECLOSURE
DEFENSECONVERSIONADJUSTMENTPROJECT:
MERCED,&WFORNIA
The goal of this project is to help mitigate the impact of the closure of Castle Air
Force Base on the economy of Merced County, Caltfomia.
With a substantially smaller
budget than the rest of the demonstration gmntees, the project seeks to help the local
business community through two types of activities: (I) researching and preparing a
‘report on local economic development options; and (2) providing assistance to firms that
will be qffected by the base closure. The business assistance activities of the project
qonsist of tmining and consultation to local businesses on the potentialfor expansion into
two new markets: international trade and government contracting.

PROJECTCONTEXT,PLANNING,ANDGOALS
CONTEXT

Castle Air Force Base is located in Merced County in California’s San Joaquin Valley.
With a population of under 200,000, Merced County is primarily rural, and agriculture is the
largest private-sector employer. The vast majority of Merced County businessesare small: less
than 3% have 50 or more employees, and most have far fewer. Merced County historically has
had a relatively weak, agriculture-dependenteconomy, with an unemployment rate that averages
between 15% and 20%. Good jobs are scarce. Large numbers of Hispanic immigrants and
SoutheastAsian refugees have settled in Merced County over the last two decades,presenting
significant challengesto County public services. Many of the County’s residentslive in poverty.
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Castle Air Force Base, which has been an integral part of the Merced County economy
since opening in 1941, is currently in a drawdown process and is scheduled to be closed
completely by the fall of 1995. Part of the work of the demonstration is to identify the impacts
of the closure on the local economy, but some broad indications of the magnitude of the impact
include:
Before the drawdown began, over 5,000 military personnel were stationedat Castle, with
a payroll of about $120 million. Much of that payroll has been spent in Merced County
on goods and services.
Projections are that relocation will involve more than 11,000 military dependents, for a
total military-related departure of over 16,000 persons.
At full operating strength, Castle employed about 1,200 civilians with a payroll of
approximately $17 million.
Castle spent over $26 million annually on purchasing goods and services. Although
much of that went to out-of-area contractors, several hundred Merced County residents
worked for these contractors either directly or through local subcontractors providing
services to the base such as construction and janitorial services.
PLANNING

When the impending closure of Castle was announced in 1991, the three local
governments most affected by the closing (Merced County and the cities of Atwater and Merced)
quickly establisheda Joint Powers Authority and applied for OEA funds to plan base reuse. Led
by a dynamic director (a retired Castle Wing Commander), the JPA is actively pursuing a
number of base reuse options. This base reuse planning process has been unhampered by the
kinds of intergovernmental competition and “turf battles” that often accompany such a planning
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process;

since the beginning the three local governments and Castle’s management have

cooperated closely with each other in developing options for base reuse.
Although the JPA was functioning smoothly and pursuing a number of promising options
for economic development “inside the Castle fence,” community leaders saw a need to address
the impact of Castle’s closure on the business community “outside the fence.” The three
involved local governments have very limited resources to support community planning: they
were small to begin with, currently are experiencing cutbacks in budgets and staff, and the local
match required by the OEA base reuse planning grant is taking what little community planning
resources are available. To assist with community planning and economic development, the
director of the County’s economic development department (the Merced County Department of
Economic and Strategic Development -- MCDESD) wrote a proposal to the U.S. Department
of Commerce’s Economic Development Administration for a small technical assistance grant.
Mkced County had already received such technical assistance grants for a number of
consecutive years, and this time was turned down.
Staff of California’s state Title III office suggested that Merced apply for DCA
demonstration funds under the community planning category. MCDESD re-wrote their proposal,
and submitted it jointly with the local Private Industry Council and the State Title III office.
They were awarded a grant of $56,000.

The goal of this project is to help mitigate the impact of the base closure on the Merced
County business community. The project is using two strategies to achieve this goal, which are:

(1)

Researching and preparing a report on economic development options for the
communities surrounding the base.
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(2)

Providing training and consultation services to Merced County businesses that are
affected by the base closing on how to expand into two areas: international trade
and/or government contracting.

PROJECTORGANIZATION
The State of California Title III office is the official grant recipient. They do a straight
pass-through of the funds to the Merced County Private Industry and Training Department,
which retains a small amount for monitoring and oversight of the project and subcontracts the
rest of the grant to the Merced County Department of Economic and Strategic Development.
MCDESD’s role is primarily administrative; almost all of the substantive work of the project
is being conducted through the following three small subcontracts:

(1)

A rural economic development specialist at the University of California is
researching and preparing the report on economic development options.

(2)

A branch of the local association of governments is preparing demographic
profiles for six cities and five unincorporated areas in Merced County. These
profiles will contribute to the economic development options report described
above, as well as be used as stand-alone information sheets for businesses
thinking of expanding within, or relocating to, Merced County.

(3)

The Center for International Trade Development (CITD) is developing an “Export
Kit” and providing training to local businesses affected by the base closing on
how to expand into international markets.

In addition to these subcontracts, the other substantive piece of the project is training and
consultation to firms on how to expand into government contracting, which is being provided
by a branch of MCDESD.
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DEMONSTRATION-FUNDED ACTIVITIES
As describedabove, the project is using two types of activities to help the Merced County
businesscommunity respond to the base closing: (1) coming up with economic development
options, and (2) providing assistanceto firms that are affected by the base closing.
REPORT ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OP~ONS

As a rural county facing a severe budget deficit, Merced County has few resources to
devote to researching what the impact of Castle’s closing will be on the area’s economy and
planning how to respond. To help meet the community’s need for this kind of research, the
project subcontracted with a rural economic development specialist at the University of
California to prepare a report on economic developmentoptions. Through interviews with base
and community officials, examination of demographic data, and review of reports on the
economic development plans for other California base-closurecommunities, the consultant is
developing a list of economic development ideas for Merccd County and the cities of Atwater
and Merced.

Although the scope of the research is limited by the small budget of the

subcontract, the consultant and MCDESD hope that this “laundry list” will provide a springboard
for the affected communities to move into an active economic development planning process.
BUSINESSASSISTANCE
SERVICES
As described above, the project is providing training to local businessesaffected by
Castle’s closing in how to expand into two markets: international trade and government
contracting.
Expanding into International

Markets.

The Center for International Trade

Development (CITD) is a local non-profit organization, funded primarily through the California
Community College system, that assistssmall- and medium-sized businessesin expanding into
international markets. They conduct several different workshops such as “The ABC’s of
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Exporting,” taught by CITD staff and volunteers who have specific expertise in exporting (such
as bankers or attorneys who specialize in exporting).

CITD staff also provide individual

consultation to business owners and managers. For the demonstration, CITD first developed an
“Export Start-Up Kit,” a booklet that provides some basic information about exporting and helps
a business evaluate its export potential.
In the Fall of 1993, CITD sent a mail survey to about 3,000 local businesses to help
identify businesses that were: (a) affected by Castle’s closing; and (b) in need of assistance.

At

the time of our site visit, about 120 firms had returned surveys. Those that expressed interest
in learning about exporting (about half of the respondents), were mailed a copy of the Export
Start-Up Kit. The Kit has tear-out sheets that ask the respondent to do some preliminary selfassessment about the export potential of the business, which were to be filled out and returned
to CITD. Those businesses that CITD judges have good export potential (because of the type
of product or service) are invited to attend CITD’s workshops, and provided follow-up individual
consultations as needed.
CITD’s goal is to provide training (in workshops or individually) to at least 40 “baseimpacted” businesses throughout the grant period. Because a large proportion of the businesses
in Merced County are very small, most of this training will be directed at small-business owners
or managers. At the time of our visit, the surveys were still being returned and none of the
responding companies had attended workshops yet.
Government Contracting Assistance. The other service to firms conducted under this
project is training and consultation in how to expand into government contracting, provided by
a branch of MCDESD that specializes in these services. Businesses that expect to be affected
by Castle’s closing and are interested in government contracting are being identified in two
ways: (1) through CITD’s survey, and (2) through a mailing to all local firms that contract with
Castle.
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The goal for this activity is to provide training through workshops or individual
consultations to the owners or managers of at least 40 businesses. The project expected that
there would be few, if any, businesses who would be interested in exploring expansion into both
government contracting and international trade at the same time, so it was expected that these
different project components would serve different businesses.
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THEPHILADELPHIANAVALBASEANDSHIPYARD
COMMUNITYPLANNING~OJECT:
PHlLALIELPHIA,~NNSyLVANIA
The Philadelphia Naval Base and Shipyard Community Planning Project seeks to
participate in planning for providing employment and training services to workers who
have been or will be laid off during the dmwdown process currently occurring at the
Complex. Led by the Pennsylvania Dislocated Worker Unit and the Philadelphia Private
Industry Council, the project has pursued three stmtegies: (I) to establish a Dislocated
Worker Tmnsition Team (DWTIJ to plan for and oversee tmining and re-employment
services to laid-off Base and Shipyard workers; (2) to develop plans to create an on-base
center to deliver re-employment services to affected workers; and (3) to collect information
about the skills of &d-off workers to be used in conjunction with information collected
from potential employers to facilitate the re-employment of dislocated Complex workers.

.

FROJECTCONTEXT,FLANNING,ANDGOALS
CONTEXT
Historically a heavily industrialized region, the Philadelphia area has been hard hit
economically over the last two decades. As deindustrialization of the region continues, an
estimated 1,000 jobs are lost in the Philadelphia area each month. New industry has been slow
in coming to Philadelphia, and jobs that pay well and provide benefits are increasingly scarce.
The Philadelphia Naval Complex, a linchpin of the economy for almost two centuries,
currently is in a drawdown process. Before the drawdown began, the Complex included five
major commands: the Shipyard, the Hospital, the Naval Station, the Naval Ships Systems
Engineering Station, and the Admiral’s Staff. One of the largest Naval facilities in the country
to be scaled down due to military cutbacks, the Complex employed over 16,000 military and
civilian personnel in July 1993.
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Small-scale layoffs have been occurring for several years, but the official drawdown
processbegan in 1993 with the closure of the hospital. Drawdown is scheduledto be completed
by the end of 1996, after which a few facilities will continue to operate indefinitely, :employing
only about 2,000 primarily civilian employees. Of the jobs being eliminated, roughly 45% are
administrative or technical, 40% are in the blue collar trades, and 15% are in science or
engineering.
The Shipyard, which services and maintains Navy vessels, is both the largest command
in the Complex and the largest manufacturing site in the region.

At its peak, shipyard

employment topped 14,000. The shipyard is being closed becauseit can only accommodate
conventional aircraft carriers (not nuclear-powered). The last conventional carrier, the USS
Kennedy, currently is being serviced and retrofitted to serve another 20 years. But this work
is scheduled to be completed by September of 1995, after which there will be an immediate
reduction of shipyard staff to around 3,000 employees.
The economic impact on the region of the dmwdown of the Complex is staggering. In
addition to the direct employment lossesdescribed above, huge secondaryand tertiary impacts
are anticipated. An estimated 800 companies, directly dependenton salesto the Complex, are
expected to lay off more than 36,000 employees. Many businesseswill not survive the
downsizing.
The region has received several large grants to respond to the drawdown. For example,
a grant from the Office of Economic Adjustment is funding the Mayor’s Commission on Defense
Conversion, the main planning body in the community.

The Navy is funding a Career

Transition Center for dislocated Shipyard employees. A non-demonstrationDCA grant from the
Department of Labor is used to serve temporary and on-call Shipyard workers who have already
been laid-off, and other workers who are not eligible to receive assistancefrom the Shipyard’s
Transition Center. Finally, Congress appropriated a 50 million dollar grant to fund economic
development activities to help mitigate the potentially devastating effects of the drawdown on
the local economy.
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(2)

The development of plans to create an on-base center to deliver re-employment
services to affected workers.

(3)

The collection of information about the skills of laid-off workers to be used in
conjunction with information collected from potential employers to facilitate the
re-employment of dislocated Complex workers.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND COORDINATION
ORGANIZATION

The grantee and lead agency for the project is the PennsylvaniaDepartment of Labor and
Industry, whose Dislocated Worker Unit is administering the project. The Dislocated Worker
Unit is primarily responsible for meeting the first objective, the establishment of a planning
committee to oversee and coordinate activities designed to meet the employment and training
needs of affected employees.
The second major project partner is the Philadelphia Private Industry Council, whose
primary responsibility as described in the proposal was to plan for the establishmentof an on-site
Career Transition Center to respond to the impending layoffs. After the demonstration proposal
was submitted, the PIC discovered that several hundred temporary and on-call employees had
already been laid off from the shipyard and were in needof immediate assistance. The PIG then
applied for and received a Department of Labor discretionary grant to establish a Career
Transition Center to serve these workers. The DCA demonstration funds were used in part to
plan for this center.
The third project partner is the Center for Applied Behavioral Sciencesat Pennsylvania
State University. More than half of the demonstration budget is allocated to a subcontract with
the university to conduct an assessmentof the skills of laid-off workers, which was to be used
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as a tool to facilitate the re-employment of the workers, as well as to enhance other economic
development activities in the area.
Although not a formal partner, the Navy and Shipyard’s Office of Civilian Personnel and
Management has been an active player in the project since its planning stages. The primary
concern of the Office of Civilian Personnel and Management has been to continue playing a
central role in planning for and delivering re-employment services to laid-off workers. In
addition to this office, the project has worked with Shipyard’s union as well as the Mayor’s
Commission and its advisory committees, particularly the Labor and Retraining Advisory
Committee.

COORDINATION
Planning and coordinating for services’ to respond to the dislocations caused by the
drawdown and the resulting crisis for the labor market in the Philadelphia region presented a
significant challenge to project staff.

Because of the magnitude of the layoffs, the multi-

jurisdictional nature of the impacts, the challenges of planning for the re-use of such an immense
facility, and the large amount of dollars and number of funding sources to support planning
activities, the process has involved a very large cast of intensely interested parties.
Representatives from various local and state government offices, organized labor, the shipyard
civilian personnel office, and a host of other private and public organizations all wanted a “piece
of the planning action.”

DEMONSTRATION-FUNDEDACTMTIES
~TARLISIIING A PLANNING GROUP

Planners for the DCA grant had envisioned a classic community planning role for
themselves, involving the creation of a representative group of individuals who would create a
community-wide action plan to mitigate the effects of the downsizing. However, by the time
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to be provided by the Center will be funded out of a large Department of Labor discretionary
grant ($2,750,000). The shipyard is donating space and equipment.
The short-term purpose of the Career Transition Center is to serve approximately 700
temporary workers who have already been laid off, but who are not eligible to be served by the
Shipyard’s own transition office (which serves union members only). The Center offers basic
readjustment and training to eligible workers. At the time of the site visit, over 400 workers
had been served by the newly established PIC; 135 had enrolled in training courses.

Project

planners also envision a long-term role for the Center. Proposals have been submitted to the
Department of Labor to acquire additional resources to fund the counseling, training, and job
search needs of approximately four thousand additional workers who will be laid off in the next
few years.
A key challenge for the DCA project has been to ensure that the two transition offices
currently operating at the Complex -- the one run by the Shipyard and the other planned with
funds from the DCA grant and run by the PIC -- complement each other’s activities. The
Dislocated Worker Team works with the PIC and the Shipyard in trying to coordinate the
activities of the two offices. One strategy being considered by the project is to coordinate
services between the two centers as follows: laid-off workers would first visit the shipyard
transition center for assessment, counseling, and possible reassignment in the military. Workers
who need retraining would then visit the PIC-run center to arrange for those services.
WORKER

SKILLS ASSESSMENT

The third and final demonstration-funded activity is led by the University of
Pennsylvania. The Center for Applied Behavioral Sciences is responsible for the task of
assessing the skills levels of affected workers, and using these data to develop methods to
facilitate both the re-employment of these workers and to support other economic development
activities around the base closure. Their responsibilities are: (1) to determine which employees
are likely to find employment with little or no assistance and which will require training or skills
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